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Market
Overview

Indian stock market capitalization
(m-cap) recently touched the $3
trillion-mark milestone even as the
restrictions and lockdowns affect
supply chain and there is a third wave
impending upon us, not to mention
the FY22 economic growth forecasts has also
been slashed.
This feat achieved by the stock

capitalization and just shy of Canada.

Hence, on all three occasions, India’s

market is remarkable considering

Stock markets first hit $1 trillion

m-cap/GDP ratio has been 100% or

it had slipped below $1.5 trillion

mark in May 2007 and the next $1

more, a level which is considered

in March 2020 at the peak of the

trillion took another 10 years. In

to be high. Thus, few investors have

Covid-induced sell-off. Thus, India

contrast, the journey from $2 trillion

advised caution certainly at a time

has been the best performing major

to $3 trillion has been the fastest – in

when there is no proper handle of the

market over the past year with

4 years. Thus, India’s m-cap has

economic growth in future. However,

return of 85%. After, this incredible

grown at an annualized rate of close

looking at the m-cap/GDP of other

feat, India stands at no. 8 among

to ~13% since May 2007, at a faster

markets, provides much comfort,

the top 10 global markets in market

rate than the economic growth.

since India is not the only one high
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on this parameter. However, why has the markets surged
higher amid this gloom and doom. The reason is clear that
the markets have looked beyond the 2nd wave and there
are fair reasons for the same. Moreover, there haven’t
been dearth of liquidity support for the market and the
same was channelized towards emerging markets. While
it is true that India mismanaged the 2nd wave, however,
the stock markets haven’t been much perturbed and the
same confidence came after everybody witnessed first
brilliant recovery in 2nd half of financial year 2021. The
confidence is also enthused by the management who
have been on a wait and watch mode for the time being,
nevertheless, most businesses have delivered strong
growth on a yoy basis, albeit March 2020 quarter was a
low base. However, the commentary has been optimistic
one considering that the supply chain isn’t hit as badly
since this time it wasn’t a nationwide lockdown and hence
lockdowns and restrictions varied from state to state.
Besides, companies have been running contingency plans
like maintaining higher inventory, sales and receivable
management through online mode etc.

129

HongKong

1492

Taiwan

559

Saudi Arabia

324

Switzerland

304

United States

222

Canada

180

South korea

136

Japan

133

UK

wave which witnessed panic induced selloff followed by

Country

M-Cap to GDP (%) still one of the lowest
World

India
China

131
102
79

Source: Economic Times, Ashika Research

Coming back to the Covid-19 cases, the 2nd wave has
certainly peaked after registering daily 4 lakh cases.
Although the line needs to be flattened out, since the
new cases are now still above 2 lakh. However, investor
sentiment turned more bullish following a steady drop
in daily count of cases and improvement in recovery
rates of those affected by the infection. This has raised
hopes of easing curbs in several states and a fasterthan-expected recovery in Asia’s third-largest economy
from the turbulence caused by the pandemic. Besides,
the major difference between the 1st wave and 2nd wave

Return (%)
YTD

has been the vaccination and although India have been

1 YR

slow to mass vaccinate it’s population, nevertheless,

World

9.3

49.2

more than 11% have received at least 1st dose and give

India

16.1

85.4

the length and breadth of population, it is by no means a

South Korea

6.2

80.9

Canada

20.7

63.5

Taiwan

11.4

63.0

1st wave. The economic data points however paints a

Australia

8.6

62.8

gloomy picture, as expected since restrictions no matter

France

12.9

62.4

China

4.1

55.3

United States

11.4

51.4

Launched in October 2018, Mint’s macro tracker provides

United Kingdom

12.8

48.0

a monthly state-of-the-economy report based on trends

Germany

12.4

46.3

Source: Economic Times

small feat. Thus, clearly the major difference between 1st
wave and the 2nd have been the absence of panic since
the situations are no longer unknown, taking cues from

in what form means hampering normal activities. As per
a Mint report which tracks 16 high frequency indicators,
only four are above the five-year average trend, in April.

in 16 high-frequency indicators across four segments:
consumer economy, producer economy, external sector,
and ease of living. The report further states that a year
ago, during the first nationwide lockdown, 13 of the
16 indicators had turned red, but this was followed by

Top 10 M-Cap Globally ($ bn)
47,495

United States
11,352

China

gradual improvement, especially in the consumer and
producer economy segments, as lockdowns eased. By

Hong Kong

7,000

March 2021, only seven indicators were in red, or below

Japan

6,746

their five-year average trend. Consumption has been

United Kingdom

3,704

France

3,322

Canada

3,122

India

3,009

Germany

2,801

Tractor sales (a key metric for rural demand that drove the

Saudi Arabia

2,566

post-lockdown recovery last year) slipped to its slowest

severely hit by the pandemic induced lockdowns and the
indicators suggest the same while the producer segment
economy fared better. Consumption indicators like

growth in six months. Passenger vehicle dispatches

Source: Economic Times
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declined at an annualized rate of 4%
since the same month two years ago.
Vehicle registrations, a proxy of retail
sales, declined by a much steeper
17%. Producer economy data like PMI
numbers remained steady at 55.4
driven by higher exports while rail
freight also grew by annualized pace
of 5%, suggesting that the supply side
disruptions have been less severe this
time. The Mint tracker use 2019 as the
base year and considers annualized
growth over the past two years
because the unusual contraction in
most high-frequency indicators last
year makes year-on-year growth
comparisons less useful now.
There are strong expectations
of a rebound in second half of
FY22 have driven sentiments and
fresh buying in equities. Q4FY21
earnings have been strong and the
management commentaries have
been to witness normalization in
H2FY22. Likely announcement of
phased withdrawal of state level
lockdowns in coming weeks and
recovery in economic activities can
potentially aid market to sustain

of a comeback of inflation in US,

Strong expectations
of a rebound in
second half of
FY22 have driven
sentiments and fresh
buying in equities.
Q4FY21 earnings
have been strong
and the management
commentaries have
been to witness
normalization in
H2FY22. Likely
announcement of
phased withdrawal of
state level lockdowns
in coming weeks
and recovery in
economic activities
can potentially aid
market to sustain
rally in the near to
medium term.

rally in the near to medium term.

however the fact that Federal Reserve
signaled that it has no plans to shift
from near 0% rates and $120 billion
in monthly securities purchases,
currency analysts say further U.S.
dollar weakness lies ahead. Plunging
bond yields and diminished chances
of tighter monetary policies have
also supported Indian equities.
FIIs which remained net sellers of
Indian equites in the month of May
have now curtailed on the pace of
selling and could make a comeback
as well. However, one of the niggling
concerns have been the spread of
the covid-19 infections in rural
India a reports state that rural now
accounts for ~54% of cases against
~25% in March 2020. Considering that
rural India was the first to lead the
recovery, the same could be absent
and thus the consumer demand
revival might take longer. The labour
market is under stress and the rural
wage rate and the labour force
participation rate suggest continuing
stress in the labour market. Thus,
clearly unless vaccinations are rolled
across the whole length and breadth
of the county (which is extremely

However, markets need to catch up

challenging even if vaccines were

with the earnings as normalization happens and until

available for whole population today), the recovery might

then there could be a lull and in case, the vaccination

take time. However, there has been a recovery in India’s

program doesn’t pick up, the recovery could be further

exports led by improving economic prospects in US,

delayed. Essentially, the economic recovery is a function

Europe and China and that could reverse fortunes for

of the vaccination program as shown by the developed

labour-intensive sectors, such as gems and jewellery, and

world and there is a stark contrast between the economic

leather products. Thus, demand recovery this time will

growth in developed economies and that of the emerging

be led by urban economy and export led labour intensive

ones like India. Besides, there are now serious talks

sectors could come in rescue.
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Prominent
headlines
May 2021

T

he situation in
the country has
reversed from
being on foothills of
strong economic recovery to facing a fresh crisis. Restoring livelihoods
has become an imperative. We do not expect
any broad deviation in
our projections. RBI will
continue to monitor the
COVID-19 situation in the
country, and will deploy
all resources under it…
Shaktikanta Das, RBI
Governor

I

t’s “quite amazing”
that the COVID-19
crisis has not affected
the Indian stock market
much. But generally
speaking, we know that
this is going to pass, that
people will get vaccinated and the (Covid
case) numbers will come
down. It’s probably a
good opportunity to
buy…. Mark Mobius,
Founder, Mobius Capital
Partners LLP

I

n a business-as-usual
scenario without a
significant global
vaccination plan, the
vaccine coverage in
India is expected to
remain under 35 percent
of the population by the
end of 2021… Ruchir
Agarwal, International
Monetary Fund (IMF)
economist and Gita
Gopinath, IMF’s Chief
Economist
June 2021
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t’s pleasing to see
small declines in
cases and deaths
in several regions, but
many countries are still
experiencing intense
Covid-19 transmission,
and the situation in India
is beyond heartbreaking… Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,
WHO Director-General

O

M

id and smallcap
space still has
some quality
plays and stock-specific
investment is the right
approach in the current
market. Any flareup in the
fixed income markets can
spook equities and lead
to valuations coming off,
particularly for companies with long-dated
cash flows. India equities
could remain volatile
in the near term as the
uncertainty over the pandemic and some of these
global tantrums play
out …. Nitin Sharma,
Director Research &
India Site Head, Fidelity
International

n a more shortterm basis,
GREED & fear
would have removed
all exposure to India at
the start of this month
given the scale of the
Covid second wave and
the massive net foreign
buying of Indian equities
in recent months as
arkets are rising
investors reduced expoon variety of
sure to China and added
factors includto India… Christopher ing strong earnings,
Wood, Global Head of
ongoing vaccinations,
Equity Strategy, Jefferies fresh approvals and
growth in global economy. The pandemic has
ith accelerathad a disproportionate
ing earnings
impact on lower income
and reasonpeople and has pushed
able relative valuations,
people back into povtrailing underperformance and strong policy erty. We will have to take
traction, India seems set coordinated steps to
ensure that our economy
to beat emerging marhas the foundational
kets… RIDHAM DESAI,
strength to move forIndia equity strategist,
ward… Ajit Menon,
Morgan Stanley
CEO, PGIM India Mutual
Fund
n the demand
side, India
s organization
saw one of the
evolve, the role of
fastest recoveries. This
technology will
was mainly driven by
continue
to accelerate
Infrastructure spend.
We feel the demand will the need for a digitally
agile workforce…..
be robust and we will
quickly recover…. SESH- Arundhati BhatAGIRI RAO, joint manag- tacharya, Chairperson
& CEO, Salesforce India
ing director and group
chief financial officer of
JSW Steel

M

W
O

A

I

nflation is probably the
biggest threat to the
global markets right
now with commodity prices
firming up. For equities,
inflation trending upwards
but within the range of
expectations can actually
be a big positive as it helps
earnings and may shift
flows from bonds to equities. If inflation overshoots
expectations materially, it
can be a big headwind…..
MANISH GUNWANI,
CIO-equity investments at
Nippon India Mutual Fund

W

hile there will
be some rise in
delinquencies,
most financial institutions
seem to have created
sufficient buffers over the
last year based on proforma NPA assessment….. N
Sivaraman, ICRA Chief.

T

his unsettling period
has also driven
home one reality,
more than any other: the
only way to beat the virus
is through science and
collaboration. We often
underestimate the power
of a common purpose….
KUMAR MANGALAM
BIRLA, Chairman, Aditya
Birla Group

A

s more and more
enterprises get
on to this journey,
the cloud will become
the seamless technology
fabric that will bring
together enterprises from
across industries to form
collaborative ecosystems
which co-innovate around
their individual products
and services… Rajesh
Gopinathan, TCS MD
and CEO

T

he pandemic
accelerated existing
trends in remote
work, e-commerce, and
automation, with up to
25 percent more workers
than previously estimated
potentially needing to
switch occupations. President of NASSCOM.

SWAMIH Fund I will
benefit 1.16 lakh Indian
families. All of them will
get houses which got
stuck because of so many
different reasons and
hindrances. All this is happening in the pandemic….
Nirmala Sitharaman ,
Finance Minister

W

e see recent
Covid-19 flareups across Asia
as a temporary speed
bump and inflation should
still stay benign in Asia….
TERENCE CHENG, Equity
Strategist, Morgan Stanley

I

ndia has the potential to
be a center of vaccine
production and will
be able to ramp up soon.
Once vaccination reaches a
critical mass, the economy
will do well with pent up
demand, global recovery
and easy financial conditions ….Ashima Goyal,
RBI’s Monetary Policy
Committee member.

I

ndia has had the slowest
rates of private credit
growth in the world in
2010s…moreover, diversity
in ownership and strategies
makes for more stability
in the financial sector….
Ashima Goyal, RBI’s
Monetary Policy Committee
member.

India will be able to vaccinate all of its adult population by the end of this
year. 51 crore vaccines
doses will be available by
July and 216 crore doses
more will be available
between August and
December. Urged state
governments to ensure
that frontline workers
were all vaccinated at
the earliest…. Harsh
Vardhan, Union Health
Minister

M

ore than ever, we
now recognize
the value of
bolstering healthcare systems, not only to save lives
during the current health
emergency but also to help
hospitals to be better prepared to face such emergencies in future…. S.N.
SUBRAHMANYAN, CEO &
MD, Larsen & Toubro
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There has been stark difference
between economic growth in
developed world and emerging ones
which is a function of broadbased
and successful vaccination program
in developed world. How challenging
could be for domestic economy to
claw back to strong growth path?

Q&A with Fund Manager

Mr. Prakash Gaurav Goel - Senior Fund

Manager, ICICI Prudential AMC
Q: Inflation in US is now seriously
talked about and the Fed minutes
also hinted at lowering the stimulus.
What kind of risks it would pose for
emerging markets and India?
A: Rising inflation in the US could
eventually lead to a rise in interest
rates globally. This development is a
negative for global equity valuations,
as it could indicate the beginning
of an end to easy low cost liquidity
globally. However, there are many
things to consider here. To begin
with, it is very much likely that
incremental steps taken by global
central banks towards controlling
inflation and ensuring gradual rise in
inflation/interest rate is unlikely to
be very disruptive in nature.
Second, a phase of moderateinflation is generally not a negative

June 2021

for equity as an asset class as many
companies tend to benefit from rising
inflation as it helps overall corporate
earnings. This is true especially for
companies operating in upstream
space such as commodities. Strong
companies with the ability to passthrough prices tend to do better than
weaker companies, thereby gaining
market share.
And finally, rising inflation rate
leads to a shift in global portfolio
manager’s attention towards hard
assets. As a result, a particular
market segment tends to do well in
a rising interest rate environment
and hence it is a requisite to align the
portfolio accordingly. On the other
hand, if the rise in interest rate is
sharp, it could prove to be disruptive
for both global equity and debt
markets.

INSIGHT
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Experts indicate that India is likely
to be in a strong position in terms
of vaccination administered by
mid-September. The idea here
is that a large part of population
will be vaccinated by then and
any incremental infection rate
at that point is likely to be under
control. Data from developed world
indicates that in general pandemic
related situation tends to improve
significantly post 40% of the
population is vaccinated. Based on
these observations, global market can
take cues on how things will pan-out
post vaccination. At ICICI Prudential,
we expect domestic economy to follow
more or less similar path of recovery
once vaccination is completed albeit
with a lag of 2-3 quarters compared to
developed world.
Markets are certainly looking
beyond 2nd wave despite challenges
of tackling covid and related diseases
and the impending 3rd wave ahead
of us. Your views on the same
Experts suggest that vaccine
availability will improve meaningfully

Rising inflation
in the US could
eventually lead to
a rise in interest
rates globally. This
development is a
negative for global
equity valuations,
as it could indicate
the beginning of an
end to easy low cost
liquidity globally.

by June end and a sizable part of the
Indian population will be vaccinated
by September 2021. These measures
will help ensure that the risk of a
very damaging third wave is reduced
meaningfully.
How do you read the ongoing
corporate earnings season? Do you
foresee challenges on earnings front
in FY22?
FY22 earnings will be a challenge
given the widespread lockdown
which occurred during the first
quarter leading to a loss of one
quarter performance. However, we
believe economy will recover on
account of government expenditure
plans post the second wave. Given
the lower credit cost, banks in the
past have benefited from recovery
in commodity and real estate
cycle. So, while there will be some
disappointment on account of weak
Q1FY22, a meaningful recovery is
expected post the second wave.
Do you see the unprecedented rally
in metals to continue, given the
adverse impact on gross margins of
consumption sectors?
Global commodity experts believe the
run-away rally in metal prices need a
pause such that consumption sector
can absorb the price rise and/or pass
it on to consumers. The passing on

We believe
financials, travel
and tourism, hotels,
malls, multiplexes
and other sectors
which benefit from
opening up of the
economy is likely to
do well.

part is likely to be gradual in nature
and will depend on basis of demand
strength and brand. In the interim,
the consumption sector is likely to
suffer given the risk of a probable
weak demand thereby not allowing
pass-through of price increase.
Which are all sectors you expect to
perform well in FY22 and beyond?
We believe financials, travel and
tourism, hotels, malls, multiplexes
and other sectors which benefit from
opening up of the economy is likely
to do well. In some of these sectors,
the prevailing valuation is reasonably
attractive.
Banks have certainly done well
so far, however with 2nd wave
ongoing and 3rd wave impending,
do you think, asset quality will be
a grey area, given the quantum of
restructuring
Uncertainty in terms of asset quality
is a concern given the economic
impact of the second wave. However,
several sectors are witnessing robust
recovery. In the past, recovery in real
estate and metals has helped banks to
reduce their credit cost. Capex cycle
recovery will also aid in bank’s credit
growth. Overall, economic recovery
is critical for the financial sector to
do well.
How does a retail investor handle
such a market where there is gloom
doom while the markets have been
largely resilient?
When investing into equities, it
is advisable to take a longer term
market view. Be aware of one’s risk
appetite, maintain asset allocation
and invest accordingly. It is very
likely large listed companies may
perform well when compared to
broader economy as large companies
could gain market share from weaker
players.

The factor which
has aided ICICI
Prudential Midcap
Fund performance
over the past one
year is to spot mega
opportunities in
pockets which are
often ignored by the
market and by not
getting carried away
by the prevailing
trend.
The managed by you, ICICI
Prudential Midcap Fund has
bounced back into top quartile over
the last 1 year – is this attributable
to value beginning to outperform
growth – a factor that has benefited
many of your fund house’s equity
schemes?
The factor which has aided fund
performance over the past one year
is to spot mega opportunities in
pockets which are often ignored
by the market and by not getting
carried away by the prevailing
trend. Our stock selection approach
is bottom-up and we are vigilant
around theme concentration in order
to reduce portfolio level risk.
The blended approach driven by
bottom-up research analysis starts
with identifying great businesses to
own that have reasonable valuations,
growth longevity and strong
corporate governance standards. At
the same time not ignoring stocks
which could be temporarily out of
flavor (value opportunities), is likely
to aid in delivering performance.

Disclaimer: Stocks conveyed by Fund manager are just for illustration and these are not recommendations
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Mutual Fund Overview
ICICI Pru Large & Mid Cap Fund

About the Scheme

ICICI Prudential Large & Mid Cap Fund is an open-ended
equity scheme that seeks to generate capital appreciation
by investing atleast 35% of its total assets in equity and
equity related instruments of large cap companies and
mid cap companies each.

Suitable for

The scheme is suitable for investors seeking long-term
growth potential with investment horizon of 5 years and
above.
The scheme’s exposure to midcaps provides an
opportunity for higher capital appreciation over long
term whereas the large cap exposure aims to provide less
volatile reasonable returns.

From a top down perspective, the focus would be to
generate alpha through active sectoral rotation.
From a bottom up perspective, the Scheme will
concentrate on business and economic fundamentals
seeking to identify companies with reasonable
profitability and scalability supported by sustainable
competitive advantages.
Important Information
NAV (G) (Rs.)

438.89

NAV (D) (Rs.)

20.06

Inception Date

Jul 9, 1998

Fund size(Rs.Cr.)
Fund Manager

3764.44
Sankaran Naren, Prakash Gaurav Goel

Entry load

Portfolio construction

The scheme will predominantly invest in large and
mid-cap companies. The scheme may also invest in small
cap companies opportunistically. While the large cap
stocks represent established enterprises selected from
the Top 100 stocks by market capitalization, the mid-caps
represent business entities with higher growth potential
over the long-term.

Sector agnostic

Exit Load
Benchmark
Min Investment (Rs.)
Min SIP Investment (Rs.)

Nil
1% for redemption within 30 days
NIFTY Large Midcap 250 TRI
5000
100

Key Ratios
Beta (x)

1.04

Standard deviation (%)

23.91

The fund manager would adopt a counter-cyclical
approach to investing by remaining underweight in those
sectors to which the larger market holds an elevated
exposure

Sharpe Ratio

0.32

Investment approach

Portfolio Turnover ratio (%)

The scheme will adopt a mix of top down and bottom up
approach in stock selection.
June 2021
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Alpha (%)

-2.62

R Squared

92.70

Expense ratio (%)
Avg Market cap (Rs. Cr.)

2.03
93.0
84829.1

Portfolio as on April 30, 2021

% SECTOR ALLOCATION

Stocks

% of Net assets

Bharti Airtel

Chemicals

9.55

2.5

NTPC

7.91

Insurance

Sun Pharmaceutical Inds.

4.69

ICICI Bank

4.31

Non - Ferrous Metals

Hindalco Inds.

4.07

Max Financial Services

3.42

Finance

Infosys

2.88

Software

7.4

Cholamandalam Financial Holdings

2.78

Federal Bank

2.28

Pharmaceuticals

7.7

ITC

2.15

Cash

94.9%

5.1%

4.1

Consumer Non Durables

5.6
6.6

Telecom - Services

10.9

Power

11.2

Asset Allocation
Equity

3.4

Banks

13.0

Note: All data are as on Apr 30, 2021; NAV are as on May 25, 2021
Source: Factsheet, Value Research

Performance of the Fund alongwith Benchmark (as on May 25, 2021)
1 month

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 Years

5 Years

Since Inception

Fund (%)

8.62

4.08

29.10

74.86

11.58

13.78

Benchmark (%)

6.80

2.15

21.47

72.48

13.64

15.58

17.96

Ashika Mutual Fund Recommendation Alpha Generation
Month of
Recom

Fund Name

Benchmark

NAV as on
25.05.2020

1 Year
Return
(%)

5 Year
Return
(%)

3 Year
Return
(%)

Jun-20

Nippon India - Tax Saver (G)

S&P BSE 100 TRI

65.6

80.8

4.8

8.8

Jul-20

SBI - Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE Small Cap TRI

88.2

107.4

16.4

22.2

Aug-20

Aditya Birla SL - Focused Equity Fund
Reg (G)

NSE - Nifty 50 TRI

78.9

62.9

11.9

13.3

Sep-20

Sundaram - Services Fund (G)

S&P BSE 200 TRI

16.6

75.3

0.0

0.0

Oct-20

Invesco - India Contra Fund (G)

S&P BSE 500 TRI

67.1

68.7

12.8

17.2

Nov-20

Mirae - Asset Tax Saver Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE 200 TRI

26.9

87.7

18.4

21.4

Dec-20

Mirae - Asset Large Cap Fund Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY 100 TRI

67.8

68.3

13.5

16.1

Jan-21

Quant - Active Fund (G)

NSE - Nifty 500 TRI

351.0

115.1

25.9

22.4

Feb-21

Kotak - Tax Saver Scheme (G)

S&P BSE Sensex TRI

61.7

71.3

15.0

16.0

Mar-21

Quant - Small Cap Fund (G)

NSE - NIFTY SMALLCAP 250
TRI

105.2

207.1

27.5

18.2

Apr-21

LIC - Large & Mid Cap Fund - Reg (G)

NSE - NIFTY Large Midcap
250 TRI

20.3

61.9

11.2

16.1

May-21

IDFC - Sterling Value Fund Reg (G)

S&P BSE 500 TRI

72.6

127.7

9.2

16.5

Note: All data are as on Apr 30, 2021; NAV are as on May 25, 2021
Source: Factsheet, Value Research
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Large & Mid Cap Fund
All Data Belongs To May 25, 2021
NAV

AUM
(Rs Cr)

3M

6M

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

Since
Sharpe Exp.
Inception Ratio Ratio
Return

SBI - Large & Midcap Fund Reg (G)

313.5

3684

7.2

30.3

80.2

13.8

15.3

14.1

0.3

2.1

Mirae - Asset Emerging Bluechip Fund Reg
(G)

83.8

16602

5.4

28.1

87.0

19.7

21.7

21.3

0.6

1.7

ICICI Pru - Large & Mid Cap Fund Reg (G)

438.9

3764

4.1

29.1

75.7

11.6

13.8

18.0

0.3

2.3

LIC - Large & Mid Cap Fund - Reg (G)

20.3

1058

4.3

19.1

61.9

11.2

16.1

12.0

0.3

2.5

Kotak - Emerging Equity (G)

60.6

9162

6.8

32.6

93.4

15.3

17.7

13.6

0.2

1.8

Value Fund
SBI - Contra Fund Reg (G)

166.9

1876

7.5

39.9

110.7

13.8

14.6

16.9

0.3

2.2

72.6

3334

13.2

45.0

127.7

9.2

16.5

16.0

0.2

2.0

102.9

3531

4.8

28.7

84.8

12.3

15.8

15.7

0.3

2.1

Kotak - India EQ Contra Fund (G)

72.1

942

1.1

23.0

72.4

13.2

16.3

13.3

0.4

2.4

Invesco - India Contra Fund (G)

67.1

6438

2.8

22.3

68.7

12.8

17.2

14.4

0.3

1.9

Axis - Focused 25 Fund Reg (G)

39.4

15521

2.0

16.2

62.8

13.0

17.7

16.6

0.4

1.7

Mirae - Asset Focused Fund Reg (G)

16.3

5676

2.4

22.3

83.7

0.0

0.0

26.4

0.0

1.9

SBI - Focused Equity Fund Reg (G)

198.7

14767

4.6

21.1

61.6

13.2

16.1

19.5

0.4

1.9

DSP - Focus Fund Reg Fund (G)

30.9

1956

4.6

18.7

65.9

11.5

12.8

10.7

0.3

2.2

Sundaram - Select Focus Reg (G)

235.3

1198

(0.5)

19.0

54.6

12.1

14.6

18.2

0.4

2.3

185.2

148

20.4

51.9

127.0

27.7

22.9

15.5

0.8

2.5

Kotak - Tax Saver Scheme (G)

61.7

1866

4.2

23.4

71.3

15.0

16.0

12.5

0.5

2.3

Mirae - Asset Tax Saver Fund Reg (G)

26.9

7251

4.0

25.4

87.7

18.4

21.4

20.1

0.6

2.0

Axis - Long Term Equity Fund (G)

63.4

28239

2.4

16.7

60.4

13.9

16.1

17.5

0.4

1.9

SBI - Long Term Equity Fund Reg (G)

192.5

9276

3.4

23.9

69.2

11.5

12.4

14.3

0.3

1.9

Quant - Active Fund (G)

351.0

370

21.6

48.4

115.1

25.9

22.4

19.3

0.8

2.5

SBI - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

66.6

12034

3.2

24.7

73.2

12.0

14.8

12.9

0.3

1.9

Kotak - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

46.6

34115

1.4

19.0

64.3

12.6

15.4

13.9

0.4

1.6

Motilal Oswal - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

32.1

11463

0.5

14.8

57.7

6.6

13.2

17.9

0.1

1.8

Parag Parikh - Flexi Cap Fund Reg (G)

41.3

9179

9.2

23.4

70.9

20.4

19.5

19.3

0.8

1.6

105.2

268

30.8

63.7

207.1

27.5

18.2

14.5

0.7

2.4

SBI - Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

88.2

7919

11.9

35.2

107.4

16.4

22.2

20.4

0.4

1.8

Axis - Small Cap Fund Reg (G)

49.1

4854

16.4

34.0

94.7

21.4

20.0

23.7

0.6

2.1

Invesco - India Smallcap Fund Reg (G)

17.2

905

12.0

42.4

100.6

0.0

0.0

22.9

0.0

2.3

131.5

3712

13.4

47.0

140.8

18.6

19.6

17.2

0.5

2.2

IDFC - Sterling Value Fund Reg (G)
Nippon India - Value Fund (G)

Focus Fund

ELSS Fund
Quant - Tax Plan (G)

Flexi Cap Fund

Small Cap Fund
Quant - Small Cap Fund (G)

Kotak - Smallcap Fund (G)

June 2021
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Thematic/Sectoral Fund
All Data Belongs To May 25, 2021
NAV

AUM
(Rs
Cr)

3M

6M

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

Since
Sharpe Exp.
Inception Ratio Ratio
Return

Franklin - Build India Fund (G)

54.8

932

4.6

37.7

91.3

11.5

14.1

15.4

0.3

2.4

ICICI Pru - Banking and Financial Services
Fund Reg (G)

78.6

3989

1.5

28.7

104.3

9.4

16.9

17.5

0.2

2.1

292.1

4812

19.0

25.5

58.4

29.0

17.6

22.0

0.9

2.7

Sundaram - Rural and Consumption Fund
Reg (G)

50.9

1269

1.7

15.7

51.5

6.1

12.2

11.5

0.1

2.3

Aditya Birla SL - Digital India Fund Reg (G)

102.4

1238

9.9

31.9

107.3

26.7

22.8

9.4

1.0

2.5

179.8

38141

2.7

16.5

47.9

12.4

13.3

13.1

0.5

1.6

Sundaram - Equity Hybrid Fund Reg (G)

117.1

1663

2.0

17.4

45.4

11.2

12.8

12.8

0.4

2.3

ICICI Pru - Balanced Advantage Fund Reg
(G)

45.7

30900

2.2

11.9

41.9

10.9

11.6

11.0

0.4

1.7

Kotak - Balanced Advantage Fund Reg (G)

13.4

8114

2.1

9.2

38.2

0.0

0.0

10.8

0.0

2.0

Aditya Birla SL - Balanced Advantage Fund
(G)

68.0

3327

3.1

10.8

44.2

10.7

12.0

9.5

0.4

2.1

Aditya Birla SL - Equity Savings Fund Reg
(G)

16.3

487

0.6

8.7

28.8

7.6

8.9

7.7

0.3

2.8

DSP - Equity Saving Fund Reg (G)

15.2

361

3.8

11.2

31.6

7.3

8.4

8.4

0.2

2.4

Kotak - Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

17.1

1383

1.3

6.2

23.5

8.3

8.9

8.3

0.4

2.2

Nippon India - Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

11.6

293

1.1

9.4

24.7

(2.5)

2.6

2.5

(0.5)

2.7

SBI - Equity Savings Fund Reg (G)

16.2

1355

1.5

10.4

32.3

8.8

8.8

8.3

0.4

1.7

Aditya Birla SL - Arbitrage Fund Reg (G)

21.0

6032

1.2

2.0

3.3

5.2

5.5

6.5

0.9

0.9

ICICI Pru - Equity Arbitrage Fund Reg (G)

27.0

10788

1.2

1.8

3.2

5.2

5.6

7.1

0.9

1.0

Nippon India - Pharma Fund (G)

Blance/BAF Fund
SBI - Equity Hybrid Fund Reg (G)

Equity Savings Fund

Arbitrage Fund

Kotak - Equity Arbitrage Fund (G)

29.2

18952

1.2

1.9

3.5

5.3

5.7

7.1

1.1

1.0

Nippon India - Arbitrage Fund (G)

21.0

11038

1.1

1.8

3.3

5.3

5.7

7.2

1.0

1.0

SBI - Arbitrage Opp Fund Reg (G)

26.4

3681

1.1

1.7

2.7

4.8

5.3

6.9

0.5

0.9

Index Fund
HDFC - Index Fund-NIFTY 50 Plan - (G)

139.4

2928

0.8

18.4

69.1

13.4

14.7

14.7

0.4

0.3

ICICI Pru - Nifty Next 50 Index Fund Reg
(G)

32.7

1101

6.2

24.0

60.7

8.5

14.2

11.4

0.1

0.9

HDFC - Index Fund - Sensex Plan

452.2

2060

(0.8)

15.6

66.1

13.8

15.2

15.0

0.4

0.3

Motilal Oswal - Nasdaq 100 FOF (G)

20.9

2518

3.8

11.6

40.5

0.0

0.0

33.7

0.0

0.5

13.7

1291

7.2

13.2

34.9

0.0

0.0

33.1

0.0

1.2

Motilal Oswal - S&P 500 Index Fund Reg (G)
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Solutions
All Data Belongs To May 25, 2021
NAV AUM

Mod
Duration
(in Yrs)

AMP
(IN Yrs )

3M

6M

1 Yr

2 Yr

Sharpe Exp.
Ratio Ratio

ICICI Pru - Retirement Fund Pure Debt
Plan (G)

12.2

423

0.0

11.0342
(13/04/2020)

1.9

1.4

7.0

9.0

0.0

2.2

Aditya Birla SL - Retirement Fund 30s
Plan (G)

12.3

194

0.0

8.27
(18/05/2020)

(2.3)

13.5

47.7

10.2

0.0

2.7

HDFC - Retirement Savings Fund
Hybrid Equity Reg (G)

22.5

589

0.4

13.986
(19/05/2020)

3.7

21.0

58.7

15.3

0.4

2.7

Aditya Birla SL - Bal Bhavishya Yojna
Wealth Plan (G)

12.7

408

0.0

8.62
(18/05/2020)

(2.4)

13.1

46.4

9.8

0.0

2.7

ICICI Pru - Child Care Gift Plan Reg

171.3

742

0.2

115.82
(18/05/2020)

2.3

16.5

45.0

9.6

0.2

2.5

Dynamic/Multi Assets
Invesco - India Dynamic Equity Fund
(G)

34.8

652

0.1

25.67
(21/04/2020)

3.2

10.7

32.6

9.3

0.1

2.4

ICICI Pru - Asset Allocator Fund (FOF)
(G)

72.9

10731

0.6

49.9323
(18/05/2020)

3.9

14.8

41.7

14.4

0.6

1.6

ICICI Pru - Multi Asset Fund (G)

357.1

11108

0.4

227.0877
(18/05/2020)

4.2

27.9

52.9

15.3

0.3

1.8

SBI - Dynamic Asset Allocation Fund
(G)

15.5

631

0.2

11.6835
(18/05/2020)

(0.7)

8.9

31.8

7.9

0.1

2.2

DSP - Dynamic Asset Allocation Reg
(G)

18.9

3376

0.5

14.349
(18/05/2020)

1.7

6.7

29.1

11.6

0.5

2.0

Disclaimer: Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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STOCK PICKS

Infosys Ltd.
CMP: Rs 1394

Rating: BUY

Share holding pattern as on March 2021

Target: Rs 1610

Company Information
BSE Code

500209

NSE Code

INFY

Bloomberg Code
ISIN

INFO.IN
INE009A01021

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

593,850

Outstanding shares(Cr)
52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

426.06
1,477.5/674.9

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

10,197.5

Face Value(Rs.)

5

Book Value (Rs)

167.0

Promoters, 12.95%

FIIs, 32.67%

DIIs, 23.10%

Others, 31.28%

Investment Rationale

The management is seeing demand

see acceleration in digital technology

coming from cost takeout deals and

like cyber security, cloud, data,

Digital technology is becoming an

large enterprises looking to invest in

experience and automation. Improv-

Digital infrastructure. Digital share

ing technology spending, traction

in revenue mix for Infosys has been

in Cloud data analytics AI and IOT

continuously improving in every

and cyber securities make believe

quarter. Digital continues to drive

that demand outlook in medium

the growth of the company with

terms remains buoyant. Further,

38.6% YoY growth and constituting

the company’s digital prowess and

51.5% of revenues vs. 41.9% in Q4FY20.

market share gains are expected to

Further, the company continues to

drive revenues in long term.

Digital continue to drive growth
integral part of today’s life with every
enterprises globally are adopting
digital platform at rapid pace. Infosys
in order to capitalize on the digital
opportunities have already invested
in its infrastructure. Thus, its
capabilities around Digital, Automation and efficiency have become key.
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Healthy traction in deal pipeline
Technology sector is going to witness
multi-year growth in coming years
on the back of growing demand for
digital technologies and cloud computing. Infosys is in better place than
its peers to capitalize on the growth
opportunities given the investment
it has made in digital technologies.
The major positive for Infosys is the
momentum in order inflows. Large
deal TCV was healthy with deal signings worth around USD 2.1 billion,

Soft Q4FY21 numbers

On an annual basis,
the company has
won USD 14 billion
of which USD 9.4
billion was net new
deal wins, which
is higher than
FY20 deals won
cumulatively.

up 27.3% YoY. On a QoQ basis, it saw
a dip due to one off large deal in the
previous quarter. In Q4FY21, 52% of
deal wins were net new deals. Total
15 deals were in US, 6 in Europe and 1
in Rest of World. On an annual basis,
the company has won USD 14 billion
of which USD 9.4 billion was net new
deal wins, which is higher than FY20
deals won cumulatively. Healthy traction in large deals, traction in digital
technologies, strong deal pipeline,
and vendor consolidation opportunities are to be the key growth drivers
going forward.

Margins to remain healthy

Management believes that there will
be margin headwinds in FY22 led by
lower utilization, higher travel cost,
large deal transition cost and phased
wage hike starting from July 2021.
Hence, the company has guided for
22-24% margin guidance for FY22E.
It is expected that many levers like
offshoring, revenue growth, pyramid
rationalization, rupee depreciation
and automation will aid the company
to sustain healthy margins going
ahead. Further, broad based growth
across verticals also helped the company to maintain the margins. The

The travel restriction due to COVID-

rise in share of digital is also boosting

19 outbreak has increased the share

the margins for Infosys. Infosys is

of off-shoring revenue for Indian IT

gaining market share and there is a

companies which save cost for Indian

structural trend in demand for digital

service providers. During Q4FY21,

and cloud services, which is outpac-

Infosys has reported healthy margins

ing decline in legacy services.

despite of wage hike in the quarter.

Infosys 3 year Price Chart
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Infosys has reported soft Q4FY21
number which came below the
consensus estimates. Revenue for the
quarter at USD 3613 million grew by
2.8% QoQ in reported currency and
grew 2% in constant currency basis,
although the volume growth was
much higher at 4.6%. In rupee terms
the revenue grew by 1.5% QoQ at Rs
26,311 crore. Revenue growth was
subdued in the context of seasonal
weakness, higher offshore mix and
lower contribution from third-party
deal. EBIT margin declined by 90 bps
QoQ at 24.5% on account of a salary
hike and higher general & administrative expenses that were partially
compensated by cost optimization.
On absolute terms, EBIT de grew by
2.3% QoQ at Rs 6,440 crore. On the
back of subdued revenue growth and
de-growth in operating profit, net
profit declined by 2.3% QoQ at Rs
5,076 crore with 75 bps QoQ decline
in PAT margin at 19.3%. Management
has given optimistic guidance for
FY22 with Constant currency revenue guidance in the band of 12-14%
and EBIT margin in the range of
22-24%. The key markets like US,
Europe and India grew at healthy
pace during the quarter. Infosys saw
YoY growth across most verticals,
except Communications (12% of
revenue). Geography-wise, growth
in US stood at 12.3% YoY in CC terms
while Europe grew by 5.1% YoY in
CC terms and India grew by 30.8%
YoY in CC terms. Digital revenues
increased by 5.6% QoQ, 38.6% YoY
and now accounts for 51.5% of overall
revenues. In terms of deal pipeline,
it increased by 27.3% YoY to USD 2.1
billion. Infosys has been growing its
digital segment at much faster pace
supported by healthy deal win and
these will drive the earnings of the
company in coming quarters.

Key Risks
Any appreciation in INR will have
negative impact on its margins

Any slowdown in technological
expenditure will have adverse impact
on its long term growth outlook.

Valuation
Infosys is one of the key beneficiaries of multi year growth in digital
technology considering its digital
prowess and its ability to provide
an end to end solution. Infosys is
clearly on a growth journey and
higher technology spends coupled
with market share gains spell good
news for earnings while order
wins suggest a strong growth path.
The deal momentum has given the
company the visibility of a robust
revenue growth in FY22 and the
company has guided to a revenue
growth in the range of 12-14% in

deal flow remains strong and hiring
has been good thereby raising hopes

Infosys is one of the
key beneficiaries of
multi year growth
in digital technology
considering its digital
prowess and its
ability to provide an
end to end solution.
Infosys is clearly on
a growth journey and
higher technology
spends coupled with
market share gains
spell good news for
earnings while order
wins suggest a strong
growth path.

for healthy earnings growth in future.
An improved demand environment,
traction in large deals, increase in
outsourcing in the US and Europe
and vendor consolidation opportunities are expected to drive revenues in
the long term. Thus, we have a positive view on Infosys given increasing
digital share in revenue, healthy
traction in deal pipeline, healthy cash
conversion, robust capital allocation
policy and EPS accretive buyback.
We recommend our investors to BUY
the scrip with target of Rs 1,610 from
12 months investment perspective.
At current price, the scrip is valued
at P/E multiple of 23.6x on FY23E
Bloomberg consensus EPS of Rs 59.4.

constant currency. The outlook on

Particulars (in Rs Cr)
Revenue
Growth (%)
EBITDA
EBITDA Margin (%)
Net profit
Net Profit Margin (%)
EPS (Rs)

FY20

FY21

FY22E

FY23E

90,791.0

100,472.0

116,622.8

130,867.2

9.8%

10.7%

16.1%

12.2%

22,439.0

28,079.0

31,492.7

35,153.6

24.7%

27.9%

27.0%

26.9%

16,560.2

19,373.1

22,390.7

25,174.2

18.2%

19.3%

19.2%

19.2%

38.8

45.6

52.9

59.4

Source: Bloomberg consensus
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STOCK PICKS

Housing Development
Finance Corporation Ltd.
CMP: Rs 2551

Rating: BUY

Share holding pattern as on March 2021

Target: Rs 2940

Company Information
BSE Code

500010

NSE Code

HDFC

Bloomberg Code

HDFC IN

ISIN

INE001A01036

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

461,040

Outstanding shares (Cr)

180.4

52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

2896 / 1490

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

4693157

Face Value (Rs.)

2

Book Value

Investment Rationale

Strong Q4FY21 performance
A healthy revival in credit offtake,
especially individual segment thereby
leading to improvement in operational performance remained a key
highlight of the quarter. Asset quality
remained broadly resilient. Net
Interest Income came in at Rs. 4464
June 2021

868.0

crores which was up 18.1% YoY and
up by 1.1% QoQ basis. Other income
growth came in at Rs. 1224 crore, up
62% YoY. The sharp rise was partly on
account of dividend income. HDFC
has made provisions worth Rs. 719
crore during the quarter including
Covid-19 provisions, taking cumulative Covid related provisions at Rs.

INSIGHT
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FIIs, 72.8%

DIIs, 16.1%

Others, 11.1%

844 crore. Net Profit came in at Rs.
3180 crores which was up 42.4% YoY
and up by 11.1% on a QoQ basis. Due
to sell-downs, and slower growth
in nonindividual loan segment, the
growth was optically slower. Loan
book grew 10% YoY to Rs. 4.97tn,
AUM growth was also 10% YoY to Rs.
5.7tn. Individual and Non individual

loan book grew by 13.2% and 3.6% YoY
respectively. Growth in the individual
loan book after adding back loans
sold in the preceding 12 months was
19%. Growth in the total loan book
after adding back loans sold was 15%.
The proportion of the individual loan
book improved to 74% (+1.7% YoY).
Disbursement of individual loan grew
60% YoY in Q4FY21. NIMs remained
stable at ~3.5% in Q4FY21, supported
by steady spreads of ~229bps (flat
sequentially). The company manages spreads on individual loans at
~193bps and on non-individual book
at ~322bps. Operational performance
remained healthy with the cost-toincome ratio improving to ~7.7%
vs. ~8.1% in Q3FY21. Asset quality
remains stable with gross stage 3
assets stood at 2.34% vs 2.28% QoQ;
GNPA at 1.98% vs 1.91% QoQ.

Con-Call highlights
Though the second wave of
Covid-19 and partial lockdowns have
brought new challenges, management is confident of tackling the
extant challenges, given the scale up
of the company’s digital platforms
for borrowers, depositors, channel
partners and deposit agents, coupled
with the learnings from the past year.
In FY21, 33% of home loans
approved in volume terms and 16% in
value terms were to customers from

the Economically Weaker Section
(EWS) and Low Income Groups (LIG).
Average home loan to the EWS and
LIG segments stood at Rs1.08mn and
Rs1.86mn, respectively.
The average size of individual loans
disbursed in FY21 stood at Rs. 2.95mn
compared to Rs. 2.7mn in FY20. There
was an uptick in the average ticket
size in Q4FY21 to Rs. 3.14mn, attributable to demand for high-end properties, especially in the metro cities.
Overall spreads for FY21 stood at
2.29%; individual book 1.93% and
non-individual loan book 3.22%. NIM
was 3.5% for FY21 compared to 3.4%
in FY20. NIM is expected to remain at
similar level.
HDFC Ltd is carrying the total
provision of Rs. 13025 crores (~2.6%
of EAD) as of FY21 compared to the
regulatory requirement of Rs. 5491
crores, which provides comfort in
the stress scenario of the Covid-19
second wave. Cumulative Covid-19
provision as at March 31, 2021, stood
at Rs. 844 crores.
CAR and Tier 1 are at 22.2% and
21.5%, respectively, compared to the
regulatory requirement of 14% and
10%.
As of FY21, total restructured loans
under RBI’s Resolution Framework
for Covid-19 related stress stood at

HDFC Ltd. 3Yr. Price Chart
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Rs. 4478 crores (0.8% of AUM). Of the
loans being restructured, 27% are
individual loans and 73% non-individual loans. The largest account under
the resolution framework accounted
for 0.5% of AUM.
Total loans sourced from distribution stood at 98% and within that 54%
from HDFC sales, 27% from HDFC
bank and 17% from third party sales
and 2% walk-in customers.
NIM has been in range of 3.2-3.5%
and spreads have been stable. There
is negative carry on surplus liquidity.
As that comes down, will be positive
for NIMs. Outlook is stable for NIMs.

Individual segment aids growth
AUM growth trajectory improved
to 10.3% YoY and 3.2% QoQ. Healthy
AUM growth was driven by 13.2%
growth in individual portfolio led by
strong demand for home amid lower
interest rates, softer property prices
and concessional stamp duty in
certain states. Among nonindividual
book, corporate segment (comprising
6% of AUM) and LRD (7% of AUM)
witnessed a pick-up in Q4FY21,
after a dip in 9MFY21. Affordable
segment continued to stay in focus
with 33% by volume, 16% by value
disbursements. After adding back
loans sold, growth in individual book
was at 19% YoY while growth in total
loan book was at 15% YoY. Individual
disbursements witnessed a sharp
pick-up 2QFY21 onwards. For H1FY21,
individual disbursals were down 35%
YoY. Strong recovery was witnessed
in H2FY21 with individual disbursements up 42% YoY. In 4QFY21,
individual disbursements witnessed
60% YoY growth. March’21 witnessed
the highest ever levels of receipts,
approvals and disbursements in the
individual segment. In FY21, individual loan approvals grew 10% YoY
while applications grew 8%. Growth
in home loans was witnessed in both
affordable housing and high-end
segments. Various measures by state
and central govt, including stamp
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duty cuts and a generally low-rate
environment, have been the key
drivers of growth during FY21.

Asset quality holding up
Gross NPAs remained flat at ~1.98%
of loans (~1.91% last quarter), with
Individual loans contributing ~0.99%
(0.98% last quarter) and non-individual portfolio contributing ~4.77%
(4.35% last quarter). Asset quality held
up with stage-3 at 1% for individual
loans and 5.7% for non-individual
loans. While collections for the
individual segment at 98% indicate
near normalization. The coverage
on stage-3 assets was healthy at 52%,
up from 49% in 3QFY21. The annual
spike in Stage 2 was due to recognition of accounts under ECLGS and
one-time restructuring under Stage
2. Overall coverage stood at 2.62%
(Rs130.25bn). Given the company’s
superior underwriting skills and
better-than-industry asset quality,
it is expected that the current stock
of provisioning is adequate enough.
Restructuring stood at 0.8% of AUM,
of which 58% was accounted for
by just one account. The collection
efficiency for individual loans stood
at 98.0% in Mar’21 compared to 96.3%
in Sep’20 (~97% in Dec’20). Overall,
asset quality outlook is expected
to remain comfortable. Moreover,
the company’s balance sheet is one
of the strongest given the kind of
economic value that it is holding in
its subsidiaries. HDFC’s ability to
monetize this economic value and

pedigree, strong brand recall across

HDFC has a robust
operating metrics,
pedigree, strong
brand recall across
product categories,
and a sustainable
business model.
AUM growth has
been intact and
is improving
with growth in
disbursements.
create contingency buffers provides
the balance sheet more strength over
& above the excess provisions.

Key risks
Due to the second wave of the
pandemic, there may be slower /
delayed recovery in economy, and
also higher slippages which may
impact earnings.
Increase in competition and sustained slack in the mortgage market
can lead to lower growth.
Risk of fraud and NPA accretion
due to increase in interest rates and
fall in property prices is inherent to
the mortgage business.

Valuation
HDFC has a robust operating metrics,

Particulars (in Rs Cr)

FY20

Net interest Income

product categories, and a sustainable business model. AUM growth
has been intact and is improving
with growth in disbursements. The
demand for home loans continued to
remain strong owing to low interest
rates, softer property prices, concessional stamp duty rates in certain
states and continued fiscal incentives
on home loans. The month of March
2021 witnessed the highest levels in
terms individual receipts, approvals
and disbursements. Growth in home
loans was seen in both, the affordable
housing segment as well as high-end
properties. Margins are improving
and asset quality is under control. It
is expected that HDFC should gain
the market share as few HFCs are
focusing on liability side and slowing down on asset growth. Higher
provisions on the balance sheet give
the cushion in P&L from any negative
impact on non-individual portfolio if
second Covid-19 wave impacts. Going
forward, considering the surge in
housing demand amid lower interest
rates, SOPs offered by state governments, HDFC’s ability to manage
market share, superior liability
franchise and healthy provision cover
will help the company to improve its
financial performance. Hence, we
recommend our investors to BUY the
scrip for a target of Rs. 2940 from
12 months investment perspective.
Currently, the scrip is valued at P/B
multiple of 3.85x on FY22E EPS.

FY21

FY22E

FY23E

12,904.2

15,171.7

17,426.5

19,787.7

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.6

17,769.7

12,027.3

14,084.0

16,381.0

EPS (Rs)

102.6

66.7

78.1

90.8

BV (Rs)

497.4

603.8

649.9

711.4

2.0

2.0

1.8

1.6

NIM (%)
PAT

GNPA (%)
Source: Bloomberg consensus
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STOCK PICKS

Natco Pharma Ltd.
CMP: Rs 1050

Rating: BUY

Share holding pattern as on March 2021

Target: Rs 1230

Company Information
BSE Code

524816

NSE Code

NATCOPHARM

Bloomberg Code
ISIN

NTCPH IN
INE987B01026

Market Cap (Rs. Cr)

19,170

Outstanding shares (Cr)
52-wk Hi/Lo (Rs.)

18.2
1188.05 / 571.8

Avg. daily volume (1yr. on NSE)

543407

Face Value (Rs.)

2

Book Value

Company overview
Natco Pharma Ltd. (NPL) is a midsized pharmaceutical company with
a presence across the pharma value
chain. It owns eight manufacturing
facilities including six formulations
facilities and two API facilities. The
company also has a US retail business. Natco is a leading domestic
player in the oncology space. NPL’s
product pipeline consists of drugs,
which are used for various types
of cancer like blood cancer, breast
cancer, brain cancer, ovarian cancer,
lung cancer and prostate cancer.
Currently, Natco is marketing 33
oncology products in the Indian
market (FY20). On the export front,

226.5

Natco exports products to US, Canada
and Europe regions.

Investment Rationale

Phase-III Clinical Trial of Molnupiravir capsules for Covid-19
treatment
Natco Pharma has received approval
Central Drugs Standard Control
Organization (CDSCO) in India for
Phase-III clinical trial of Molnupiravir Capsules for the treatment of
COVID-19 positive patients. On
May 21, 2021, Company has initiated
Phase-III clinical trial of ‘Molnupiravir’ capsules in India. Its first patient
was dosed in Yashoda Hospitals,
Hyderabad. Pre-clinical data have

21
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Promoters, 48.9%

FII, 16.3%

DII, 16.2%

Others, 18.6%

shown that Molnupiravir has broad
anti-influenza activity, including
highly potent inhibition of SARSCoV-2 replication. Patients treated
with Molnupiravir achieved response
within five days of therapy indicating that the duration of treatment
with Molnupiravir is short, with the
additional advantage of being an oral
therapy. Phase-III clinical trial is
initiated to evaluate the efficacy and
safety of Molnupiravir Capsules in
mild COVID-19 patients.

US outlook improving
Despite being a late entrant in the
US market, it has carved out its own
identity via tie-ups to tap limited but
niche products pipeline including 20
June 2021

Para IVs and two limited competition
products. Natco Pharma has recently
received final approval from the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(USFDA) for Abbreviated New Drug
Applications (ANDA) for two products, including generic version of
Celgene’s multiple myeloma drug,
Revlimid (Lenalidomide) capsules,
an anti-cancer drug for which the
company and its marketing partner
had settled a litigation with Celgene.
Revlimid brand sales in the US stand
at US$7.9bn. As per the settlement
agreement, NPL is supposed to start
selling generic copies in March 2022
(end of FY22). In another approval
along with its marketing partner,
Breckenridge Pharmaceutical Inc.
(BPI), has received final approval
for its ANDA for Everolimus Tablets
(generic for Afinitor®) from the
USFDA. The product indicated in
oncology treatment. Afinitor® and
its therapeutic equivalents had
generated annual sales of $162 million
in the US during the 12 months
ending March 2021. It is expected
that generic Everolimus could be
$25-35m opportunity for Natco for
FY22. Meanwhile, another approval of
generic Zortress (immunosuppressant indication) is expected. It offers
a niche $150-million market with
Hikma as the only approved generic
currently. When approved, Natco /
BPI could be the second player to

Natco’s strategy
for the US has been
focused on niche
product launches,
whose development
involves many
complex processes.
Its ANDA filings, too,
include high entry
barrier products.
enter this market. This is to improve
FY22 US growth prospects. Meanwhile, the company is likely to launch
some more large products in the US
is keeping its prospects firm. Natco’s
strategy for the US has been focused
on niche product launches, whose
development involves many complex
processes. Its ANDA filings, too,
include high entry barrier products
that are difficult to manufacture and
enjoy limited competition. Going
ahead, improved revenue visibility in
the US is positive.

Foray into Agrochem product
The management has charted a
new growth roadmap with plans to
enter the agrochemical business.
With diversification and sustainability in mind, the company has

Natco Pharma 3Yr. Price Chart

New launches to drive domestic
growth
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invested in the Crop Health Sciences
division targeting niche products.
A Greenfield project in Nellore
district of Andhra Pradesh is close
to completion. Natco has received
approval for indigenous manufacture of chlorantraniliprole (CTPR)
technical which is formulated into
broad-spectrum insecticides used
in several crops for better pest
management, its first agrochem
product, from the Central Insecticide
Board and Registration Committee.
Natco will be the first indigenous
manufacturer of this product and
the insecticide is expected to have
a market size of ~Rs. 2000cr. The
launch will be subject to the pending
litigation against FMC Corp (U.S)
for declaration of freedom to use
CTPR. The company will now focus
on building a distribution network
and appointing sales representatives.
Further, Natco Pharma has foray
into Pheromone-based mating
disruption technology for Integrated
Pest Management (IPM) solution to
farmers in India. Natco is working
with ATGC Biotech Pvt. Ltd (ATGC)
for the technology through its Crop
Health Science (CHS). The company
has invested ~Rs. 150 crore in this
segment. Additionally, the company
is planning to file more Agro product.
Overall, the management expects
this segment to contribute ~10-15%
of overall revenues two- three years
down the line.

Natco Pharma aims to launch 8-10
new products every year across
pharma business segments in the
Indian market. As per the management, strategy remains intact as
the company invest prudently in
research, manufacturing plants and
enriching of skill sets. The company
also have some interesting filings and
high-value launches in international
markets in the coming years. During
the year, Natco spent Rs 349 crore
on capital expenditure, a majority of

which was used to enhance capabilities of their manufacturing facilities.
A significant portion of the capex
was done at the company’s facility in
Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh
while the remaining part was primarily used in the formulation facilities
across the country.

Key risks
Delay in approvals of Para-IV
products
Delay in approval/litigation for
agrochem products
Currency fluctuations

Valuation
Natco Pharma is a R&D focussed,
vertically integrated pharmaceutical company with an experienced
management team, and having
presence across multiple speciality
therapeutic segments. The company
followed a differentiated strategy
compared to other generic pharma
players for both the US & Indian
markets and has been successful in
executing it. It pursued litigation
driven – specific product opportunities in the US. For the Indian market,
it remained focused on time-specific
opportunities (like Hep-C) coupled
with narrower therapy (Oncology)
approach vs broadly diversified
model of other companies. With key

Particulars (in Rs Cr)
Net Sales

across different therapeutic areas)
with near-term launch and earnings
visibility is positive. The company is
also looking its expand its presence
in geographies like Canada and Brazil
with new launches. The foray into the
agrochem space is a positive as the
company looks to diversify its business. Company has initiated Phase-III
clinical trial of ‘Molnupiravir’ capsules in India for Covid-19 treatment.
Natco’s strong portfolio of niche
and generic drugs in the U.S, as well
as its focus on increasing its share
of revenue from other regulated
markets like Canada, India and Brazil
will drive profitability going forward.
If the company can commercialize
the highly anticipated Revlimid in
the U.S, that would further boost the

With key earnings
drivers including
a recovery in the
domestic oncology
business, increased
traction in the
domestic C&D
segment and an
uptick in sales in
Brazil & Canada
yet to play out as
expected.
earnings drivers including a recovery
in the domestic oncology business,
increased traction in the domestic
C&D segment and an uptick in sales
in Brazil & Canada yet to play out
as expected, an FDA approval for
gRevlimid (launch in ex-US markets also expected in FY22) and the
outcome of the litigation pertaining
to the launch of Chlorantraniliprole
(approval received) in India remain
key near-term catalysts. While
Natco’s Para IV pipeline remains
strong, the value of Natco’s US
portfolio and pipeline (~20 products

FY20

presence of the company in those
regions. Overall, it is expected that
Natco’s performance will gradually
improve going forward on the back
of strong portfolio of niche drugs in
the U.S, 8-10 new launches every year
in domestic market, robust product
pipeline and foray into the agrochem
space. Hence, we recommend our
investors to BUY the scrip for a target
of Rs. 1230 from 12 months investment perspective. Currently, the
scrip is valued at P/E multiple of 34.6x
on FY22E EPS.

FY21E

FY22E

FY23E

1915.0

2173.5

2388.7

3540.1

-8.6

13.5

9.9

48.2

582.6

665.1

802.6

1624.9

EBITDA Margin (%)

30.4

30.6

33.6

45.9

Net profit

458.1

506.4

563.7

1108.0

Net Profit Margin (%)

23.9

23.3

23.6

31.3

EPS (Rs)

25.3

27.8

30.9

60.8

Growth (%)
EBITDA

Consensus Estimate: Bloomberg
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Monthly Insight
Performance

Since Jan-2019... Return @CAGR 24.3%
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Monthly Profit & Loss Fact Sheet (Rs.)
Date

Invested Capital

Booked Profit

M2M

Net Profit

31-Jan-19

1496513

0

(15549)

(15549)

28-Feb-19

2500555

0

(12120)

(12120)

31-Mar-19

3499100

0

87058

87058

30-Apr-19

4423753

77386

(8924)

68462

31-May-19

4843373

149734

(192232)

(42498)

30-Jun-19

5780649

212997

(312556)

(99559)

31-Jul-19

7280745

212997

(523193)

(310197)

31-Aug-19

6252245

237315

(318110)

(80795)

30-Sep-19

5638553

351653

(183965)

167688

31-Oct-19

3805452

689902

(279263)

410639

30-Nov-19

5300467

689902

(286815)

403087

31-Dec-19

6799062

689902

(159580)

530321

31-Jan-20

6506557

981148

(270658)

710490

29-Feb-20

5711903

1272382

(733289)

539092

31-Mar-20

7207537

1272382

(2755943)

(1483561)

30-Apr-20

7623497

356948

(1030982)

(674034)

31-May-20

6149806

833936

(1351330)

(517394)

30-Jun-20

7651620

833936

(956088)

(122152)

31-Jul-20

9152079

833936

(463266)

370670

31-Aug-20

8360481

1124891

(241678)

883213

30-Sep-20

7410397

1581629

(634208)

947421

31-Oct-20

6589893

1902621

(554750)

1347871

30-Nov-20

4415962

2580822

(272418)

2308404

31-Dec-20

4744368

2757455

(224457)

2532998

31-Jan-21

4512183

2992911

(360195)

2632716

28-Feb-21

4855257

3147357

(126852)

3020505

31-Mar-21

5103512

3388344

(151565)

3236779

30-Apr-21

4908741

3581795

(17805)

3563990

25-May-21

4608003

3892602

426863

4319465

*Booked Profit = Profit booked after target achieved
**M2M = Open position marked to market as on date
***Net profit = Booked Profit + M2M P/L
****Invested Capital = Stock investment as recommended (minus) Stock sold on target
*****Calculation based on Rs. 5 lac invested on each stock recommended in our monthly insight on release date
******All Figures quoted in Rs.
****** Calculated as on May 25, 2021
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Monthly Insight
Recommendation
Performance Sheet
Script

Infosys

Buying
Date
01-Jun-21

QTY

Bought
Rate

Value

Target
Price

Target
Return

359

1394.0

500446

1610

15.5%
15.2%

HDFC Ltd.

01-Jun-21

196

2551.0

499996

2940

Natco Pharma

01-Jun-21

476

1050.0

499800

1230

17.1%

ICICI Bank

03-May-21

845

593

499800

720

21.4%

DCM Shriram

03-May-21

700

716

499833

840

17.3%

Indian Metals & Ferro
Alloys

03-May-21

1125

445

499840

570

28.2%

Booked
Date

Booked
Price

Value

Profit

Return Holding
Days

Annualised
Return

Vardhman Textiles

01-Apr-21

375

1330

498785

1550

16.5%

Kirloskar Oil Engines

01-Apr-21

2960

170

502879

208

22.4%

11-May-21

203

600051

97172

19.3%

40

176%

Amrutanjan Health Care

01-Apr-21

870

575

499864

670

16.6%

11-May-21

669

581900

82035

16.4%

40

150%

27-Apr-21

3893

572315

71508

14.3%

57

91%

Divis Lab

01-Mar-21

147

3407

500807

3900

14.5%

Supreme Industries

01-Mar-21

240

2068

496299

2350

13.6%

Somany Home Innov.

01-Mar-21

1700

290

493763

370

27.4%

Infosys

02-Feb-21

390

1276

497754

1457

14.2%

12-Apr-21

1471

573869

76116

15.3%

69

81%

Kajaria Ceramics

02-Feb-21

595

839

499295

980

16.8%

16-Feb-21

972

578102

78807

15.8%

14

412%

Borosil Renewables

02-Feb-21

1810

276

500329

340

23.0%
25.4% 02-Mar-21

BPCL

01-Jan-21

1312

383

502046

480

Welspun India

01-Jan-21

7353

69

508230

84

Kaveri Seed

01-Jan-21

962

525

504955

650

Bosch

01-Dec-20

39

12842

500840

15200

18.4%
18.7%

Sumitomo Chemical

01-Dec-20

1750

286

501133

340

Prestige Estate

01-Dec-20

1850

271

500563

312

MRF

02-Nov-20

7

66042

462295

76588

469

615577

113531

22.6%

60

138%

12-Mar-21

84

616623

108393

21.3%

70

111%

23.8% 10-May-21

649

624223

119268

23.6%

129

67%

15174

591781

90941

18.2%

49

135%

21.5%

15.3%

19-Jan-21
18-Feb-21

311

576201

75638

15.1%

79

70%

16.0% 19-Nov-20

76456

535194

72899

15.8%

17

339%

17.5% 26-Nov-20

264%

Dixon

02-Nov-20

52

9586

498474

11268

11249

584928

86455

17.3%

24

Privi Speciality Chem.

02-Nov-20

910

549

499328

640

16.6%

21-Jan-21

639

581399

82071

16.4%

80

75%

Ultratech Cement

01-Oct-20

122

4095

499594

4543

10.9% 19-Oct-20

4535

553293

53699

10.7%

18

218%

Essel Propack

01-Oct-20

2025

248

501522

290

290

586238

84715

16.9%

102

60%

Valiant Organics

01-Oct-20

168

2970

498946

3350

3344

561832

62886

12.6%

8

575%

Mishra Dhatu Nigam

01-Sep-20

2400

209

502246

260

17.1%

11-Jan-21

12.8% 09-Oct-20
24.2%

Hawkins Cooker

01-Sep-20

103

4852

499740

5890

21.4% 29-Dec-20

5671

584118

84379

16.9%

119

52%

Phillips Carbon Black

01-Sep-20

4275

117

501035

151

28.8% 25-Oct-20

148

630563

129527

25.9%

54

175%

Wipro

03-Aug-20

1770

282

499999

325

15.1% 05-Oct-20

325

574878

74880

15.0%

63

87%

Divis Lab

03-Aug-20

190

2644

502371

3050

15.4% 10-Aug-20

3058

581026

78654

15.7%

7

816%

Fine Organics

03-Aug-20

230

2177

500822

2470

13.4% 24-Aug-20

2466

567123

66300

13.2%

21

230%

ICICI Securities

01-Jul-20

1050

476

499818

620

30.2%

Apollo Tyres

01-Jul-20

4600

109

501341

130

19.3% 10-Aug-20

127

582498

81157

16.2%

40

148%

Galaxy Surfactants

01-Jul-20

335

1490

499300

1680

12.7% 04-Aug-20

1684

564130

64829

13.0%

34

139%
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Script

Buying
Date

QTY

Bought
Rate

Value

Target
Price

Target
Return

19500

11.0%

Nestle India

01-Jun-20

28

17571

491987

Tech Mahindra

01-Jun-20

925

541

500453

ADD

Abbott India

01-Jun-20

30

16979

509375

19464

Bharti Airtel

04-May-20

985

508

500232

610

Pfizer

04-May-20

102

4934

503304

5800
5425

Booked
Date

Booked
Price

Value

Profit

Return Holding
Days

Annualised
Return

29-Sep-20

774

715691

215238

43.0%

120

131%

20.1% 20-May-20

606

597058

96826

19.4%

16

442%

5281

612584

115251

23.2%

23

368%

14.6%
17.5%

Bayer Cropscience

04-May-20

116

4287

497334

ITC

01-Apr-20

2950

170

502363

26.5% 27-May-20

Britannia Industries

01-Apr-20

184

2719

500320

ADD

29-May-20

3384

622704

122384

24.5%

58

154%

TCS

01-Apr-20

274

1827

500508

ADD

14-Sep-20

2480

679520

179012

35.8%

166

79%
98%

ADD

HDFC Bank

01-Apr-20

586

852

499290

10-Nov-20

1361

797739

298450

59.8%

223

Britannia Industries

02-Mar-20

164

3048

499888

3400

ADD

11.5% 29-May-20

3384

555019

55130

11.0%

88

46%

Aarti Industries

02-Mar-20

505

990

499799

1177

18.9% 05-May-20

1139

575018

75220

15.1%

64

86%
22%

Metropolis Healthcare

02-Mar-20

263

1886

495946

2200

16.7% 23-Nov-20

2187

575165

79219

16.0%

266

Bajaj Finance

03-Feb-20

115

4306

495178

5000

16.1% 01-Dec-20

4894

562761

67583

13.6%

302

16%

Gujarat State Petronet

03-Feb-20

2040

246

501493

300

22.0% 01-Apr-20

169

344168

-157325

-31.4%

58

-197%
1607%

Granules India

03-Feb-20

3600

140

502632

170

21.8% 07-Feb-20

164

591156

88524

17.6%

4

Concor

01-Jan-20

870

575

500239

665

15.7% 25-May-21

665

578550

78311

15.7%

510

11%

Mahanagar Gas

01-Jan-20

470

1066

501095

1164

23-Jan-20

1162

546140

45045

9.0%

22

149%
138%

9.2%

SIS

01-Jan-20

1020

490

500147

568

15.8% 07-Feb-20

559

570119

69972

14.0%

37

HDFC Life

02-Dec-19

875

571

499608

680

19.1% 17-Nov-20

671

586740

87133

17.4%

351

18%

Dr. Reddy’s Lab

02-Dec-19

171

2923

499818

3503

19.8% 07-Apr-20

3554

607713

107896

21.6%

127

62%

Just Dial

02-Dec-19

875

570

499170

750

31.5% 01-Apr-20

288

251615

-247555

-49.6%

121

-150%

IRCTC

01-Nov-19

561

893

500709

1170

31.1% 30-Jan-20

1158

649638

148929

29.7%

90

121%

PI Industries

01-Nov-19

350

1432

501323

1613

12.6% 07-Feb-20

1612

564109

62787

12.5%

98

47%

Procter & Gamble Hygiene 01-Nov-19

40

12325

492982

14078

16-Apr-21

14026

561034

68052

13.8%

532

9%

14.2%

HDFC Bank

01-Oct-19

405

1235

500212

1395

12.9% 10-Nov-20

1361

551339

51127

10.2%

406

9%

Indian Hotels

01-Oct-19

3130

160

500595

179

11.9% 01-Apr-20

74

230525

-270071

-53.9%

183

-108%

Siemens

01-Oct-19

330

1549

511213

1680

1689

557420

46207

9.0%

22

150%

8.4%

23-Oct-19

Gujarat Gas

01-Sep-19

2800

179

501501

200

11.7% 30-Oct-19

200

559048

57547

11.5%

59

71%

Hindustan Unilever

01-Sep-19

265

1888

500371

1975

4.6% 20-Sep-19

1957

518507

18136

3.6%

19

70%

Divi’s Lab

01-Aug-19

305

1636

498882

1750

7.0%

22-Oct-19

1757

535885

37003

7.4%

82

33%
43%

ICICI Bank

01-Aug-19

1175

426

500234

473

11.1%

25-Oct-19

468

550206

49972

10.0%

85

City Union Bank

01-Jul-19

2410

208

500935

254

22.2%

16-Jan-20

248

597005

96070

19.2%

199

35%

Reliance Nippon Life

01-Jul-19

2250

222

499773

265

19.3%

27-Aug-19

258

579510

79737

16.0%

57

102%

18.0%

29-Oct-19

6678

581029

81641

16.3%

120

50%

8.0% 02-Aug-19

1549

535985

36188

7.2%

62

43%

29105

552999

57344

11.6%

146

29%
36%

Sanofi India

01-Jul-19

87

5740

499387

6775

Asian Paints

01-Jun-19

346

1445

499797

1560

Axis Bank

01-Jun-19

614

812

498614

905

11.4%

Honeywell Automation

01-Jun-19

19

26087

495655

30195

15.7%

25-Oct-19

MCX

01-May-19

575

868

499354

1005

15.7% 30-Aug-19

971

558147

58793

11.8%

121

TCS

01-May-19

220

2259

496953

2490

10.2% 14-Sep-20

2480

545600

48647

9.8%

502

7%

Crompton Greaves Cons.

01-Apr-19

2138

234

501153

256

9.2% 20-Sep-19

251

536681

35528

7.1%

172

15%

500875

191

38.7% 01-Apr-20

Equitas Holdings

01-Apr-19

3637

138

Page Industries

01-Apr-19

20

25219

ITC

01-Mar-19

1800

278

500089

504373 29080
319

15.3%

14-Aug-19

42

152499

-348375 -69.6%

366

-69%

17525

350506

-153867

-30.5%

135

-82%

14.8%

Tech Mahindra

01-Mar-19

605

824

498456

960

16.5% 29-Sep-20

774

468101

-30356

-6.1%

578

-4%

HDFC Bank

01-Feb-19

240

2101

504338

1204

-42.7% 20-May-19

2403

576686

72348

14.3%

108

48%

Pfizer

01-Feb-19

163

3066

499703

3490

13.8% 20-Sep-19

3389

552433

52730

10.6%

231

17%

13.0%

Abbott India

01-Jan-19

65

7593

493527

8580

11-Jun-19

8566

556790

63263

12.8%

161

29%

Indraprastha Gas

01-Jan-19

1850

273

504362

315

15.5% 08-Apr-19

314

581748

77386

15.3%

97

58%

United Spirits

01-Jan-19

800

623

498624

735

17.9% 14-Feb-20

711

568576

69952

14.0%

409

13%
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SECTOR OUTLOOK

Sugar sector:

Constructive Structural change

S

tonne resulting in the total availability of 40.9 million
ugar sector which has been facing surplus
tonne of sugar during SS21. With expected domestic
production and oversupply scenario in the past
has started to witness positive structural changes consumption at 26.0 million tonne and exports of 6.0
million tonne, the closing stock is expected to drop to
with rational alterations in the government’s
8.9 million tonne in SS21 (~1.8 million tonnes over SS20).
policies and flexibility provided to divert the surplus
Thus, despite of decline in closing inventory, the glut in
cane and use B-heavy molasses to produce ethanol for
supply is expected to persist. Government is continuously
blending with petrol. In addition, government has made
monitoring the situation and in order to overcome it
the ethanol pricing structure (based on raw materials)
has initiated several measures including fixing the MSP
quite attractive which has the potential to significantly
for sugar, sugar sales quota for each mill, incentives for
reduce the cyclical nature of the sector and provide
export in the form of subsidy and
sustainable business model for the
higher ethanol pricing and blending
sugar mills. Sugarcane is one of the
with petrol mandates. Further, the
biggest crops in India, cultivated
Government is
sugar price is expected to remain
by over 50 million farmers. UP is
continuously
firm due to lower crop yield in Brazil
the largest state in terms of sugar
monitoring the
this year. The harvest season has
production (51% of total area) and
commenced in Brazil and initial trends
contributes over 38% to India’s sugar
situation and in
point to a lower crop yield this year,
production (119 out of 520 mills are
order to overcome it
owing to less sowing and unfavorable
in UP). Given the significance of the
has initiated several
Monsoon conditions. Sugarcane yield
crop for millions of farmers and
measures including
is likely to drop this season and its
population in the allied activities,
fixing the MSP for
quality also is likely to go down, which
governments come to the rescue
could impact recovery rates in Brazil.
of the industry time and again.
sugar, sugar sales
Even some other sugar producing
Moreover, since sugar is part of
quota for each
countries such as Thailand and
the Essential Commodities Act,
mill, incentives for
Europe are not expected to produce
the government is duty-bound to
export
in
the
form
of
higher output, the global demand
regulate it. The Sugar Season (SS)
supply will remain tight and will
20-21 (October 2020 to September
subsidy and higher
support the global sugar price. The
2021) which started in October 2020
ethanol pricing and
main trigger for the sugar industry
with an opening inventory of 10.7
blending
with
petrol
is government target of increasing
million tonne the highest in the last
mandates.
the ethanol blending in petrol from
several years. The sugar production
current 8% to around 20% by 2025
for SS21 is estimated at 30.2 million
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Sugar production in India (million tonne)
32.4 33.1
28.4

26.4

24.4

19.3

27.4

25.1

30.2

20.2

18.9

SS20

SS21E

SS19

SS18

SS17

SS16

SS15

SS14
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SS12

SS11
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SS08

SS07

SS06

Source: ISMA

SS09

14.5

12.7

SS05

26.3 25.1
24.4

28.3
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SS19

SS18

SS15

SS17

25.6 24.8
25.5 25.7 26
24.4 25.3

SS16

24.2

SS14

SS13

SS11

22.6 22.8

SS12

21.3 20.8

SS10

22.9

SS09

21.9

SS08

19.9

SS07

Indian sugar sector for past few years has consistently
faced twin issues of surplus production and higher sugar
inventory. Sugar production in India has historically
been cyclical in nature wherein 2-3 years of high sugar
production was usually followed by few years of the
shortfall. However, in the last 10 years, this cyclical
pattern of the sector has been broken and leading to
excess sugar production in most of the years. This has led
to a supply glut in the country. The sustained increase in
sugar production is likely to lead about 30 million tonne of
sugar production in SS21 with sugar inventory of around
10.9 million tonne. It is estimated that the diversion of
cane juice and B-molasses to ethanol will reduce sugar
production by 2-3 mn tons in SS21 from the peak of 33.1
million tonne in SS19, though it will be more than 27.4
million tonne reported in SS20. The export will remain at
6 million tonne. Already the sugar mills have contracted
to export 5.7 million tonnes of sugar in the 2020/21 season.
However, given steady increase in international sugar
prices, in recent announcement, government has reduced
the sugar export subsidy from Rs 6000 per tonne to Rs
4000 per tonne. In global markets, the sugar price is
hovering around USD 16.74 cents per pound which has
increased at steady pace of USD 15 cents per pound since
April 2021 on account of shortages in world market. The
government conveyed that if the international sugar price
will increase further, then government will again reduce
the sugar export subsidy. India’s sugar demand has
remained stagnant since 2014 and is hovering between
24-25.5 million tonne. Sugar demand for SS21 is expected
to be around 26.0 million tonne, thus the supply overhang
to continue in SS21. Thus, the export of sugar and increase
production of ethanol for blending would become
imperative to control the demand-supply mismatch and
to support the sugar price.

18.5 18.5

SS06

Sugar production will continue to be at
higher side

Sugar consumption in India (million tonne)

SS05

which will create demand for around 600 crore liter of
ethanol from current 250 crore liter of ethanol. Thus, the
higher diversion of sugar for the production of ethanol
would keep the net sugar production under control
and will support the sugar price in future removing the
oversupply scenario.

Source: ISMA

Government efforts to reduce sugar
surplus

In order to reduce the oversupply scenario, government
provided export subsidy to sugar mills. Government
allowed sugar mills to export around 6 million tonne
to overseas markets in order to balance the demand
supply. However, sugar export subsidy has been reduced
since SS20. Sugar exports subsidy amount for SS21 is
significantly lower at Rs 6 per kg compared to Rs 10.5 in
the last season. Further in SS21, government has reduced
the export subsidy from Rs 6 per kg to Rs 4 per kg
attributing the reduction on the back of increased sugar
price in global markets. Government also conveyed that
they will again reduce the subsidy if the global sugar price
rises further. The government has also indicated that
going ahead, sugar export subsidy will be discontinued
and surplus sugar should be diverted to ethanol. India
being a developing country can export sugar by extending
financial assistance for marketing and transport only
up to year 2023 as per WTO arrangements. Sugar mills
were mandated to export 6 million tonne of sugar in the
current year. So far, 5.7 million tonne of the sweetener has
been contracted for export. The Government wishes that
some sugar trade should take place without subsidy. Since
5.7 million tonne of sugar has been contracted already
in the current year, the world should know that sugar
from India will be available without subsidy hereafter.
For SS21, the government has approved Rs 3500 crore
subsidy targeting 6 million tonnes of sugar export and
this assistance is directly credited into farmers’ accounts
on behalf of sugar mills against cane-price dues. Any
subsequent balance is credited to mills’ accounts. The
export subsidy has helped sugar mills to export sugar at
relatively lower losses and improve their liquidity and
mitigate supply imbalance to an extent. Government in
an effort to utilize the surplus sugar production targeted
to increase the ethanol blending to 20% by 2025 in fuel.
Government is lending financial support to sugar mills to
increase their ethanol capacity so that they can achieve
the desirable target of ethanol blending, thereby reducing
the supply glut from domestic market. The sugar
mills will benefit from the new flexibility given by the
government in using raw material to produce ethanol (can
now use B-heavy molasses and cane juice), which is likely
29
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Ethanol blending % of fuel
20%
17%
14%
11%

2%

4%

5%

2025E

4%

2024E

3%

2023E

2%

2022E

1%

2021E

2%

2020

9%
5%

2019

The government commitment towards increasing the
ethanol blending in fuel to 20% by 2025 from current 7%
could be the game changer for the sugar industry. Ethanol
Blended Petrol (EBP) programme was initiated in 2003 on
a pilot basis and subsequently extended to 21 States and
4 Union Territories. This programme was launched with
the intent to reduce import dependence on energy and
give a boost to the agriculture sector. Post the launch of
the programme, the government has administered prices
since 2014 which has significantly improved the ethanol
procured by the OMCs from 38 crore liter in 2013-14 to an
estimated 170 crore liter in 2019-20. For FY21, government
has targeted around 8.5% ethanol blending which require

2018

Ethanol blending the structural driver

2017

Source: Industry data

2016

Surplus sugar exports vs diversion to ethanol (mn tonne)

2015

Source: Industry data

2014
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0
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SS11
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1.7
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2.3

SS18

2.8

2.6

SS10

5.7

3.8

3.4

0.2

5.7

SS20

Sugar exports from India (million tonne)

around 325 crore liters from around 5% in FY20 which
require around 170 crore liters. The government has
planned to increase the blending rate to 10% by 2022 and
20% by 2025, resulting in the requirement of around 430
crore liter of ethanol supply by 2022 & 1000 crore liter of
ethanol supply by 2025. Given around 325 crore liters of
ethanol production in FY21, ethanol economy accounts
for Rs 17,000 crore. Thus, by 2025, the ethanol economy is
expected to grow to Rs 60,000 crore, providing immense
opportunity for earnings up gradation for domestic
sugar mills. Though the ethanol blending programme
started way back in 2003, it has only gained pace from
2018 onwards. The lack of availability of feedstock, lower
ethanol production capacity and no clarity on ethanol
prices has delayed the targeted 10% ethanol blending by
a decade. However, from 2018 onwards, the government
has taken various decisions to promote ethanol blending
including allowing ethanol production through B-heavy
& sugarcane juice route, creating separate pricing for
C-heavy, B-heavy & Sugar Juice ethanol was declared to
encourage higher ethanol production by sacrificing sugar
partially or fully and interest subvention up to 50% for
any ethanol capacity addition. The increase of ethanol
blending in fuel will help India to achieve it’s voluntarily
commitment of a reduction in greenhouse gas emission
intensity of its GDP by 33-35% below 2005 levels by 2030.
The increase production of ethanol will also help in
reducing the sugar supply glut. In addition government
has approved raising ethanol prices for the ethanol supply
year 2020-21. The prices were increased in order to divert
sugar production towards the production of ethanol. The
diversion of sugar production will help in reducing the
oversupply scenario of sugar and will support the sugar
price, thereby improving the earnings of sugar mills and
lowering the balance sheet leverage.

2012

to improve the profitability of sugar mills and reduce the
imbalance in the sector in terms of sugar production.
These notable efforts from government to reduce the
production surplus is yielding positive results for sugar
mills which were reeling under stressed balance sheet
and liquidity shortage.

Source: Industry reports

Sugar & Ethanol Output under different Methods
Sugarcane Crushing Sugar conversion rate
(in kg)
(%)

Ethanol output (in
liter)

Ethanol price (Rs/
Liter)

B Molasses Method

1,000

10%

21.5

57.61

C Molasses Method

1,000

12%

10.5

45.69

Direct Method

1,000

0%

65.0

62.65

Source: Industry report
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Ethanol (CBOT). USD/gal.
2.3
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.1

Jan-21

Apr-21

Jul-20

Oct-20

Jan-20

Apr-20

Jul-19

Oct-19

Jan-19

Apr-19

Jul-18

Oct-18

Jan-18

Apr-18

Oct-17

Jul-17

0.7

Apr-17

0.9

Source: Bloomberg

Sugar mills expanding ethanol capacity

Government in order to encourage the addition of ethanol
capacity to achieve the ethanol blending of 20% modified
the interest subvention. In interest subvention scheme,
government will bear interest subvention for five years
including a one-year moratorium against the loan availed
by project proponents from banks @ 6% per annum or
50% of the rate of interest charged by banks, whichever
is lower. Interest subvention will be available only for

those distilleries which will supply at least 75% of the
ethanol produced from the added distillation capacity to
OMCs for blending with petrol. This attractive scheme of
interest subvention on capacity expansion has propelled
the industry to aggressively increase distillery capacities,
which would be utilized for production of B-heavy,
sugarcane juice & grain based ethanol. The government
expect distillery projects worth Rs 40,000 crore to
be commissioned in the next 4-5 years, which would
increase distillery capacity in the country to around 1600
crore liter. Out of this, nearly 1000 crore liter would be
required by OMCs as ethanol & rest would be utilized to
produce extra neutral alcohol (ENA) and rectified spirit
for the liquor & chemicals industry. Further, government
has increased the ethanol prices in October 2020 to
encourage the higher ethanol production. It has increased
C-Heavy ethanol prices by 4.4% to Rs 45.7/liter. Moreover,
B-heavy & sugarcane juice ethanol prices have increased
by 6.2% to Rs 57.6/liter & 5.3% to Rs 62.7/liter, respectively.
The higher price of ethanol will encourage the sugar mill
players to increase the capacity and divert more sugar
for the production of ethanol which will further bring
balance in demand supply equation.

Ethanol Price increased initiated by Government in October 2020
Ethanol Type

ESY19

ESY20

ESY21

CAGR increase %

B Molasses Method

43.46

43.75

45.69

2.5%

C Molasses Method

52.43

54.27

57.61

4.8%

Direct Method

59.19

59.48

62.65

2.9%

Source: Industry report

Revenue potential under different Methods (Rs in crs)
Considering 1 tonne of sugar crushed

B-molasses
(Rs 57.6/liter)

C-molasses
(Rs 45.7/liter)

Direct route
(Rs 62.65/liter)

Sugar (Sugar price Rs 33/kg)

3,300

3,795

-

Ethanol

1,140

483

4,095

Total revenue (Rs in crs)

4,440

4,278

4,095

Source: Industry report

Global supply shortage to support prices
Global sugar price started to rise since the beginning
of April 2021. Since April 2021, globally the sugar price
has increased by 13% from USD 14.6/pound to USD 16.63/
pound. In middle the price has surged to USD 18.1/
pound, though it has corrected from that level. Brazil the
largest producer of sugarcane in the world could witness
lower crop yield in this year. The harvest season has
commenced in Brazil and initial trends point to a lower
crop yield this year, owing to less sowing and unfavorable
Monsoon conditions. Sugarcane yield is likely to drop
this season and its quality also is likely to go down, which

could impact recovery rates in Brazil. This could make
Brazil sugar mill players to reduce its production this
year which could further support the global sugar price.
With some other key sugar-producing countries, such as
Thailand, & EU, not expected to produce higher output,
it is believed that the global demand-supply scenario to
remain tight. Global commodity traders expect at least a
10% drop in sugar output in Brazil to 34-35 million tonnes.
Hence, international sugar prices have started to firm
up and crossed US 16/pound level. This augurs well for
India’s sugar industry, which has surplus inventory of
nearly 10.5 million tonne.
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Brazil Sugarcane production (million tonne)

International Sugar price (USD/Pound)

Source: Industry report

Source: Trading economics

Domestic sugar price at stable rate

Further, Central government has increased the fair &
remunerative prices (FRP) for sugarcane for the 2020-21
season by Re 0.10/kg to Rs 2.85/kg (at 10% sugar recovery).
However, State Advised Price (SAP) for sugarcane in UP
has been kept at Rs 3.15/kg for the season. The export of
around 6 million tonne and diversion of around 2 million
tonne of sugar for ethanol production in the 2020-21
season will help in bringing down the sugar inventory,
which is likely to support the domestic sugar price
resulting in healthy price realization growth for sugar
millers in India.

Domestic sugar prices also have bounced back to pre
COVID-19 levels on the back of healthy improvement
in demand, especially from the institutional segment.
Ex-mill sugar prices were back in the range of Rs 32.75/
kg- 33.50/kg in March and continue to hover in the same
range during the first fortnight of April. Due to the
lockdown, prices had fallen to Rs 31.0-31.25/kg in April
2020. With higher diversion of cane towards ethanol and
firm international sugar price will help the domestic
sugar price to improve to Rs 34-35/kg in coming days.
Production in India mainly in UP is also likely to be
impacted due to lower sugarcane yield & lower sugar
recovery. The sugarcane yield has been impacted by
‘red rot’ disease in some regions in UP. Further lower
recoveries have been impacted by crushing of sugarcane,
which was not fully mature given crushing season 201920 was extended with increase in sugarcane availability.

Increasing sugar price in international markets and
change in government’s ethanol policy have kept the sugar
companies in lime light. In past few months, the stock
price of sugar companies have witnessed sharp rally on
hope of better sugar price realization, lower inventory
and improvement of balance sheet of sugar companies.
All the sugar companies are in green for 2021 calendar
year, gaining in between 10-55%. This is a structural
change which is happening in the industry. Sugar is proxy
for a renewable. Sugar sector will achieve a net demand
supply balance in the next 2 years because of excess sugar
getting diverted ethanol production. Since, the earnings
predictability has come, the sector can see a good rally
in next couple of years. Though recently, there has
been some correction in stock prices amid government
reduction in the export subsidy in the wake of higher
international price. Further, harvest trends are pointing
at lower sugarcane yield this year in Brazil and other key
producing countries has boosted the sentiment. Lower
global production of sugarcane will bode well for India as
lower output from global producers will keep supply tight
and support global sugar prices.

Domestic sugar prices - M-30 (Rs. per Quintal)
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Sugar Companies Peer set
Company Name

Mcap Reve- EBITDA
(Rs crs) nue (Rs (Rs crs)
crs)

DCM Shriram Ltd.

10,652.4

E.I.D. Parry (India) Ltd.

PAT
(Rs
crs)

EBITDA PAT ROE ROCE D/E Interest TTM TTM TTM EV/
Margin Margin (%)
(%)
(x) cover- P/E P/Bvps EBITDA
(%)
(%)
age (x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

8,273.9

1,152.2

672.3

13.9%

8.1%

19.0

18.7

0.6

6.5

15.8

2.3

7,387.8 17,128.9

1,999.1

891.2

11.7%

5.2%

26.9

21.7

1.6

4.0

12.1

1.7

9.8
4.4

682.0

511.6

14.4%

10.8%

22.6

16.1

0.7

9.7

13.1

2.6

11.7
12.0

Balrampur Chini Mills Ltd.

6,362.0

4,741.3

Shree Renuka Sugars Ltd.

3,097.0

4,740.8

0.4%

41.1%

0.0

323.8

2.7

3.9

0.0

-1.7

Dhampur Sugar Mills Ltd.

2,147.0

4,231.5

455.4

229.0

10.8%

5.4%

16.7

10.7

3.2

2.7

9.4

1.4

8.2

Bajaj Hindusthan Sugar Ltd.

1,233.3

6,669.3

452.9

(50.0)

6.8%

-0.7%

-1.8

2.9

17.9

0.8

0.0

0.5

35.6

972.6

1,838.9

201.3

91.5

10.9%

5.0%

15.5

8.6

2.7

3.2

10.6

1.7

8.7

Dwarikesh Sugar Industries Ltd.

19.5 1,949.8

Source: ACE Equity
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Management Commentary

Management Commentary
State Bank of India

• Additional provision not included in PCR of ~Rs 25,000
cr; covid provision: Rs 6,346 cr
• The bank has 15% sustainable ROE target in long term
• CET of 10.02%
• Ideally want to keep credit cost at 1.12% but comfortable
as long as 2%
• Current capital and future internal accruals sufficient to
drive growth ahead
• Interest reversed in Q4: Rs 2127 cr interest, Rs 830 cr
interest on interest
• NII of the quarter would have been higher by 4% qoq
instead of decline
• Collection efficiency April: 95-96%,
similar in May. In March: 20 bps more,
no impact of 2nd wave as of now but
there could be a lag, data based on
7- 89 DPD
• Infected employees: not known,
but has created 1000 beds and 1 lakh
people vaccinated
• Express credit: 95% salaried
accounts, 50% out of that is Government employees. May not have 36%
growth rate but would moderate

portion of retirement benefits, wage revisions (Rs 1500 cr)
and arrears
• Overheads increase: GIGC premium rates has gone up
and hence insurance premium
• Slippages is a function of underwriting and efforts to
recover. We would like to maintain the quality going
forward
• Cost to income ratio: ideally want to be below 50%, there
would be traction of higher income levels thus would
reduce cost to income ratio
• Cost of deposits: source of income for retirees and is
a function of inflation also; that is to be kept in mind;
overall rates have bottomed out.
• SMA: involves a very close follow up and have teams, we
ensure that the upgradation of tools.
We aim to contain these numbers and
bring them further down

Slippages is
a function of
underwriting and
efforts to recover.
We would like to
maintain the quality
going forward- State
bank of India

• RBI fine for giving commission to
employees: Being corporate agents for
distributing products of group companies; we incentivize employees and
have a comprehensive metrics and
based on evaluation. Since the regulator has fined us, we have stopped the
practice. As far we are concerned we
did under the regulations but we have
stopped.

• Jump in salary expenses: significant
33
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• Corporate credit growth: unutilized funds: term loans:
28% not disbursed: hence the slag is a function of demand,
large corporate have options to raise money from equity
and debt markets and find it easy. The corporate credit
growth is ~6%
• Restructuring of loans allowed by RBI: wait and watch
for some more time how MSMEs will respond, experience
of last year was to the extent of Rs 17,852; out of which Rs
2000 cr from SME. Bank is ready with the structure.
• Digital platforms –Yono & internet platform, had some
technical problems in November, December however
since then there haven’t been any issues
• Had Rs 17,000 cr recovery from NPA line: Don’t have
much of chunky accounts left as of now, we should be
resorting to the compromised settlements. Depends on
how fast 2nd wave settles down then the recovery process
can get intensified up. More clarification in Q1
• Renewed interest in commodity led accounts as of
recovery is concerned and make full of this upside, now
visible
• Net NPL of corporate book: ~Rs 8000 cr, 90% coverage
• Provisions done majorly for Agri & SME accounts not
much for retail and corporate. Little unsure of the current
covid wave, be better prepared of
• SBI general listing would be done at appropriate time
depending on market
• ECLGS: Rs 25,000 cr created last year, repayment has
not begun it will be from June onwards. Loan processing
charges up 20% vs loan growth is 5%: difference between
loans sanctioned and disbursed results in such. Besides,
loan processing charges are also collected on renewals,
typically in term loans it is upfront.
• Loan book growth retail vs corporate: as economy grows
back to 10% it will be driven by SME and corporate and we
would tap that opportunity
• Current account: shaper focus on opening and
responded in growth
• Standard assets provision: 0.2%
provision. Gone higher in Q4, since it
includes provision on restructuring
• Restructured book: made 10%
provision upfront
• Slippages on corporate book in
Q4~Rs 3000 cr, major contributor to
overall slippages

Hero MotoCorp Ltd.

• Hero Motocorp has gained market
share of 140 bps during the quarter
and it came after many quarters.

June 2021

Market share gain powered by scooter segment mainly
Platinum model.
• Market share in premium segment is moving up and is
the next growth driver for the company.
• FY21, company grew 8% and industry witnessed decline
in growth.
• Global business will proof to be next big growth driver
for the company in next few years.
• Q4FY21 margins remained stable despite of higher
commodity prices.
• FY21 performance was supported by dealers, distributors and all stake holders.
• Company generated Cash flow of Rs 4000 cr during
FY21.
• Q1FY22 would be a challenging quarter amid the 2nd
wave of COVID. This quarter is the time to help the
human being and support the health system.
• There is expectation the COVID will peak in the middle
of May. Company expects 2nd Quarter to become strong.
• Cost will be headwind in next couple of quarters but
company will be able to navigate the higher cost.
• Company is working on EV segment. All the growth
drivers are taking shape and contributing to the topline.
• Commodity inflation was around 6-7% in FY21. Company
has done price increase of 4% and balance come from cost
saving 2-3%.
• Company is focused on savings programme which will
help around 200 bps.
• Company has EV programme in Germany and R&D in
Jaipur, Rajasthan.
• The tie-up with Gogoro Inc. will help Hero set up a
lithium-ion battery swapping stations network across
the country and this technology is largely considered a
more cost-effective way of operating electric two- and
three-wheelers.

Hero Motocorp has
gained market share
of 140 bps during the
quarter and it came
after many quarters.
Market share gain
powered by scooter
segment mainly
Platinum model.
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• In 2022, there will be lot of actions on
EV front by the company.
• In fourth quarter material cost per
vehicle has gone up by 4.5%. Q4 has
absorbed entire 5% cost.
• Company has tied up with Harley
Davidson and the distribution business has started and company is the
distributor of Harley Davidson.
• In 125 cc segment, company has
gained market share.
• Large part of commodity inflation
has come up in FY21. Company has

maintained the balance between margin, market share
and customers.

• Gross and net debt level improved, FY20: Gross debt and
net debt: 0.49, 0.31; FY21: 0.39 0.04

• In BS-6 the cost has increased by 15-16% per vehicle. All
precious metal prices have gone up by 150-200%.

• Electrical and automation divestment was also concluded this year

• Company is using micro distribution system to bring
back lost customers. Teams are working on expanding the
merchandise products and accessories.

• Order inflows in Q4 declined due to tender deferments
and award closures

• Company has planned multiple launches in export markets. In Bangladesh, company has changed its strategies.
Company will work hard on export. In Mexico the orders
have started to come.
• In next calendar, company is targeting lot of launches.
• Harley Davidson in premium segment and Gogoro Inc.
in EV segment are the two big tie ups company has done
to boost the growth.

• Q4 orders at Rs 507 bn led by infrastructure, hydrocarbons and heavy engineering
• Power generation remains subdued
• Projects business pipeline for FY22 has improved by 8.5%
as against start of FY21
• Infra:
o Order book FY21: 79% domestic 21% internal; 77%
contributed by infra

• Company has initiated Price increase to tune of 4% in
FY21.

o Infra order book pipeline for FY22 at Rs 6.97 trillion
vs Rs 6.35 trillion in Fy21

• Both Harley Davidson and Hero are working in launching products in premium segment. Company has started
to take bookings for Harley Davidson though the proportion is very small.

o Q4 and FY21 margins improved due to tapering of
certain stressed jobs

• In EV segment, company will launch products in next
calendar year.
• Company is well geared towards EV segment and will
soon launch the products.
• Other operating revenue includes parts & accessories
revenue.
• Capex for FY21 stood at Rs 600 crore. For FY22, company has not outlined any capex as there are challenges in
coming quarter amid surge in COVID cases and subsequent localized lockdown.
• Company’s all the launches in next five years will
remain intact.
• Financing of vehicle purchase in Q4 was around 48%.

Larsen & Toubro Ltd.

• Witnessed strong cashflows in
FY21, group level collections at Rs
1.26 trillion, parent Rs 760 billion, Q4:
Rs270 billion
• Govt. supported contractors by
releasing claims, retention payments,
relaxing bank guarantee thus net
working capital improved

o Large order book would not impact the revenues in
near term
o We did received a FGD order in Q4
o Q4 & FY21 margins weak due to major part of the
order book yet to cross margin recognition threshold
• Heavy engineering:
o Nuclear order Rs 1200 cr from NPCIL drives order
book
o Pick up in execution led to revenue recovery
• Defence:
o Order momentum subdued
o Policy is encouraging and future is strong
• Hydrocarbon:

• In a covid impacted year, most parameters in core
business had come back to normal
• FY21 order inflows at Rs 1.75 trillion
was led by infrastructure and hydrocarbon segments

• Power:

o Margin improvement due to cost savings and job mix

Witnessed strong
cashflows in
FY21, group level
collections at Rs
1.26 trillion, parent
Rs 760 billion, Q4:
Rs270 billion…
Larsen & Toubro
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o FY22 bottoms up pipeline: Rs 1.4
trillion (domestic Rs 600 bn, Rs 800
bn international)
o Brent prices stabilizing at $60/bbl,
expects international orders to return
in FY22
• Development projects:
o Revenue driven power development
business driven by strong electricity
demand
o Hyderabad metro-remunerating

June 2021

• US sales grew by 3.7% sequentially to USD 195 million in
Q4.

long term transition, severely impacted by covid
• Information technology:
o Comprises of L&T Infotech, L&T technologies and
Mindtree
o This segment has been not impacted by covid and
continues to do so
o Margins improvement led by better offshore—
onshore mix
• Financial services:

• India’s branded formulation saw growth during the
quarter. Few products grew during the quarter which
witnessed de-growth during last 3 quarters.
• As per IQVIA, Lupin’s growth in Q4 was 5.9% vis-a-vis
8.5% for the IPM. For the full year, India branded formulations exhibited growth of 4.5% vis-a-vis the previous
year. As per IQVIA, IPM growth is 4.3% compared to Lupin
growth of 3.9%.

o Strong pickup in rural disbursements, robust collections, improved NIMs and maintenance of adequate
liquidity

• Gross margin reported at 65% vs 64.9% in Q3FY21 driven
by better business mix in US, led by

o Post rights issue has sufficient capital

• Effective tax rate has come down from 40% in last year
to 26.7% for the full year of FY21. Company expected
effective tax rate to remain in the range of current year in
FY22 and will be continuously working to further optimize
on this.

• 2nd wave may not disrupt economic activity as witnessed in 1st wave
• The recovery is delayed but not derailed
• Inspection curve could subside this quarter, recovery
could be from Q2FY22
• Despite challenges, expect low to mid-teen growth in
order inflows and revenue while maintaining stable core
business margins for FY22
• Endeavour to maintain net working capital to FY21 levels
• Combination of Govt’s budget allocation and international funding will translate in opportunities in areas of
water, power distribution etc.
• In FY20: orders bagged of Rs 98,000 cr and FY21: Rs
102,000 cr
• Over 2 year period, Rs 8-9 lakh cr of infrastructure
spend happens, L&T happens to share just 15%-16% of
that

Lupin Ltd.

• Lower sales during Q4FY21 were due to poor flu season
in US as the major products in US didn’t perform well. Q4
has been a challenging quarter for the company, given
the surge in COVID cases with the second and third wave
across many geographies, and this
is true for a lot of other pharma
companies also.
Albuterol
• Across various parts of the globe, a
weak flu season impacted the sales
both sequentially as well as over the
previous year.
• EBITDA improved by 221 bps which
company has kept the promise.
Company reported improvement in
EBITDA margin for 5th consecutive
quarter despite of lower sales in
Q4FY21.
June 2021

• albuterol.

• Albuterol market share in US at 8%. Company is ramping up the supplies and to increase Albuterol market
share in coming quarters.
• There is really no material change since the switchover
to Sandoz, of the Proventil AG. So, there is no shift in
market dynamics.
• Company has made significant progress in gFostair in
UK and expecting approval soon.
• The pricing of Albuterol is stable in US so far. Inhalation
portfolio led by albuterol ramp up, followed by gFostair
launch, gBrovana, gPerforomist will be a significant driver
for FY’22.
• Company has got the priority review on the product and
will review in the next quarter.
• There are some supply issues because of 2nd wave in US
and now company has ramp up the supply of Albuterol.
Company intent to increase the market share of Albuterol
to 20%.
• The largest part of the growth is the inhalation portfolio
for FY’22, starting with albuterol
and then gBrovana, gPerforomist, all
contributing towards growth in FY’22.

market
share in US at 8%.
Company is ramping
up the supplies and
to increase Albuterol
market share in
coming quarters…
Lupin
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• Company is very committed towards
the business. Company had couple of
challenging years and then turnaround
the business and there are lot of
growth drivers for the coming years.
• US business has been EBITDA positive and will be the growth contributor
in FY22 as well.
• Company is working hard to reach

EBITDA margin in the range of 20-21% by FY23. Company
expect EBITDA margin of around 19% in FY22.

• Dabur Chyawanprash gained market share of 170 bps
during quarter.

• In Levothyroxine company has increased market share
sequentially and company has market share of 19%.

• Market share in Honey category increased by ~230 bps.

• The investments are front loaded in complex generics. Company has started to see the result of previous
investments.
• Complex generics will the biggest growth drivers for
the company in the next 5 years. Company has controlled
the R&D expenses and it reduced the R&D expenses in
last few years. Currently R&D expense is around 9% of
revenue.
• Company expects double digit growth in India business
in FY22.
• In last couple of years company is optimizing its
portfolio in US and rationalizing the portfolio. In generic
business the challenge will continue and price erosion
will be single digit.
• In India business the Cardiac, respiratory are the largest
segment and company is more focus on chronic segment
compared to acute.
• The API business has gone down in Q4 as few anti infective products demand globally has gone down. Finished
products gross margin is higher than API business margin.
• US remain the dominant region for the company.
Company is optimizing the operating leverage in India. US
and India are the key regions for the company.
• Company is also rationalizing the sales force in US.
• The strategy in this pandemic is to conserve the cost and
rationalize the cost. Company is focused on next lever is
Trimocycin launch in next quarter.

• Hajmola portfolio saw strong recovery in Q4 FY21 on
the back of improvement in mobility and out-of-home
consumption.
• Toothpaste market share improved by ~120 bps
• Market share in hair oil improved by 70 bps. Shampoo
portfolio 33%, market share improved by 70 bps.
• Homecare witnessed a turnaround during the quarter
with Odonil witnessed 20% growth. Both Odonil and
Odomos reported improvement in market share.
• Food & Beverage reported growth of 27% during the
quarter. In beverage segment, market share of Real in
JNSD (Juices, Nectar and Still Drinks) increased by 80 bps.
• Recent launches of Real Mango Drink in PET, Real
Frappe and Real Apple Mini showed good traction
• Ecommerce channel grew by 2x and now contribute
5-6% of total sales.
• Innovation continues to be the growth driver for the
company and company is always focus on that.
• International business to continue to report improvement in margins due to cost reduction and good demand
from some countries.
• Company anticipate that ongoing crisis due to 2nd wave
of COVID-19 to impact discretionary products, though its
healthcare portfolio to remain resilience.
• Company provided health insurance cover to 3000+
sales force which are not in company’s payroll.

• Capex for FY22 will be close to Rs 1000 crore.

• Healthcare products contribution to sales has increased
significantly in past few years.

• There has been decline in working capital days at 145
days and company is working on reducing the working
capital days.

• There has been unprecedented of inflation with tune of
5-6% overall. Agri and agri commodities witnessed high
inflation like amla, etc.

Dabur India Ltd.

• Dabur reported on of the best quarter in very challenging environment.
• India FMCG saw 14.7% growth on the
back of 12.4% volume growth.
• Company crossed Rs 10,000 cr gross
sales first ever in the history.
• Healthcare segment witnessed
growth of 23% on the back of creative
marketing and better product mix.
• Dabur Chyawanprash recorded
strong growth despite it being
off-season.

Food & Beverage
reported growth
of 27% during the
quarter. In beverage
segment, market
share of Real in
JNSD ( Juices, Nectar
and Still Drinks)
increased by 80
bps… Dabur India
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• Company has initiated 3% price
increase though it was not enough
to mitigate the commodity inflation
and company will increase price hike
going ahead.
• Company has accrued Rs 50 cr on
account of cost saving and company
plan to save cost of Rs 100 cr in FY22
from cost saving initiative.
• So, company is protecting margin
and it comes from half from hike of
product prices and half from cost
saving initiatives.
• In Q2 & Q3 Ad spend was higher at

June 2021

8% of revenue, but it in Q4 it was 6.8%, so it was comparatively low sequentially.

• In juices, hair oil and pudin hara are the key segments
where the maximum pre season loading happened.

• Company is committed to increase the ad spend going
ahead as it is important for marketing perspective.

• In healthcare segment the demand is to outstrip the
supply thus the growth is very strong in healthcare segment and company is augmenting the capacity at Indore.

• During Q4FY21 margin shrunk but for full FY21 the
margin remained stable.

• Baring hair oil all other segments have less competition.

• If inflation is not mitigated by price increase or cost
reduction then company might lower its ad spend
expenditure.

• New products contribution is around 5% in total product
portfolio and in healthcare the new products contribution
is nearly 2-3% of total healthcare portfolio.

• Healthcare portfolio is much more winter centric, thus
growth moderate on Q4 as some seasonality is there.

• As the healthcare revenue contribution has gone up at
same time the advertisements spend has also gone up
thus the margin at healthcare has been same without any
improvement.

• Ayurvedic products will continue to surge as it is not
related of COVID. Company will continue to launch value
added products in Ayurvedic segment.
• The repeat purchase in trade level is showing positive
trend. Company is seeing positive trajectory in healthcare
segment.
• Company’s coconut water business is completely stock
out and also in some medicines company also witnessed
some stock outs.
• On capex front company will be investing Rs 550 cr in
next 4-5 years to set up green field expansion in order to
cater south, east and north regions.
• Company has already taken 58 acre land in Indore to
augment the capacity in healthcare category.
• Company will not allow to margin to shrink so company
will take different initiatives to protect the margins.
• Health supplement, glucose witness some compression
as out of home consumption has reduced and Q4 also not
the right quarter for high glucose sale.
• Company will not clock double digit growth in health
supplement segment in FY22. OTC will be double digit
growth in FY22.
• If the situation improve in June the Q1 will be easily
compensated to Q2 and if not
then company has to calibrate the
Moderation
situation.
• Company follows very flexible
inventory management so that stockiest can easily offload the inventory
without loading them heavily, thus
CRS approach play an important role
in inventory management.
• Company is focusing on food
segment particularly home made
segment and to reach the category to
Rs 500 cr in next few years and focus
to scale up the business and make it a
power brand.

June 2021

• In FY22, healthcare contribution will be in the range of
34-35%.
• The Effective tax rate will be around 21% in FY22.

PI Industries Ltd.

• Company is developing products and brands for the
markets. Company witnessed higher level of enquiries
across the globe.
• Company is cautious on ongoing COVID challenges.
• The pace of growth has been impacted in past couple of
months due to COVID.
• During the quarter, 2 manufacturing facilities have been
operationalized and Capacity enhancement of upto ~15%
in key products
• Revenue growth in Q4 was led by ~47% growth in
Exports contributed by Strong Volume growth in key
products.
• Agro demonstrated strongest growth in the quarter.
• Moderation in EBITDA due to reduction in gross margin
primarily due to unfavorable product mix and change in
MEIS export policy which has been reduced.

in
EBITDA due to
reduction in gross
margin primarily
due to unfavorable
product mix and
change in MEIS
export policy which
has been reduced…
PI Industries
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• Based in robust growth in operating
profit the balance sheet has strengthened with significant improvement in
free cash flow.
• Net worth of the Company almost
doubled over last year due to increased
operating profits and QIP fund raise.
• Investment in Capex at Rs. 459 Cr for
FY21
• Order book stood at USD 1.5 billion
giving revenue visibility for next few
years.
• Order book includes existing products and also launch of new products.

• Last year company commercialized 5 molecules and in
FY22 company is targeting to launch 4-5 molecules.
• There are certain products in which company has
entered into long term contracts.
• On Gross margin front there has been reduction of
4.7% due to unfavorable product mix (1.25-1.3% impact),
consolidation of Isagro with PI industries as Isagro has
low margin products, government policy change in MEIS
which has reduced. Other major impact is on account of
launch of new products resulted in higher cost and lower
gross margin.
• Inorganic growth has been impacted due to 2nd wave of
COVID which has delayed the evaluation and plan.
• Global agro chemical market remained buoyant. Company has been growing much faster than 20% and growth
has been very strong in FY21. The growth outlook is pretty
very strong.
• Company is very cautious and conscious about current
situation due to ongoing uncertainties related to 2nd wave
of COVID, thus very conservative as par the growth is
concerned.
• The pace of investment will not be at that pace which
has been seen in the past. Investments in plant and other
major capex have been done is past couple of years ago.
• On pharma side, company is looking to acquire a company which can scale up the pharma vertical. Company
has already built up some technologies, intermediates and
got some enquiries. But to scale up the vertical, company
is looking for inorganic opportunity.
• Company is targeting to make
pharma a sizeable business in coming
3-4 years timeframe and will reach its
contribution to around 20%+ of total
revenue.
• Inorganic acquisition will definitely
speed up the growth and company is
also focusing on existing products.
Company is evaluating reasonable size
asset which has the potential and can
cater to its global customers.
• Company is focusing on greener
technology which will give the
economic benefits. Company is
using the technologies for business
opportunities.
• Company has not lost any customers
and expanded the customer base year
on year.
• Company is currently not planning
to raise debt. Company is evaluation
asset based on India which will deliver

products and services to global customers.
• Company will launch 5 products (in FY22) in which 3 are
in insecticides and 1 in cotton and 1 in rice. Company will
also launch fungicides of which one will be bio fungicide
for export market. Company is expected these new products will be significant revenue driver in coming years.
• The inorganic acquisition in India will give more advantage than global acquisition.

Amber Enterprises India Ltd.
• The consumer durable industry made a strong comeback in second half led by WFH
• The RAC industry witnessed demand led by improvement in consumer sentiments as well in March quarter
• Channel inventory at normalized levels
• 2nd wave impacted growth momentum and there is
uncertainty
• Local lockdowns has led varying utilization levels of
plants
• The ban on imports on refrigerants has opened new
opportunities
• The Govt. approved PLI for ACs and LEDs: Rs 6238 cr,
4-6% increment on AC components for 5 years
• Domestic value creation would increase from 25% to 75%
• Import duty on RAC compressors increased to 15%, fully
built units a 20% from 10% earlier; augurs well for RAC
and components
• Completed acquisition for land for Pune facility and
construction has started

On pharma side,
company is looking
to acquire a
company which can
scale up the pharma
vertical. Company
has already built up
some technologies,
intermediates
and got some
enquiries. But to
scale up the vertical,
company is looking
for inorganic
opportunity… PI
Industries
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• Shortlisted land in south India and
buying formalities in 1-2 months
• RAC contributed 55% of revenues
while components contributed the
rest in FY21
• ACs for new metros as announced in
budget is healthy trigger for Sidwal
• Constant endeavour to increase
penetration, acquire new customers
and increase wallet share
• AC volume in FY21: 2.1 million,
industry level: 5.8 million; in Q4 has
done tremendously well but impacted
on nationwide lockdown
• Standalone: 60% revenues by RAC
segment and remaining component
• Inventory: last year was different
as it was nationwide lockdown and
everybody was un prepared but his

June 2021

time everybody is aware. Inventory levels are better
than industry, however there is uncertainty however
as everything opens up by say June, inventory will be
liquidated. WFH is still the biggest trigger and betting on
pent up demand
• PLI scheme was announced mainly on component basis;
divvied between higher value components and others
as PCBs, motors etc. we would be making investment
to explore from the opportunity but still waiting for the
fine-tuned print
• Gas charging accouchement made in Oct-Nov and based
on discussions with customers, we started charging and
are in phase I and are large sized customers and some of
them are moving to manufacturing some this year and
next financial year. We are taking this as opportunity
and look forward to make this shift from gas charging to
manufacturing
• Capex for PLI: 2 types: higher value: compressors; lower
values: PCBs, motors. We ae already present in PCBs,
and motors and looking for fine print for high investment
capex. We are confident of lower value components and
applying for that however we are looking for partners for
the higher valued ones for a tie-up
• Industry 19-20% growth in Q4, for amber many customers were impacted panning out in lower demand
• High receivables: numbers are in line with growth in
revenue, there was some delay in Sidwal however was
recovered subsequently
• Gross margins: commodity prices have increased, in
absolute numbers was in line with historical values, was
able to pass on to customers, model: cost plus with some
lag for some customers and there is variation in per unit
cost
• Compressors revenue: Rs 320 cr
from compressor out of Rs 2295 cr
standalone revenue
• 70% of the motors are still imported.
We have done capex and are in talks
with customers to star production
this year.
• RAC decline in volumes is in lie with
industry but other components have
done well
• Exports: middle east- soon would
be supplying and USA- approvals in 3
months
• Capacity utilization: RAC at 40-45%
• 60% contribution from inverter and
there would no price increase and
there will be average Rs 400-600
price hike in the rest 40%
June 2021

• Commodity price increase: Aluminium is now stable,
copper is still elevated however not more than 3-5% and
insulated for next quarter
• Demand: if lockdowns are lifted in June, we are in better
position and there is already demand in North India.

Colgate-Palmolive (India) Ltd.

• YoY and sequential improvement and double digit
growth in key categories
• Rural markets continue to outpace, urban growth is also
coming back and the gap is narrowing down
• Q4 Gross margins @67.5%, up 300 bps
• Colgate- strong double digit growth and Colgate Maxamong the top 3/5 distributed SKUs
• Digital mediums to penetrate further through celebrities
and broad base the basket of products
• Colgate Vedshakti – receives strong loyalty from
customers; ayrurvedic industry segment at 38-39%
• Vedshati mouth spray – 30% strong customer repeats
• Colgate Diabetes- 1st toothpaste for diabetes. Focused
and differently targeted customers. Channels like pharmacies, 1mg, Apollo
• Colgate Diabetes- 20% repeat rate, available in 25%
urban pharmacies and dentist reach
• Introduced genetle line of toothbrushes• Colgate Magik – innovation in kid’s portfolio. 1st
augmented toothbrush
• 4-5 months ago, put an exclusive e-commerce team to
concentrate on ecommerce and on customer touchpoints
and build more traffic and then transferring into loyalty

Gross margins:
commodity prices
have increased, in
absolute numbers
was in line with
historical values,
was able to pass
on to customers,
model: cost plus
with some lag for
some customers and
there is variation in
per unit cost- Amber
Enterprises India

• Company has been strengthening
rural presence through resurgence
of kirana and wholesale stores.
Introduced a programme Muskaan to
penetrate even the remotest of places
• Advertising dollars to invest in brand
and that’s driving gross margins
• In terms of top line growth: Volume growth >price growth; remain
competitive at the price point
• Naturals: including salt and ingredients, accounting 38-39%; Family:
37-38%
• Freshness: seen some interesting
pick up and gain traction
• Metro, modern trade, e-comm:
changing mix
• Gross margins drivers: pricing,
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putting in to mitigate cost; exports are at the same
level for the last 2-3 quarters; category mix: toothpaste
growing faster than toothbrush; SKU mix: from Rs 10-20
to Rs 100 and above, towards more premium products
like charcoal
• Brushing twice habit is a long term play, however on
account of pandemic, getting product available was
priority
• Pricing: look at benefits that has been framed like strong
teeth, brighter teeth, no stains. Brands have made a
comeback on the back of oral expertise
• Ayurvedic vs Calcium: all brands would co-exist.
Flavours are embedded in the memory since toothpaste is
the first thing one puts into mouth after getting up
• Premiumisation: is only going to go up but is a function
of retail landscape change

Balkrishna Industries Ltd.

• The demand continues to be robust in Agriculture segment across Geographies. In the other segments, demand
has seen an uptick on back of increased commodity
prices, infrastructure creation and pick-up in economic
activity.
• During FY21, the company faced multiple challenges
related to raw material prices and its availability. Supply
chain issues was also a big challenge especially post Suez
Canal fiasco.
• Company has capex plan of around Rs 1,900 cr. Major
capex will be done in Tyre plant and capex in carbon plant
and power plant will come later. The capex will be funded
by Internal Accrual and Debt, if required.
• Post Brownfield capex achievable capacity of Tire Plant
will stand at 335,000 MTPA.
• Currently company has Achievable
capacities of ~285,000 tonne per
annum.
• During the quarter, company
reported sales volume of 68,002 tonne
a growth of 17% YoY and for FY21 the
sales volume reported at 227,131 tonne
a growth of 13% over FY20.
• US is overall growth driver for the
company in next 3-5 years. Company
is concentrating on US markets.
• US account 15% of its overall revenue
from earlier 12%.
• In Bhuj the land is available and will
announce the capex once company
has completed the plan.
• In OTR Segment Company is

completing its product line. Company has already set up
the distribution channel.
• Other expense was basically in logistic cost and company doesn’t expect any drop in logistic cost in near term
quarter.
• In US & Australia company has good presence and company is doing good progress in OTR and mining segment.
• In next 4-5 years OTR contribution will be around 40%
of total product basket line.
• Company expects 250,000 to 260,000 tonne per annum
sales volume for FY22.
• In FY21, India business has been strong and contributes
nearly 23% of revenue and 2nd largest market after
Europe.
• Both OEM and Replacement are growing and there have
been healthy demand.
• Company is overall gaining market share from all
competitors.
• For US market, company has manufactured some
products and established distribution network. Company
has covered entire North America.
• Drought, COVID impacted the demand in US, thus the
volume in US has been soft.
• Raw material cost will increase by 4-5% in next quarter.
The price of natural rubber/synthetic rubber is around
Rs 113/kg which will be Rs 145/kg in next quarter. The
availability of raw material will not be an issue only the
logistic could be a issue.
• Some of the raw material price increase will pass on to
the customers.

The demand
continues to
be robust in
Agriculture segment
across Geographies.
In the other
segments, demand
has seen an uptick
on back of increased
commodity prices,
infrastructure
creation and
pick-up in economic
activity… Balkrishna
Industries
41
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• Demand from OEM and replacement
markets both are strong and orders
are coming from both segment.
• The demand is strong from existing
distributors and new distributors are
to fill the gap in distribution network.
• The raw material inventory is
around 38-40 days.
• On raw material front the supply
side is a concern and company is
working on that.
• Company is growing at 5-6% and
improving its market share.
• In FY21 the ad cost has been Rs
120-125 cr for the enhancement of
sales. Company is continuously doing
the market research in bid to enhance
the sales.

June 2021

• Company will maintain the similar run rate of growth in
coming quarters because of some uncertainty around the
globe.
• Raw material inflation is around 5-6% and company has
taken 2% price hike to mitigate the price increase.
• Company’s long term EBITDA margin outlook is around
25-30%.

Canara Bank
• Liabilities:

• Asset:
o Concentrated more on retail advances; housing, agri,
MSME (RAM) grew 11%
o Going forward, % of RAM in overall portfolio will
increase, now 56%, corporate: 44%
o Concentration more on RAM sector
o As of now no proposals from corporate but infrastructure projects
• Income:
o In spite of reduction in base rate, MCLR, interest
income reduction is just 2%
o Fee income growth is strong
o Recoveries in written off accounts grew 19% yoy, qoq
185%
• NPA:

o One account (NBFC), FY22 that
account will be resolved and every
June 2021

o Integration of HR process went smoothly, including
top management, thus there will be any disturbances

o Rs 500 cr covid floating provision, Rs 449 cr resolution provision to be used later
o Projecting a good follow up from our sides, thus
recoveries will be greater than slippages
• Capital raising:
o In 7-10 days’ time to hold bard meeting to discuss
future business pans and capital raising plans (QIP,
AT1 bonds). Execution of the same depends on market
condition.
o Not in a mood to dilute stake in subsidiaries
• Analysts have raised concerns and are perplexed and
deceits logic on not sealing stake in canfin homes at ~3x
and raising money at 0.5x, dilution at that level is not
justified for investors
• More potential in subsidiaries- housing finance,
Grameen bank
• Will change strategy on raising depending on market
conditions; keeping all options opened

o During Q3, proforma GNPA ~ Rs 60,000 cr, Q4:
63,000 cr,

o Collection efficiency: 92% in
March, April: 88.8%, there is an
impact on MSME and retail also
but not agri. In June there will be
some impact but RBI circular on
restructuring may neutralise this
impact to large extent

o Going very smoothly and completed integration of
software and working on latest software

o Strong operation profit of five digits plus

o Bulk discouraged and reduced 2.38%

o During pandemic employees
were WFH, remained in constant
touch with borrowers to repay
within time and have responded
well

• Amalgamation:

• Operating profit:

o Retail term deposits another focus area

o Slippages have come down yoy in
absolute numbers

o Rs 2000-2500 cr from NCLT accounts to be
recovered

o Infrastructure amalgamation also executed and
wherever branches needed o be shifted, done

o Concentrated on CASA, at Rs 3.3 lakh cr

o NPA levels lesser than projected

bank will get hefty amount

• Restructuring:

Collection
efficiency: 92% in
March, April: 88.8%,
there is an impact
on MSME and retail
also but not agri.
In June there will
be some impact
but RBI circular
on restructuring
may neutralise this
impact to large
extent- Canara Bank
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o MSME in Jan Rs 4800 cr, OTR
scheme: Rs 2700 cr corporate loan
restructured, one PSU (of Rs 5000 cr)
decided not to go ahead, in totality
hope to be less than 5000 cr
o Rs 3,600 cr retail: not much restructuring expected
• NII impact: apart from Rs 125 cr
reversed as ex-gratia; MCLR reduction
by 50 bps, aim to transmit the reduction to borrowers
• Reversed Rs 600 cr interest to take
care of NPAs classified
• Interest received declined, interest
expended also declined

• Controlled operating expenses despite staff salaries
increase by 15%
• Aim to raise PCR to 86%
• Rs 670 cr provision as frauds, had dispensation to do in
4 quarters
• Higher provisions would help to have a better balance
sheet to tide over uncertainties
• Credit cost in FY22 ~ 2.10% to 2.20%
• FY22 performance to be better than FY21, as we are
prepared well with policies
• Guidance in FY22 better than last year
• 2nd wave impact on MSME & agri, collection efficiency
has been impacted but employees are ready
• Better position to assess impact in 1st week of June
based upon credit growth and collection efficiency

transition in the company by improving operational
efficiency. Capacity of 240 tpd has commercialized during
the FY21.
• Q1FY22 will be impacted by the surge in 2nd Wave of
COVID-19.
• 95% of solar glass globally is manufactured by China
which control the price.
• The import duty on Chinese import imposed in August
2017 gave some relief but the relief was marginal.
• The anti dumping duty on Chinese products will valid
till August 2022.
• Proposed addition of a 3rd furnace with a capacity of 500
tonne/ day by Q2 of CY22. With the brownfield expansion
at the Barauch plant in Gujarat, the capacity will jump
to 900 tpd or 5 GW of installable capacity of solar power
plants.
• Company is working on new expansion project of 500
TPD and already raised Rs 200 cr through QIP in Q3FY21.
Term debt of Rs 200 cr has been tied up and the balance
will be invested from internal accruals.

• SMA accounts above Rs 5 cr:
o SMA2: Rs 5023 cr (0.7%)
o SMA1: Rs 10359 cr (1.57%)

• In CY20, company capacity is 450 TPD which is running
on full capacity and is enough to power 2.5 GW of solar
power plants.

o SMA1+ SMA2: Rs 15382 cr (2.17%)
o SMA 0: Rs 7536 cr (1.05%)
o Total SMA accounts: 3.22%
o Cautious about these accounts since they are not
subjected to restructuring

• In PLI scheme, government has the intention to incentivize the domestic players to manufacture components
and for backward integration.

• Slippages in Q2 & Q3 lower due to Supreme verdict; Rs
4000 cr in Q4

• Domestic solar modules manufacturing needs solar
glass which need to import or supply by the company.

• Wherever required bank has made adequate provisions;
Rs 494 for OTRs, utilized Rs 600 cr for frauds in Q2 and
Q3; PCR has increased

• Company has meaningful presence in export markets.
Company mainly exports to Europe and Turkey. The
Company is expanding outreach in geographies like
Americas, Russia and MENA while nurturing and growing
the existing markets and adding customers.

• All deposits have been paid and focusing on retail
deposits to reduce costs of deposits

Borosil Renewables Ltd.

• Company has had an excellent Q4 in
terms of production as well as sales.
• Q4FY20 was partially impacted by
nationwide lockdown.
• Q4FY21 growth was led by higher
realization due to global supply
crunch and higher demand from
China. However, it is going to moderate in coming quarter as the supply
will match the demand.
• In FY21, exports were Rs 108 cr (Rs
60 cr in FY20) comprise of 21% of total
revenue.
• In FY21, company witnessed major

The prices has come
back to normal
level at March 2020
level (Rs 115 per unit
for entire FY21).
Demand has been
robust so far, though
the advent of 2nd
Wave of COVID
make difficult to
predict for next
quarters… Borosil
Renewables
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• To meet the incremental demand
for solar glass company is planning
to expand the capacity by 1000 tpd by
manufacturing 2 blast furnaces.
• Company will finance the capacity
expansion in the mix of equity and
debt.
• The prices has come back to normal
level at March 2020 level (Rs 115 per
unit for entire FY21). Demand has
been robust so far, though the advent
of 2nd Wave of COVID make difficult
to predict for next quarters.
• Import prices have begun to
normalize in April/May 2021 led by a
currently reduced demand pressure
in China. The Company has also
June 2021

moderated its selling prices in tandem with landed cost of
imports for its customers.
• There will be requirement of around Rs 1100 cr for
capacity expansion of 1000 TPD. Commodity prices are
increasing thus it is very difficult to predict the exact cost
of expansion.
• Bifacial module is new concept which the world is
looking at.
• There are 11 GW of solar module in India. In last year
the utilization was around 4GW (about average 40%
utilization) as the labor was problem due to the outbreak
of COVID.
• It is expected that 24 GW of solar module capacity will
be available in India in next 18-24 months.
• The solar cell capacity is going to expand dramatically in
India as government is giving incentives for production.
• Power cost has gone up on absolute terms as the
production was high. Gas price was little bit higher at the
beginning of quarter which has come down.
• In Europe there is demand for fully tempered glass.
There is enough tempering available with the company.
• Rs 1100 cr capex will be including tempering facilities as
well as balancing equipments.
• Company is working with raw material requirement
and company has good relationship with supplier and
company doesn’t foresee any type of problem in getting
the raw materials. Company is not facing any difficulties
in sourcing Soda Ash as it is the main raw material for the
company.

order to meet the demand, thus there will be no problem
of sourcing soda ash. Freight rate is not the problem for
the company in importing the soda ash.
• Growth was mainly led by price rise and little part from
volume growth. Around 85% growth was contributed by
the price increase in Q4FY21.
• There have been delays in solar projects because of
many reasons. One of the main reasons is non availability
of labor because of 2nd wave of COVID.
• In China the solar glass capacity was 20,000 tpd in 201920 and now the capacity is around 28,000 tpd.
• Solar glass price has corrected in FY21. The demand for
solar glass will remain high in FY22 there should not be
any surplus.
• Capacity expansion will aid in improving margin by 3-4%.

Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd.

• Except institutional and project solutions, all other
business have delivered strong results
• Q4FY21 Domestic business grew by 31% and exports
grew by 7%
• Momentum build in GCC and other Middle East countries was maintained in Q4FY21
• Subsidiaries:
o LGM registered 20%+ growth in sales.

• After the pandemic there lot of things have changed thus
it is difficult to predict the raw material price inflation.

o LGM wholly owned subsidiary, Optiqua pipes in Feb
2021. Optiqua recently acquired an Ahmedabad partnership firm for Rs 15 cr which manufactures winding
and electrical wires used in submersible pumps.
Acquisition will help in increasing pump business
through backward integration

• Q4FY21 the volume was 450 tpd and even some opening
stock was sold.

o KOEL America’s growth was driven by agriculture
and industrial segment

• Q2FY23 the first phase of expansion
will start commercialization.
• Glass manufacturing equipments
come from West Europe and some
come from China.
• Company has plenty of land for the
capacity expansion of 1000 tpd.
• Q4FY21 the average realization was
Rs 155 per unit.
• Company has 50% market share of
4GW utilization in India.
• ANSAC is largest producer of soda
ash in the world and if the demand
for soda ash increased ANSAC will
increase the production as well in

June 2021

Solar glass price
has corrected in
FY21. The demand
for solar glass will
remain high in
FY22 there should
not be any surplus.
Capacity expansion
will aid in improving
margin by 3-4%...
Borosil Renewables
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o Arka Fincap: KOEL has infused Rs
124.82 cr in FY21; total investment 651
cr
o AUM of Arka at R 1124 cr as of March
21 vs R 447 cr last year
o Has tied up with 16 institutional
lenders and raised more than Rs 150
cr in FY21. O/s borrowing at Rs 650 cr
plus
• Last quarter, witnessed BS4 transition for industrial engines. This time
well prepared for transition, 17-18000
hrs of field trials conducted before
hitting market. Thus helped transition
extremely well, thus is prepared for
BS5 transition going ahead and all

OEMs are extremely happy

mechanisation business, the space will be allocated

• Last quarter power generation (750, 910 range) was well
stabilized. Last year grown like 50% and are clear that is
well accepted

• Overall Capex: 2-3 year run rate of Rs 75-100 cr p.a;
actively exploring for right opportunities

• Tractor engines are in high demand
• Strategy to cater to global needs of firefighting segment,
in Middle East command close to 40% market share and
going to repeat the same in Latin American markets
• Water management solution business: The way the co.
is capturing market share, when industry was in decline
in last year, LGM and KOEL electric have both done well,
LGM grew in double digits
• Optiqua under LGM, is in allied opportunities in water
management, water cables,. Co. is making a transition
from selling only product to complete solution
• Farm mechanisation side: Last year there were some
Govt. regulations for importing form China, almost 90%
product are localized now and their performance is line
with the best right now in power tillers.
• Holding 40% markets share in tillers and all small
marginalized farmers will have cost optimized products
in both petrol and diesel
• Next 2-3 years co. will focus on CNG, PNG based products and since that is where traction lies

• Substantial cash sitting in balance sheet, div. policy is
clear and pay-out will be maintained and new opportunities and investments in the previous mentioned interests
will be spend. Arka, investment planned: Rs 1000 cr
investment, out of which Rs 650 cr is done, another Rs 350
cr will be done
• Q4 was exceptional quarter due to cost optimizations
and going ahead, some of these costs will come up and in
FY21 co. took price increase and looking at the crazy raw
materials price inflation, there would be further price
hikes and have talked with OEMs
• Optiqua acquisition: primarily makes winding wires for
making motors. Have flat cables and column pipes which
goes along with the customers. Our play in this space
is not even Rs 2-3 cr, but this business can be taken to
another Rs 100 cr.
• In LGM, there is some margin pressure. (1) In LGM we
have migrated to Oracle with regards to calculation of
inventory costs, (2) Copper prices are going through roof
and full passing of costs have net happened, pressure on
margins temporary in nature
• Arka Fincap: 2nd year revenue Rs 100 cr+, FY21: Rs 15.88
cr PAT double last yoy, Co. is 55% in mid-corporate, 40%
in real estate and allied, balance from SME and MSME

• Domestic powergen business ranking at no. 2 in 750 and
above UHHP segment, and in other segments, no.1. 2nd
wave has hit demand otherwise infra
projects like road, ports and hospital
Domestic powergen
were coming back strongly. Still bullish on FY22, anticipate GDP growth of
business ranking
9-9.5% still good for power segment
at no. 2 in 750
• At the time of pre-buying in
industrial segment, the demand was
upwards 25-30% for that specific
segment which was going transition.
Co. expected 2-3 months to be slack
period on account of transition, however, pre-buying was strong. Pricing
has been stable by all players and
demand has been coming back. Govt’s
thrust has been strong in this space.
• At crossroads of allocating
resources. First 5 years to be managing the emission norms and capex
needed for that will be allocated. For
gasification of engines, there will
be capex and post which capex will
be deployed in R&D water management business and will be coming
up with own factory to supply to
global and domestic markets. Farm

and above UHHP
segment, and in
other segments,
no.1. 2nd wave
has hit demand
otherwise infra
projects like road,
ports and hospital
were coming back
strongly. Still
bullish on FY22,
anticipate GDP
growth of 9-9.5%
still good for power
segment- Kirloskar
Oil Engines
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• Commodity pressure from month
of Oct’20 last year, Oct-Dec: 6-7%
collective pressure, in Jan we tried to
pass 80% of costs, unpreceded price
scenario not seen in last decade which
is linked with global commodities and
may continue for another quarter.
Quickly working out, whenever
possible we will try to pass out to
the market and take a lead in that.
In industrial side, it will be difficult
to pass on the costs. So, there will be
pressure which will be absorbed
• In Oct-Dec period: Power generation- 5-5.5% price pressure and same
for industrials, water 8-9%,
• For exports, CPCB4 by June, price
hike expected ~30%
• On the consumer side, there is lever
for raising prices. Overall, B2C sales
at 30%; Pumps: 70-80% to consumer
side, farm mechanisation majorly B2C
• Exports: 9% of total sales, water
management 25%

June 2021
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Economy review
others have been consolidated. Like Mr. Kela stated that
Recently, ace investor Rakesh Jhunjhunwala was quoted
there were 27 PSBs and now left with 12 while the Govt.
by finance dailies that the public sector banks (PSBs)
intends to reduce further to 8.
are “hopelessly undervalued”, and he sees a “very big
commodity bull run” in commodities. Live Mint quoted
While people are hopeful and betting on PSBs on the
him “I feel the most undervalued banks are in the public
strategic change that is expected to come in, many
sector. The credit cycle has just turned. Going ahead,
argue that the PSU banks are badly needed and even
there will be a lot of demand for money. The cost to
history suggests that private banks which went belly
income ratio of public sector banks is going to come
up were eventually rescued by the
down. There will be pricing power
PSBs. Probably, the sheer number
as there will be demand for money.”
needed to be brought down for better
On privatization, he believes there
Post AQR, the need
management and hence consolidation
will be run in stocks, in which Govt.
for capital got
is a move justified on that count.
divests stake, post which there will be
However, what hurt the Govt. had
amplified as the
maturity period of three-four years,
been the unquenched thirst for capital
PSBs reported losses
before the new owners turn them
and given the budget constraints for
at net level given
into efficient banks. Fund manager,
the last few years, PSB recapitalization
Madhusudan Kela also believes that
the huge burden of
is the last one on minds of Govt.
these banks made big time provisions,
provisions on bad
Post AQR, the need for capital got
enough to have cleaned them. Indeed,
amplified as the PSBs reported losses
loans. According to
most of these banks are trading near
at net level given the huge burden of
RBI reports, banks
0.5x price to book (P/BV) and going
provisions on bad loans. According
by the historical valuations are very
lent 55% of total
to RBI reports, banks lent 55% of total
cheap. However, post asset quality
credit to the big
credit to the big business of which
review (AQR) in 2015, these banks
80% has become Non-Performing
business of which
have been underperformers/laggards
Assets (NPA). However, apart from
80% has become
and have reported losses at net level
management issues, the PSBs are the
owing to elevated provisions. Thus,
Non-Performing
only ones with sheer responsibility
the Govt. has finally decided to divest
Assets (NPA).
of reaching the remotest of locations,
stake in some of these names, while
one of the primary reasons for which
June 2021
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Credit growth (%) divergence post AQR
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banks were nationalized in the first place. Besides, they
are mandated to fulfill priority sector lending towards
agriculture and MSME, which causes asset quality issues
even to quality private banks. Moreover, these PSBs are
the ones with the responsibility of providing credit to the
infrastructure firms, which others are reluctant to. Now
since, their share of loans to stressed sectors, agri and
MSME is more, naturally the share of the NPAs in total
system are. The PSBs (including RRBs) have 44,397 rural
branches (84.35% of total rural branches) whereas the
private banks have only 8,235 rural branches with a 15.65%
rural share. Thus, PSB’s higher risk taking ability together
with the increased costs in providing banking services to
the rural India would mean that majority of them would
lag private banks when it comes to profitability. Private
banks have the liberty which the PSBs don’t since they
have a social angle towards providing banking services
to the unbanked areas and to the weaker sections of
society. Post AQR, there have been changes in the culture
of the PSBs and they have now stressed on recoveries.
Besides, they have been cautious as well constrained (due
to dearth of growth capital) which is clearly reflected in
their credit growth when compared to private banks. This
has resulted in PSBs losing share to private banks, foreign
banks and small finance banks together. However, despite
the odds, PSBs still command a mammoth 59% share of
total systematic loans. Besides, the asset quality issues
have peaked out in FY18 and although the 2nd wave could
throw out stress in the system, RBI is in support and the
management of PSBs have been proactive.

Source: Ace Equity, Ashika Research, reported GNPA numbers; Mar-21
data accounts for 2 PSBs and 13 Pvt. Banks

There have been plethora of articles, research and
debates, with regards to the way out of the situation,
such that the PSBs are able to meet their Govt. mandated
objectives while performing as private banks. While
consolidation will lead to synergies on the performance
as well as cost optimization, they would run out of their
benefits soon. Probably, if there would have been an
efficient system such that the banks could get their capital
back (at least significant part of it) which are trapped in
bad assets, then the system would have got going and
the PSBs wouldn’t had to depend on Govt. for capital
infusion regularly. Besides, while the Govt. advises PSBs
to raise funds from market, that would mean dilution
for the existing investors at such mean valuations. Thus,
an efficient system of asset reconstruction companies
(ARCs) would have been the win-win for everybody. The
concept of a Govt. backed bad bank and a need for it has
been stressed from time to time again, however, it is only
in the last Budget that the Finance Minister announced
setting up of a bad bank, which will “consolidate and take
over the existing stressed debt and then manage and
dispose of the assets to Alternate Investment Funds and
other potential investors for eventual value realisation”.
The Bad Bank or National Asset Reconstruction Company
Limited (NARCL), as it is called now, is set to commence
operations from June. According to a PTI report, banks
are likely to transfer about 80 large NPA accounts, each
with a size of over Rs 500 crore, to NARCL for resolution.
For NARCL to make a material dent in banks’ bad loans,
it will need to be well-capitalised. The Centre may need
to make at least a token contribution to NARCL’s equity
capital, while roping in other stakeholders. Before, the
NARCL starts its operations, it would be worthwhile
to look at the shortcomings of the ARCs in operation
and on an international perspective which have been
successful. A recent Reserve Bank of India study on ARCs
has highlighted many shortcomings and one of the majors
have been that the banks are the major shareholders
and/or lenders to ARCs has led to conflicts of interest
regarding of valuations of the stressed loans.
Of all the resolution mechanisms, the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016 has been a significant
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and they could only recover 4% of
reform and a successful one and has
their amount involved for FY20.
taken the major load of recovery and
The ARCs continue
The passage of the Securitisation
pressure from other mechanisms.
to be an important
and Reconstruction of Financial
The RBI study states that amount
channel of loan
Assets and Enforcement of Security
recovered as per cent of the amount
Interest Act (SARFAESI Act) in 2002
involved under IBC was 45.5% in
recovery for banks
empowered banks and financial
FY20, followed by 26.7% for ARCs. The
and their share
institutions to recover secured loans
ARCs, however, continue to be an
in total amount
by enforcing the security interest,
important channel of loan recovery
involved across
and auctioning borrowers’ property
for banks and have a role to play in
all
four
channels
without any court intervention. ARCs
the field of asset management even in
were hence set up under SARFAESI
the post- IBC world. Debt Recovery
of recovery has
Act and are regulated and supervised
Tribunals (DRTs) were the first ones
ranged between 25%
by RBI under recommendations of
to be set up on recommendations
and
35%
since
the
Narasimham Committee II. The ARCs
of Narasimham Committee I. They
introduction of the
continue to be an important channel
dealt cases with limits of Rs 10 lakh
of loan recovery for banks and their
which was later increased to Rs 20
IBC.
share in total amount involved across
lakh. The DRTs were also authorised
all four channels of recovery has
to form Lok Adalat to decide on cases
ranged between 25% and 35% since the introduction of the
involving an amount of up to Rs 20 lakh. The DRTs made
IBC. Furthermore, they account for about 30% of the total
a promising start with recovery rates as high as 81% in
amount recovered through all channels.
2008-09, however since then the performance dwindled

Distribution of NPAs Recovered by Banks, Various Channels
Year

Lok Adalat

DRTs

% of % of total Amount
% of % of total
total
amount recovtotal
amount
ered
amount recovamount recovas % of involved ered
involved ered
amount
involved
2003-04

5.1

3.3

13.5

53.3

2004-05

2.8

2005-06

6.5

2.2

14.1

50.5

2.7

20.3

35.9

ARCs
Amount
% of % of total
recovtotal
amount
ered
amount recovas % of involved ered
amount
involved

79.1

17.6

IBC

Total

Amount % of total % of total
recov- amount amount
ered
involved recovered
as % of
amount
involved

30.9

41.5

8.9

-

51.8

18.8

46.7

46.1

18.1

-

56.4

76.9

57.6

41.0

34.8

-

-

Amount Total
Total Amount
recov- amount amount recovered
ered
involved recovas % of (Rs cr) ered (Rs as % of
cr)
amount
amount
involved
involved
-

47535

9921

20.9

-

-

28342

5192

18.3

-

-

17055

8356

49.0

2006-07

4.0

1.4

14.0

48.3

47.3

37.8

47.7

51.2

41.4

-

-

-

18972

7318

38.6

2007-08

14.1

2.3

8.2

38.2

39.6

51.9

47.7

58.1

61.0

-

-

-

15224

7625

50.1

2008-09

19.9

1.3

2.4

20.4

45.1

81.1

59.7

53.6

33.0

-

-

-

20220

7426

36.7

2009-10

23.1

1.5

1.5

31.3

41.7

32.0

45.6

56.8

30.0

-

-

-

31281

7514

24.0

2010-11

10.5

1.0

2.9

28.2

25.1

27.9

61.3

73.9

37.8

-

-

-

49950

15642

31.3

2011-12

2.8

1.4

11.8

39.4

28.5

17.0

57.8

70.1

28.6

-

-

-

61100

14400

23.6

2012-13

6.2

1.7

6.1

29.3

18.9

14.2

64.4

79.4

27.2

-

-

-

105700

23300

22.0

2013-14

13.3

4.4

6.0

31.8

16.6

9.6

54.8

79.1

26.5

-

-

-

173800

32000

18.4

2014-15

12.5

3.2

3.2

24.3

13.6

7.0

63.2

83.1

16.3

-

-

-

248200

30800

12.4

2015-16

32.5

14.0

4.4

31.3

28.1

9.2

36.2

57.9

16.5

-

-

-

221400

22800

10.3

2016-17

13.0

6.0

6.4

36.2

26.8

10.2

50.8

67.3

18.3

-

-

-

278300

38500

13.8

2017-18

16.9

4.5

4.0

49.2

17.9

5.4

30.3

65.4

32.2

3.7

12.2

49.6

270631

40352

14.9

2018-19

7.4

2.3

5.1

37.0

8.9

3.9

35.6

32.8

15.0

20.4

56.2

45.7

725996

118647

16.3

2019-20

9.1

2.4

6.2

33.1

5.8

4.1

26.5

30.5

26.7

31.3

61.3

45.5

742431

172565

23.2

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021, Ashika Research
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The AUM growth of the ARCs in India
The RBI study highlights some of
have not been in sync with the growth
the major shortcomings regarding
The AUM growth of
in NPAs for banks & NBFCs and this
the working model of ARCs in India
the ARCs in India
is despite increase in the number of
which needs to be kept in mind
have not been in
ARCs to 28. Rather the AUM was on
before NARCL starts full-fledged
a declining trend except for spurt in
operations. One of the major
sync with the growth
2013-14. The reason being that the
shortcomings between ARCs in India
in NPAs for banks
ARCs suffered from concentration
vs internationally lies in the very
& NBFCs and this
risk with 62% and 76% of the total
inception. Globally ARCs are known as
is despite increase
AUM was held by the top-three and
asset management companies (AMCs)
in
the
number
of
top-five ARCs in FY20. The other
which take two forms, those with a
shortcomings have been the ARCs
focus on bank resolution and those
ARCs to 28. Rather
themselves were majorly owned by
dealing with NPA resolution (Cerruti,
the AUM was on
banks and financial intuitions and
2018). Some of the successful AMCs
a
declining
trend
despite foreign direct investment
internationally were either Govt.
except for spurt in
(FDI) of 100% through automatic
backed or through public-private
route (allowed from 2016 onwards),
partnership (PPP) or through Govt.
2013-14.
foreign entities accounted for only
Backed bonds. Besides, most were
10% of capital. Another conflict of
set up following a domestic and/
interest lied in the way these ARCs were financed with
or global banking crisis or crisis-like situation which
borrowings primarily from banks being the major source.
led to a sudden surge in NPAs and hence the AMCs
This deceit the major purpose for setting up an ARC.
were constructed for a pre-defined period. Some of the
While borrowings still continue to the major source of
successful ones are (a) Securum of Sweden which was set
capital for ARCs, bonds and debentures now account for
up in 1992 and wound up in 1997, and which succeeded
lion’s share. Nevertheless, ARCs earn a stable return on
in recovering close to 86% of the amount involved, (b)
Danaharta of Malaysia, set up following the Asian financial assets (RoA) of ~3% which is higher than NBFCs. However,
crisis and operational between 1998 and 2005, managed to the return ratios could have been better if not for rising
acquisition ratio (acquisition cost to book value of assets)
recover about 58% of the amount involved. In contrast the
which works in favour of the sponsored banks. Low
Indian ARCs were (a) set up when the NPAs were already
significantly high and was part of financial sector reforms acquisition ratio and higher hair cut has been criticized as
the reasons for lathery of banks to get stressed assets off
(b) ARCs don’t have pre-defined period since they are
their books and were often too late to recover. However,
not tasked with addressing any specific crisis (c) They
over the years, the average acquisition ratio has gradually
are private in nature and hence capital constraints are a
risen in the range of 30-35%, although there still exists
regular affair (Bhagwati et al., 2017).
wide variation in the acquisition ratio across ARCs.

Number of ARCs and AUM Growth

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021
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Market share in per cent of Top - five ARCs
(Net Owned Founds vs Assets under Management)

Percentage Distribution of Total Capital of ARCs, by Shareholders

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021

Distribution of Borrowings of ARCs, by Source

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021

Trends in Profitability Ratios of ARCs

Trends to Average Acquisition Ratios of ARCs

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021

The resolution of assets is an important part for the ARCs
and the ARCs follows either a liquidation approach or a
going concern approach or a combination of both. The
RBI study states that the resolution methods of ARCs
can be divided into five categories. ARCs however prefer
the method of rescheduling of the payment obligations
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over other methods. The most critical stage relates to
the recovery and redemption of security receipts (SRs)
which judges the performance of ARCs. The RBI study
states that banks continue to hold close to 70% of the total
SRs despite a change in the regulation disincentivising
them from holding SRs above a specific threshold. This

the agreed value for the loans in cash and the remaining
85% would be government-guaranteed security receipts.
The government guarantee would be invoked if there is
loss against the threshold value, he added.

has resulted limited secondary trading of SRs. The age
profile of outstanding SRs shows a concentration of older
SRs in the books of ARCs. The study states that ~42% of
the outstanding SRs as on March 2020 were more than
five years of age and would have to be redeemed over
the next four years to avoid write-offs. These are major
shortcomings for ARCs operating in India and by now it
is evidently clear that is the newly constructed NARCL
be promoted exclusively by leading banks, it would
fall prey to the same problems as plaguing the present
ARCs. What is being learnt is that the new entity is being
created in collaboration with both public and private
sector banks. Indian Banks’ Association Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) Sunil Mehta told PTI that the lead bank with
offer in hand of NARCL will go for a ‘Swiss Challenge’,
where other asset reconstruction players will be invited
to better the offer made by a chosen bidder for finding
higher valuation of an NPA on sale. The company will pick
up those assets that are 100 per cent provided for by the
lenders. Mehta further said NARCL will pay up to 15% of

Distribution of SRs, by Institution. In per cent

Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021

Distribution of Total Resolved Assets, by Method of Resolution (%)
Resolution Method

Mar-16

Mar-17

Mar-18

Mar-19

Mar-20

Rescheduling of payment of debt

37.0

36.5

36.8

35.7

32.0

Enforcement of security interest

32.0

35.1

31.5

28.6

26.6

Settlement of dues of borrower

30.0

24.8

25.2

28.4

26.0

Taking possession of assets

2.0

3.9

6.2

7.2

1.5

By sale of business

0.0

0.4

0.3

0.1

13.9

Source: RBI Supervisory returns, RBI Bulletin April 2021

Age Profile of SRs (As on March 2020)
Total SRs outstanding (Rs cr)
2012-13 and before

Age (years)

3900

Due for write-off in

More than 8

2020-21

7

2021-22

6

2022-23

5

2023-24

4

2024-25

3

2025-26

2

2026-27

1

2027-28

-

-

4.1

-

-3.6
2013-14

16,393
-15.3

2014-15

15,333
-14.2

2015-16

9,401
-8.7

2016-17

15,603

2017-18

14,834

-14.5
-13.8
2018-19

18,084
-16.8

2019-20

14,318
-13.3

Total

1,07,877
-100

Weighted average age

-

Note: Figures in brackets indicate percentage share of SRs outstanding as on March 2020.
Source: RBI Bulletin, April 2021
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RBI has even set up a committee
under the chairmanship of Sudarshan
Sen, former Executive Director of the
central to undertake a comprehensive
review of the working of Asset
Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) in
the financial sector ecosystem and
recommend suitable measures for
enabling such entities to meet the
growing requirements of the financial
sector. The terms of reference of the
Committee are as under:

Despite of many
shortcomings of
the ARCs business
model, the major
one being the
interlinkage between
the selling banks
and the ARCs.

Review of existing legal and
regulatory framework applicable to ARCs and recommend
measures to improve the efficacy of ARCs;
Review of the role of ARCs in the resolution of stressed
assets including under Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code
(IBC), 2016;
Suggestions for improving liquidity in and trading of
security receipts;
Review of business models of the ARCs;
Any other matter relevant to the functioning,
transparency and governance of ARCs.
The Committee invites views and suggestions on the
above aspects from ARCs, market participants and other
stakeholders and the same could be emailed latest by
May 31, 2021. In response, ARCs have asked RBI to allow
them selling assets of defaulting promoters back to
them. They have also asked the central bank to allow
corporates and high net worth individuals to invest in
troubled loans through the SRs issued by ARCs. The ARCs
have also requested that they may be allowed to pick up
equity in bankrupt companies as a ‘resolution applicant’
in IBC cases. A Times of India article states that in the
case of bidding for RCom, the RBI did reject winning
bid by UV ARC, citing SARFAESI law which disqualifies
them from holding equity in a company. The association
of ARCs in India have mentioned in a note to members
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asking for a level playing field before
the launch of NARC. According to
the association “Government has
announced the formation of new
ARC/asset management company
to takeover non-performing assets
(NPAs) from different banks to clean
up their books and work on resolving
those NPAs. We request that special
regulatory dispensation/benefit if any
given to proposed ARC should apply
to all existing ARCs and level playing
field from regulatory perspective to
be given to all exiting ARCs”.

Despite of many shortcomings of the ARCs business
model, the major one being the interlinkage between
the selling banks and the ARCs. There is a strong
accumulation of SRs in the balance sheet of banks
and in an article in Business Standard, Mr. Tamal
Bandyopadhyay rightly points out that this implies that
the toxic assets just transferred from loan books to
investment books (in the form of SRs) while the ARCs
earn management fees. Besides, he asks why aren’t the
SRs redeemed and the reason he believes could be just
to earn management fees by ARCs and hence buying
loans at inflated costs and once the stipulated period of 8
years is over, the same is written off by banks as well as
ARCs. Among the major suggestions, Mr. Bandyopadhyay
suggests cash transactions as preferred option since
then banks do not have to deal with uncertainties about
redemption of SRs, and the ARCs can buy assets at deep
discount, paying upfront. However, the ARCs doesn’t
have the money to do so hence the capital/owned funds
for ARCs may also needs to be raised to, ~Rs 500 crore
to strengthen their ability to buy bad assets. This move
Mr. Bandyopadhyay suggests would help ARCs to remain
focused on resolution and not recovery. Clearly, there are
a lot of initiatives could be taken to overhaul the way the
ARCs are performing and the RBI study is a great place to
start looking for insights.

Start-up Corner
Mr. Mihir Mehta

At Ashika Capital, we are extremely passionate about fostering symbiotic
relationships that are aimed at building and sustaining high-growth
founder led businesses. We strongly believe that financial capital is the
first steppingstone to build a scalable, sustainable and impactful business.
Therefore, our endeavour is to identify great entrepreneurs in pursuit of
building businesses that carry magnanimous investment potential. Here is an
INSIGHT into businesses that we have worked/working with –

FoodCloud

SOSV backed company FoodCloud, a platform for women to become ‘Homeprenuers’ and provide
on-demand, home-cooked meals.
How FoodCloud is different from other cloud kitchens and investable
1. Cloud Kitchens is the most attractive model in F&B space- projected to become a $2 billion
industry in India by 2024 (up from $400 million in 2019) and FoodCloud aims to capture this
growth in the best way possible
2. FoodCloud follows the leanest business model in the industry as it has no commercial
kitchens, has outsourced delivery and maintains zero inventory. The brand has successfully
expanded to Kolkata and Mumbai with zero people on ground!
3. Today FoodCloud has more than 80% women chefs on board who are financially independent by working from the
comfort of their home and have helped the brand grow 116% Y-o-Y
The company is currently looking to raise USD 1Mn for its next phase of growth.

Naagin Sauce

An opportunity in the ‘very hot’ hot sauce segment - A challenger brand within the Sauces &
Condiments space.
In a country pioneering spices and condiments, be something better than ketchup - With a
vision to put Indian chilies on the world map as the spice authority of India, Naagin Sauce, is created using specially
curated recipes and is craft in every sense.
With a highly differentiated offering, the true-to-label indigenous brand has built an extremely versatile hero product,
already demonstrating good export traction.
Led by a robust set of co-founders with “fire in their belly” and complementary skill sets, the business is looking to raise
capital for its next phase of expansion.

Snackible

Identifying a sheer lack of choice of healthy, nutritious and tasty snacks, Aditya
Sanghavi conceptualised Snackible to solve everyone’s “snack life crisis” by
providing snacks which are not only tasty but also that don’t punish one’s waistline.
• Unique Product Strategy - Snackible has been building its product portfolio in a
balanced manner across multiple varieties, dietary preferences etc. fulfilling three core characteristics:
o Uniqueness, o Taste and o Health.
• Optimized Digital Communication - An online first brand, Snackible has been agile in listening to customers and
tailoring their offerings based on customer feedback.
• Robust distribution channel - Snackible has both online and offline channels with a presence in over 35 cities PanIndia with over 3300 points of sale. More than 300,000 customers in over 400 cities across the country have been
served through their D2C online store.
• Exceptional Growth trajectory - Snackible has grown at a CAGR of 115% since inception and has witnessed 5x times
jump in online sales in the last FY.
The business is seeking to raise INR 20 crore for its next phase of growth.

These are the top three business opportunities that interested stakeholders can pursue from an investment standpoint.
If you are interested to know more about these companies from the perspective of business operations, investment
thesis, exit opportunities and more, please drop in a line to us at ib@ashikagroup.com.
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Logistics:

Swelling Freight Rate

There is a sharp increase in freight charges for retail
Infrastructure is the backbone of a nation’s economy. It
booking/part loads as well (in past 2 months) by goods
functions like arteries and veins in the body that keep the
transport companies/intermediaries. Average rentals
blood flowing throughout. Logistics sector can be conare at the highest levels seen in last 6 years. So far in the
sidered as veins of the infrastructure. Without a robust
month of May, fuel prices have been increased 13 times.
and efficient logistics infrastructure, industries will find
Petrol in Delhi costs Rs 93.44 per litre and Diesel costs Rs
it hard to ensure smooth movements of goods across the
84.32 per litre, up 25 paise. Petrol price in Delhi has been
value chain. The logistics industry- considered to be the
increased by Rs 3.04 so far in May, while diesel price has
backbone of India’s economy- has been battered by the
imposed lockdowns at the onset of the second wave of the surged Rs 3.59 per litre.
pandemic in India especially after seeing steady recovery
This time Corporate is better prepared to handle labour
over the last couple of months from the first wave. The
shortage & increased incidences within the factory –
fresh wave of Covid-19 cases sweeping the country and
process is defined & symptoms are known. However, the
the resultant lockdown measures implemented by several
rapid spread has changed the priority
states have already started hurting
of all – (a) employee safety dominates
transporters. The trade is estimated
(b) even Drivers hesitate from underto suffer $2.4 billion (Rs 17,800 crore)
As
per
IFTRT
report,
taking long distance trips – due to
of revenue loss in April alone. This
risk, as well sudden lock-downs and
freight rates have
could also affect GDP growth, which
absence of return load. Consequently,
is projected at 10.5% by the central
increased by ~20%
Long-distance route trucks are in
bank for this fiscal year.
in past 5 months as
short-supply and this is not expected
As per IFTRT report, freight rates
diesel price during
to change soon due to risk & lockhave increased by ~20% in past 5
downs. Reduced capacity in factories
these months went
months as diesel price during these
at short-notice, which in turn is Covid
up by ~Rs. 13/ltr
months went up by ~Rs. 13/ltr along
related or labour shortage related,
along with improved
with improved arrival of fruits,
worsens the supply demand situation
vegetables and food items. The report
arrival of fruits,
further. The regional concentration
highlighted that dispatches from facimpacts all return loads to these
vegetables and food
tory gates increased by ~10% during
regions. The second wave has come in
items.
first 3 months and then decreased
and broken a sector that was on the
due to lockdown and labour shortage.
way to regrouping from the first wave.
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are finding it difficult to book space on vessels. Adding to
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of the sector for good this time.
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giving a rough time to the exporters. From the past few
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as American West Coast and the UK have observed an
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increase of over 200% over the last quarter. Many firms
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from the country due to technology and ease of operation.
Further, many buyers are also uncertain on making
long term commitments for imports. Apart from the
increased demand and fuel price the increase in freight
rate is also attributed to the handful of firms that control
the shipping lines in the country and are believed to be
monopolising costs to take advantage of the increasing
demand. Experts believe that India needs to develop its
container roadmap very seriously especially if we want
to move towards self-reliance. Further they anticipate
the problem to accelerate in the times to come as the
nation works towards increasing its exports and reducing
imports.

Baltic Dry Index hits highest levels since
2010
The Baltic Dry Index or BDI, London-based Baltic
Exchange’s main sea freight index that tracks rates to
ship dry bulk commodities, rose the most in over ten
years, lifting the spirits of dry bulk ship owners who have
been envious of the spectacular ride of container ship
owners over the last couple of months. The BDI which
tracks rates for capesize, panamax and supramax vessels
rose to 3,266 points, its highest since June 2010. The
capesize index rose to 5,404 points. Average daily earnings
for capesizes, which typically transport 1,50,000-tonne
cargoes of coal and iron ore, were at $44,817. The panamax
index rose to an over one-month high of 2,848 points.
Average daily earnings for panamaxes, which typically
carry coal or grain cargo of about 60,000 tonnes to 70,00
tonnes, increased to $25,634.
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exporters to lose their businesses. A 100% increase in
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cost has been observed in many countries, causing many

Baltic Capesize Index
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months, an unexpected uptick in the freight shipping

Source: Bloomberg

Supply and demand mismatch
Container shipping rates have been sky-rocketing on the
back of equipment shortages and space crunch borne
out of pandemic-induced disruptions. Shipping industry
experts said that the current rally in the dry bulk segment
is supported both from supply and demand side. On the
supply side, the lower YoY fleet growth and port congestion have aided the rally. Between January and April, the
net dry bulk fleet grew by 1.2% (10.8 million dead weight
tonnage or dwt) compared to 1.6% during the same time
last year (14.5 million dwt). The global dry bulk order book
stands at 5.6% of the fleet, the lowest at least since 1996
and the fleet growth is expected to slow down further
in the second half of 2021 and 2022. The first quarter of
calendar year 2021 witnessed the highest port congestion
since the first quarter of 2012. This reduced active fleet
supply in the system.
The demand side has been propped up by robust YoY
growth in trade across all dry bulk commodities such
as iron ore, grains, steel, cement and fertilisers. From
April, coal has also started “positively adding” to the trade
growth. In Q1CY21, the world steel output grew by more
than 10% YoY with Chinese steel output growing by over
16%. Chinese steel prices are the highest in the last 10
years led by strong domestic demand. The strong steel
margins are incentivizing use of high-grade Brazilian
iron ore, a big positive for dry bulk shipping on long
haul routes. Iron ore price of $210 a ton (10-year high) is
incentivicing even minor producers like India to export
more iron ore volumes, boosting demand for supramax
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vessels. China is scooping up supplies of US corn and
wheat to feed its livestock. Demand for feedstock has
increased post the Asian swine flu that led to the culling
of huge hog population in China.

Swelling freight rates and container
shortage

Swelling freight rates and container shortage have
become a global challenge disrupting supply chains
across industries. Over the last six to eight months,
shipping freight rates across transportation channels
have gone through the roof. This has had a consequential
impact on allied functions and industries, such as auto,
manufacturing among others. To mitigate the soaring
impact, one needs to scrutinize the key reasons behind
the absurd rise in freight prices globally.

The COVID-19 pandemic

The shipping industry has been one of the worst-hit
sectors by the Covid-19 pandemic. Firstly, all the major
oil-producing nations have cut down production
drastically due to the pandemic, which has created a
demand-supply imbalance resulting in pricing pressures.
While crude oil prices were hovering around US$ 35
per barrel until recently, they are currently, more than
US$ 70 per barrel. Secondly, surging demand for goods
and shortage of empty containers is another reason for
distribution going haywire which has in turn caused
freight rates to rise so significantly. With the pandemic
bringing production to a halt in the first half of 2020,
companies had to step up manufacturing to meet the
sky-high demands. Also with the pandemic-related
restrictions disrupting the aviation industry, there was
enormous pressure built up on ocean shipping for the
delivery of goods. This in turn had a knock-on effect on
the turnaround time of containers.

shipments, the higher the shipping costs, therefore the
trend ends up being an expensive affair and often harmful
to the ecosystem.

Brexit increases freight rates for goods to
and from the UK

Besides the pandemic, Brexit has caused a lot of
cross-border friction, owing to which the cost of shipping
goods to and from the country has surged exorbitantly.
With Brexit, UK has had to give up on several subsidies it
availed under the EU umbrella. With the transfer of goods
to and from the UK now being treated as intercontinental
shipments, coupled with the pandemic complicating the
supply-chains the freight rates for goods to and from the
UK have already quadrupled. Additionally, friction at the
border has also prompted shipping firms to reject previously agreed contracts which again meant that companies
trying to transport goods were forced to pay increased
spot rates. Global freight rates have got further escalated
owing to this development.

Shipment Imports from China

Apart from the above reasons, another major reason
behind these surged prices is the tremendous demand
for containers in China. China being the largest manufacturer in the world there is a huge dependence of western
countries such as the US and Europe on China for various
goods. Therefore, countries are willing to shed double or
triple the price to procure goods from China. So, while
container availability has anyway shrunk drastically
through the pandemic there is a huge demand for containers in China and the freight rates too are substantially
high there. This has also contributed significantly to the
price hike.

Other factors in the current scenario

Apart from the aforementioned points, there are a few
lesser-known contributors to the high freight rates. Communication issues stemming from last-minute diversions
Ecommerce retailers have been comprehensively using
or cancellations in the current scenario are one of the
split shipments for years now owing to multiple reasons.
reasons for booming freight prices. Also, the transporFirstly, goods need to be picked from inventories across
tation sector, like other industries,
different locations. Secondly, breaktends to have ripple effects when
ing order into sub-orders, especially
corporations take major actions. So,
if it belongs to different categories
Surging demand for
when the market leaders (the largest
can help enhance the speed of
carriers) decide to increase their
goods and shortage
delivery. Thirdly with not enough
costs to recuperate losses, the overall
room on a single truck or plane for
of empty containers
market rates are inflated too.
an entire shipment, it may have to

Continued reliance on split shipments

be divided into individual boxes and
transported separately. Split shipments happen on an extensive scale
during cross-country or international
shipment of goods. Additionally,
customers requiring to ship goods to
multiple locations may also encourage split shipments. The more the
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The industry can resort to several
measures to put a check on the rising
freight rates. Altering the day or time
for the shipment and transporting
during ‘calmer’ days such as Mondays
or Fridays, instead of Thursdays
that are generally earmarked as the
busiest can reduce freight costs by

15–20% annually. Companies can plan in advance to club
and ship multiple deliveries at once instead of individual
deliveries. This can help companies avail discounts and
other incentives from shipping companies on bulk shipments. Over-packaging can augment the overall shipment
costs, besides damaging the overall ecosystem. Therefore, companies should look at avoiding it. Additionally,
smaller companies should seek the services of integrated
transportation partners for shipments as outsourcing can
help them focus on their core operations.

Asia-Europe route hitting new highs

Due to the combined effects of strong shipping demand,
port delays, and shortage of containers, the spot price
of containers continued to rise and reached new highs.
Part of the reasons for this price increase is the shortage
of ships, as most of the capacity has been used on the
popular trans-Pacific and Asia-Europe trade routes. In
fact, in recent months, many ships have been moved from
less popular trade routes to the Asian market. Shipping
companies have transferred as much capacity as possible
to facilitate the booming Asia-Europe and trans-Pacific
trade. Nevertheless, there is no sign for the freight rate of
the Asia and Northern Europe route to go down.

circulation in the shipping industry has fallen sharply.
This is mainly because once the containers are unloaded
from the ship, due to the shortage of workers at the
terminal, poor inland transportation, and the pandemic,
the time of returning to the port has greatly increased.
The whole world feels this. It may take some containers 4
weeks to return to the port after unloading, while at the
beginning of 2020, it only took about 7 to 10 days. Due to
the outbreak of the Covid pandemic in major hubs around
the world, port delays have greatly reduced the availability of support staff, resulting in major delays.
For the European trade routes, the closure of the Suez
Canal in March caused major bottlenecks in European
ports. Although the ports were able to clean up some of
the backlogs during the calmer period when container
ships were not able to arrive, a large number of ships
arrived at the port all at once in April, which led to longer
waiting time, aggravating the market situation that was
already under pressure. As the delays mean that the number of containers arriving at the port within the planned
window has greatly reduced, carriers have been hit hard.
Although carriers around the world have been working
hard to secure new containers, there are people who are
concerned that these containers will end up at the ports
and bring more problems to shipping.

On May 17, Platts Container Rate 1 showed that the
container freight rate of the North Asia and North Europe
route soared to USD 12,000/FEU, an
increase of USD 1,500/FEU from the
previous week and almost tenfold
Although the entire
of the USD 1,300/FEU estimated for
industry hopes
this route one year ago. In addition,
that these logistics
Platts Container Rate 11 showed
problems can be
that the container freight rate of the
North Asia and the UK route also hit
eased as soon as
a record high, rising from USD 1,325/
possible, at this
FEU in the same period last year to
moment it seems that
USD 14,500/FEU.
The latest increase in freight rates
came at a time when demand on
major global routes continued to
exceed supply. Compared with the
beginning of the pandemic, the
number of empty containers in

these problems will
at least last through
the end of the third
quarter.
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At present, all ships have used all
of their capacity to transport fully
loaded containers around the world,
and carriers do not have a flexible
system to relocate empty containers.
Therefore, some market participants are concerned that due to the
inability to relocate the containers
to suitable areas, a large number
of new containers will be stranded
at the terminals and there will be
further delays at the ports. Although
the entire industry hopes that these
logistics problems can be eased as
soon as possible, at this moment it
seems that these problems will at
least last through the end of the third
quarter.
June 2021

Technical view
completion of its classical 5th down leg has provided
India is considered to be one worst hit by corona
the necessary breakout from the said pattern with
virus pandemic but Indian Equity market seems to be
a considerable volume buildup which validates the
unaffected as investors sentiment remains upbeat on
genuineness of the breakout. Hence
hopes of a fresh stimulus and the
the pattern alone predicts an upside
transfer of surplus of Rs.99122 cr
potential for the Index towards
by the Central Bank to the GOI.
The rally in the
level of 15400-15500 in immediate
Additionally a drop in cases for the
month of May’21
term. On the weekly time frame
past few days also provided the
was
broader
based
presence of subsequent bullish
necessary push to benchmark Index.
rather than shallow,
pattern in the form of Inverted
Equity benchmarks recouped the
‘Head and Shoulder’ formation
entire losses of the previous month
here broader
further validates the theory of
and ended May’21 on a positive
market relatively
continuation of rally surpassing
note at 15337, up 2.97%. Broader
outperformed the
the previous swing high or all time
markets regained momentum and
benchmark wherein
high of 15431 in near term. Since
outperformed the benchmark, Small
Feb’21 onward amidst volatile price
cap and Midcap indices jumped by
Nifty small cap index
behavior Inside day formation with
8.4% and 5.8% respectively. Sectorally,
recorded a fresh
long upper shadows in daily time
all the indices ended in green led by
52 weeks high. The
frame indicated of selling pressure at
PSU Banks, Media, PSE, Auto, Energy,
broader market
higher levels but eventually buying
Realty and Pharma ending with a gain
demand emerged in the vicinity of
of more than 6%. Trading data shows
outperformance
key support threshold 14100-14150
that FIIs were net sellers to the tune
highlights inherent
helped the index to recover. Now
of Rs. 8427 cr while DIIs were net
strength of the
the neckline of the said pattern has
buyers to the tune of Rs. 1887 cr.
market that augurs
been posing resistance for the past
Technical Observation
well for durability of
couple of months in a row around the
Since Feb’21 onward Nifty has been
psychological levels of 15000. During
the ongoing up trend.
trading amidst the downward
the month of May’21 Index trade and
sloping channel formation and after
closed decisively above the pattern
June 2021
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neckline and can be concluded as a completion of the
pattern. Now hereon the projected target from the said
pattern comes around the level of 15850-15900 in near
term. Hence these twin pattern breakouts will result in
with a sharper upmove in the benchmark Index.

The rally in the month of May’21 was broader based
rather than shallow, here broader market relatively
outperformed the benchmark wherein Nifty small cap
index recorded a fresh 52 weeks high. When the large
caps were subdued and in counter trend consolidation,
these lesser caps were leading the market direction. The
broader market outperformance highlights inherent
strength of the market that augurs well for durability
of the ongoing up trend. It can be expected that the
Nifty midcap and small cap to accelerate their relative
outperformance in the month of June as well.
On the oscillator front the recent development on the
Nifty charts had been indicating of a likely breakout from
the consolidation phase for quite some time as Indicators
and oscillators like ADX and RSI have shown some early
sign of reversal in the momentum. Daily ADX Indicator
reached below 14, the lowest reading since May 2020,
which indicates that Nifty has spent enough time being in
momentum-less phase and was awaiting of a big upmove.
Presently RSI too formed an inverted head and shoulder

pattern formation and also moved out of the rising
channel followed by scaling the prior swing high like
Index, hence sustenance above 55 would be a big positive,
on the weekly time frame however close below the 50
zone would be quite damaging for the market technically.
MACD has turned bullish as it is trading above the signal
line. On the other side, the trend strength indicator ADX,
declined during the period and indicated the weakening
of the bearish strength. The ADX flattened at the 12 level
mark . The –DMI is below the +DMI with divergence.
The positive directional indicator, +DMI is almost near
the Feb 16 high further validating that the momentum to
further accelerate in the present uptrend.
On the retracement principle the projected retracement
considering the decline since Jan’21 till Mar’21 (high:15431;
low: 14151) has been facing resistance around 15150-15200
(23.6% retracement) for second consecutive time in
the calendar year and witness sell-off, now sustaining
above the said resistance level would accelerate the rally
further. Structurally, the formation of higher high-low
on the weekly chart signifies that the elevated buying
demand with key support is placed at 14600 as it is
confluence of 61.8% retracement of current up move
(14151-15137), at 14530 and the 100DMA. Going ahead, the
broader trend in Nifty continues to be positive however
a decisive close below 14550-14600 might change the
perspective to neutral, broader range for the market is
likely to remain amidst 14500-15400.
Benchmark Nifty bounced after correcting 8% and
respected 50DMA, indicating strength in consolidation.
During the entire flat base zone, the 50DMA remained
flattened and Index oscillated around the 50DMA and
the 100DMA. The 100DMA proved crucial in the month
of April where Index formed higher low and higher high.
Presently the Index is above the 50DMA and magnitude of
distribution is lesser which is a positive sign. Hence, in
the shorter time frame only a decline below the 50 & 100
DMA (now coincides around 14650-14700) will change the
market dynamics to neutral again. However the elongated
up moves followed by shallow price correction highlights
robust price structure.
Hence it can be concluded that since Nifty has surpassed
the crucial resistance of 15000. Markets could see
momentum buying in the short span of time. Structurally,
the formation of higher high-low on the weekly chart
signifies elevated buying demand hence elevated
support level for the market now stands around 14600
as it happens to be the 61.8% retracement of the CY21
correction (14151-15431). External retracement of FebApril Correction (15432-14151) projects an upside potential
for the Index around 15700 therefore any cool off from
hereon should be capitalised as incremental buying
opportunity in quality stocks.
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book review

Mastering the Market
Cycle: Howard Marks

“We may never know where we are going, but we’d better
have a good idea where we are.”
appropriate price to pay for a participation in those
This is another book from the stable of most renowned
fundamentals, and
investor Howard Marks, who earlier wrote the book
titled “The most important things illuminated” and won
Understanding the investment environment, we’re in
millions of hearts. His profound wisdom and experience
and deciding how to strategically position our portfolios
of the financial market and his deep
for it.
insight on risk & human psychology is
In light of the above basis premises
a real treat for the student of finance
the book, the about calibrating one’s
and investing to only cherish in
Midpoint
portfolio position is the most desired
amazement, about the confluence of
(secular
trend)
way. Also, in context of the above, the
event make things work in cycles.
writer talks about risk as primarily
around which
This book is all about understanding
the likelihood of permanent capital
cycles in the financial world and how
the cyclicality
loss. Other, is the opportunity risk:
one can position himself, aggressive
likelihood of missing out on potenhappens is the
or otherwise and tilt the odds in his
tial gains. As there could be many
favor.
Happy medium.
different outcomes, uncertainty and
risk are inescapable and hence one
Instead of predicting macro which is
Importantly the
needs to understand the element
fraught with lot of risk and is less usesecular
growth
of risk and encompass this element
ful in determining success for a vast
while positioning his portfolio in
majority of investors, one can gainfully
rate may be subject
different market cycles. Because of the
spend time in three general areas:
to a cycle as well,
likelihood of a range of possibilities,
Trying to know more than others
probability distribution reflects one’s
but a longer term,
about what is called “the knowable”:
view of tendencies appropriately.
the fundamentals of industries,
more gradual one.
The author goes on to explain that
companies and securities,
the nature of cycle is the oscillation of
Being disciplined as to the
June 2021
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things around the midpoint (Happy medium) or secular
trend. Cycles vary in terms of reasons and details, and
timing and extent, but the ups and downs (and the
reasons for them) will occur forever, producing changes
in the investment environment- and thus in the behavior
that is called for. The extremes of the oscillation and in
the cycles always revert to its mean.
The midpoint (secular trend) around which the cyclicality
happens is the Happy medium. Importantly the secular
growth rate may be subject to a cycle as well, but a longer
term, more gradual one. Ultimately, the variations in
those deviation timing, speed and extent from the midpoint- are largely produced by fluctuations in psychology.
The developments could be both from exogenous factors
and endogenous factors. Also, to note that symmetry
in cycle only applies to dependably with direction, not
necessarily to the extent, timing or pace of movement.
The magnitude of upward or downward movement may
or may not match.

taxes, consumer credit, asset appreciation, celebration,
wealth effect etc.
The author concludes that the economic/macro forecast
may not bring individual prosperity in investing as
they are less reliable and average secular trend are well
known. Major deviation from trend (a) occur infrequently
and (b) are hard to correctly predict, most unconventional, non-extrapolation forecasts turn out to be
incorrect, and anyone who invests on their basis is usually
likely to do below average. So, surprise element is very
rare and hard to consistently predict any major deviations
year after year.
Here now comes the cycle in profits: Sales are responsive
to economic cycle in some industries, and in some they
aren’t. And some respond a lot, while others respond just
a little. Sales of industrial raw materials and components
respond to GDP expansion, Everyday necessities like
food, beverages and medicines are less responsive to
economic cycle, demand for low cost consumer item isn’t
very volatile whereas luxury goods and vacation trips
may, purchase of big ticket durable goods like cars and
homes for individuals and trucks and factory equipment
for businesses are highly responsive economic cycle,
demand for everyday services generally isn’t volatile like
transportation, haircuts etc. are less sensitive to changes
in economy.
Because the operating leverage is great for companies
when the economy does well and sales rise. Hence
economic cycle has profound effect on some companies’
sales of but less on others. Largely because of difference
in operating and financial leverage, given percentage
change in sales has a much greater impact on profits of
some companies than for others. And more importantly,
idiosyncratic developments have a very significant impact
on profits. These can be with regard to inventory management, capital investments, production level, technological advancements, changes in regulation and taxes etc.

Now he goes on to explain the economic cycle: The output
of an economy is the product of hours worked and output
per hour; thus, the long-term growth of an economy is
determined primarily by fundamental factors like birth
rate and the rate of gain in productivity. These factors
relatively change little from YoY and only gradually form
decade to decade. Hence the average rate of growth is
rather steady over long periods of
time. And the long-term trend is more
to do with demographic movements,
In business,
determinants of inputs, aspirations,
financial and
education, technology, automation
market cycles,
and globalization.
Short term variations in GDP can
be because the number of workers
working and the amount, they earn
were relatively constant, we might
expect the amount they spend on consumption to be similarly constant. But
it isn’t. Spending fluctuates more than
employment and earnings because of
“marginal propensity to consume”.
This propensity is variable in short
run, consumption can vary independently of income. These spending
pattern fluctuates with favorable
headlines, strong economy, election
results presage, higher income, lower

most excesses on
the upside-and the
inevitable reactions
to the downside,
which also tend
to overshootare the result of
exaggerated swings
of the pendulum of
psychology.

Now with the backdrop in place with
regards to the general definition of
cycles and the economic cycle and
profit cycle in place, the pendulum of
investor psychology is of paramount
importance in judging the true nature
of cycles.
In business, financial and market
cycles, most excesses on the upsideand the inevitable reactions to the
downside, which also tend to overshoot- are the result of exaggerated
swings of the pendulum of psychology.
Thus, understanding and being alert
to excess swings is an entry-level
requirement for avoiding harm from
cyclical extremes, and hopefully for
profiting from them. The oscillation
happens
Between greed & fear
Between optimism and pessimism
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Between risk tolerance and risk aversion
Between credence and skepticism
Between faith in value in the future and insistence of
concrete value in the present
Between urgency to buy and panic to sell
The oscillation is one of the most dependable features of
the investment world, and investor psychology seems to
spend much more time at the extremes than it does at a
“happy medium”

insistence on incremental potential return if incremental
risk is to be borne are the reasons why different investment avenues have different return profile with risk
premium. These are general expectation and promises or
“what may happen” or “should happen” rather than “will
happen” or “sure to happen”.

The trendline rate of growth in economic output and
corporate profits is moderate. With pro-cyclical decisions
cause growth to be abnormally rapid and hence the
retreat and regression to the mean
Likewise, it seems rational that, in the long run, stocks
overall should provide returns in line with the sum of
their dividends plus the trendline growth in corporate
profits, or something in the mid to high single digits.
When they return much more than that for a while, the
return is likely to prove to have been excessive-borrowing
from the future and thus rendering stocks risky- meaning
a downward correction is now in order.
Thus, understanding and being alert to excessive swings
is an entry-level requirement for avoiding harm from
cyclical extremes, hopefully for profiting from them.
The superior investor is mature, rational, analytical,
objective and unemotional. And he buys when any discount of the price from the current intrinsic value, plus
any potential increases in intrinsic value in the future,
together suggest that buying at the current price is a good
idea. And to be able to do so, the superior investor strikes
an appropriate balance between fear and greed. The
conflicting elements is kept in balance and take a evenkeeled behavior. The superior investor takes opportunities from both the virtuous circle and the vicious circle
where exaggeration is clearly visible. The exaggeration
is not the data or events; but the interpretation. And that
fluctuates with swings in psychology. Accurate decision
and appropriate conclusion happen objectively rather
than emotionally and to shun the selective perception and
skewed interpretation. And this requires great amount of
self- awareness and self-restraint.

Now the most important element to handle and the
author reflects the importance of the topic is the cycle
in attitudes toward risk. Since (a) investing comes from
dealing with the future but (b) the future isn’t knowable,
that’s where the risk in investing comes from.
The widespread dislike for risk and the resultant
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The increase in expected return generally will appear to
be consistently proportional to the incremental risk.
The key thing to note is that fluctuations in attitudes
towards risk can cause expectations to the principles
described here. Sometimes investors become too riskaverse, and sometimes they relax their risk aversion and
become too risk-tolerant.
In times of obliviousness towards risk- or high-risk
tolerance-the reduced demand in terms of risk premiums
causes the slope of the line to flatten and the amount
of risk compensation to shrink, i.e.; there’s less of a
return increment per unit increase in risk. The payoff for
risk-bearing is sub-par

The sequence of the event for risk is that positive event
lead to optimism and it leads to make people more risk
tolerant. Increase in risk tolerance causes lower risk
premiums to be demanded. A reduction in demanded risk
premiums equates to lower demanded returns on risky
assets. A reduction of demanded returns on risky assets
causes their prices to rise. Eventually higher prices make
assets even riskier and attracts momentum investors.

It follows from the above that risk is high when
investors feel risk is low. And risk compensation is
at a minimum just when risk is at maximum.

Widespread risk tolerance- or a higher degree of investor
comfort with risk- is the greatest harbinger of subsequent
market declines.
The opposite happens with risk aversion and there is
swollen risk premium. Screaming risk aversion makes
them sellers- certainly not buyers at the bottom. It follows that the risk is at its lowest when investors feel risk
is high. Risk compensation is at its highest just when risk
is at its minimum. Exaggerated payoff for risk-bearing.

Just as risk tolerance is unlimited at the top, it is non-existent at the bottom. Avoid extremes in behavior. Rather
tend towards the middle in most of the things- reasonable
balance between too much and too little.

rational investor is diligent, skeptical and appropriately
risk-averse at all times, but also on the lookout for opportunities for potential return that more than compensate
for risk and behave as contrarian.
Now comes the credit cycle: It takes only a small fluctuation in the economy to produce a large fluctuation in the
availability of credit, with great impact on asset prices
and back on the economy itself.
Profit fluctuates more than GDP, but still relatively
moderately- but securities markets soar, and collapse do
dramatically? I attribute this to fluctuations in psychology
and, in particular, to the profound influence of psychology on the availability of capital. Credit market is most
volatile of the cycles and has the greatest impact. Where
we stand in the credit cycle-whether credit is readily
available or difficult to obtain- is the greatest determinant
of whether debt can be refinanced at a given time. Point
to note that the worst loans are made at the best of times.
It leads to capital destruction- that ism to the investment
of capital in projects where the cost of capital exceeds the
return on capital, and eventually to cases where there is
no return of capital.
The degree of openness of the credit window depends
almost entirely on whether providers of capital are eager
or reticent, and it has a profound impact on economies,
companies, investors and the prospective return and
riskiness of the investment opportunities that result.
An uptight, cautious credit market usually stems from,
leads to or connotes things like these:
Fear of losing money
Heightened risk aversion and skepticism
Unwillingness to lend and invest regardless of merit
Shortages of capital everywhere

When total fear replaces a high degree
of confidence, excessive risk aversion
takes the place of unrealistic risk
tolerance. Also, during negative environment, excessive risk aversion can
cause people to subject investments to
unreasonable scrutiny and endlessly
negative assumptions. If optimism is
low; expectations are modest; negative
surprises are unlikely; and slightest
turn for the better would result in
appreciation.
So, for risk; skepticism calls for
pessimism when optimism is excessive.
But it also calls for optimism when
pessimism is excessive. Understanding
how investors are thinking about and
dealing with risk is perhaps the most
important thing to strive for. The

Economic contraction and difficulty
refinancing debt

Generous credit
markets usually
are associated
with elevated
asset prices
and subsequent
losses, while
credit crunches
produce bargainbasement prices
and great profit
opportunities.
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Defaults, bankruptcies and
restructurings
Low asset prices, high potential
returns, low risk and excessive risk
premiums
Quite reverse is the case of a generous
capital market
The bottomline is that generous credit
markets usually are associated with
elevated asset prices and subsequent
losses, while credit crunches produce
bargain-basement prices and great
profit opportunities.
Superior investing doesn’t come from
buying high-quality assets, but from
buying when the deal is good, the price
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is low, the potential return is substantial, and the risk is
limited. These conditions are much more the case when
credit markets are in the less-euphoric, more stringent
part of their cycle. The slammed-shut phase of the credit
cycle probably does more to make bargains available than
any other single factor.
The rise and fall of opportunities in the market for distressed debt stems from the interaction of other cycles: in
the economy, investor psychology, risk attitudes and the
credit market.
Point to note is that a distressed debt investor tries to
figure out (a)what bankrupt company is worth (b) how
the value will be divided among the company’s creditors
and other claimants, and (c)how long this process will
take. With correct answers to these questions, he can
determine what the annual return will be on a piece of the
company’s debt if purchased at a given price.

concludes things will get better forever
“What the wise man does in the beginning, the fool does
in the end.”
The most important thing to note is that the maximum
psychology, maximum availability or credit, maximum
price, minimum potential return and maximum risk all
are reached at the same time, and usually these extremes
coincide with the last paroxysm of buying.
This conceptual depiction indicates the relationship
between cycle level and potential for return.

Putting it all together- the market cycle:
Prices are affected primarily by developments in two
areas: fundamentals and psychology
Fundamentals, which is “events” can largely be reduced
to earnings, cashflow, and the outlook for the two. They
are affected by many things, including trends in the
economy, profitability and the availability of capital.

Now to the moot question of how to identify where the
market stands in its cycle. Importantly, the elements
And Psychology- how investors feel about fundamenthat contribute to the market’s rise manifest themselves
tals and value them-likewise affected by many things,
via valuation metrics-p/e ratios on stocks, yields on
particularly investors’ level of optimism and attitude
bonds, capitalization ratios on real estate, and cash flow
toward risk.
multiples on buyouts-that are elevated relative to historic
The truth is that financial facts and figures are only a
norms. All these are precursors of low prospective
starting point for market behavior; investor rationality is
returns. The reverse is true when a market collapse takes
the exception, not the rule; and market
asset prices to bargain valuations.
spends little of its time calmly weighThese things can be observed and
ing financial data and setting prices
quantified. Second, understanding of
Fundamentals,
free of emotionality. Profit fluctuates
cycle positioning can be greatly aided
moderately to long term GDP growth,
by an understanding of how investors
which is “events”
because of the operational and finanare behaving because it majorly bears
can largely
cial leverage. Psychology fluctuates
the root cause of disproportionate risk
more than the profit growth and hence
in an asset. It is not you buy that deterbe reduced to
a highly volatile capital markets despite
earnings, cashflow, mines your results, it’s what you pay
of meaningful changes in fundafor it. And what you pay -the security’s
and the outlook
mentals from day to day or month
price and its relationship to intrinsic
on month. Add to it the liberal credit
value- is determined by investor
for the two. They
market which leads to explosion in
psychology and the resulting behavior.
are affected by
risk perception and hence higher asset
Excellent investment decision can be
prices and then finally greed leading to
many things,
made on the basis of present observaa collapse in price of assets.
tions, with no need to make guesses
including trends
about the future.
The first stage, when only a few
unusually perceptive people believe
things will get better
The second stage, when most
investors realize that improvement is
actually taking place, and

in the economy,
profitability and
the availability of
capital.

a>quantitative analysis of investment
class
b>qualitative assessment of investors

The third stage, when everyone
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behavior, risk, long-term growth,
greed & fear etc.
The key question can be boiled
down to two: how are things
priced, and how are investors
around us behaving? Assessing
these two elements – consistently
and in disciplined manner- can be
very helpful. The answer to these
to these will give us a sense fir
where we stand in the economic
cycle. Where we stand influences
the tendencies and probabilities.

The market’s
rise manifest
themselves
via valuation
metrics-p/e
ratios on stocks,
yields on bonds,
capitalization
ratios on real
estate, and cash
flow multiples on
buyouts-that are
elevated relative to
historic norms.

Also, as interesting view shared
by the author is the fact that why
targeting a bottom is wrong, and
when should you then buy? The
answer is simple: when price is
below intrinsic value. What if
prices continue downward> Buy
more, as now it’s probably an even
greater bargain. All you need for
ultimate success in this regard is (a) an estimate of intrinsic value, (b) the emotional fortitude to persevere, and (c)
eventually to have your estimate of value proved correct.
Understanding what things really mean- rather than how
they make investors feel- is the first step toward doing
the things that are right for the times.
Finally, on positioning a portfolio as market moves
through its cycles is the essence, which the author simply
puts it this way:

It is helpful to take an organized approach to what he calls
the “twin risks.” The investors have to deal daily with two
possible sources of error.
The first is obvious: The risk of losing money
The second is bit more subtle: the risk of missing
opportunity
Investors can eliminate either one but doing so will
expose them entirely to the other. So, most people

balance the two: When market is high in
its cycle, they should emphasize limiting
the potential for losing money, and when
the market is low in its cycle, they should
emphasize reducing the risk of missing
opportunity. For this try to travel into
the future and look back. What you think
you might say a few years down the road
can help you figure out what you should
do today. These decisions relate directly
to the choice between aggressiveness
and defensiveness. Varying one’s stance
between defensiveness (not losing money)
and aggressiveness (not missing opportunity) should be done in response to where
the market stands in its cycle and, again
this can be approached in terms of how the
market is valued and how other investors
are behaving.

For example, in late 2008/early 2009, an
investor needed only two things to make a
lot of money: money to invest and the nerve
to invest it. It he had those two things; he made a lot of
money in the years that followed. In retrospect, what he
didn’t need was caution, conservatism, risk control, discipline, selectivity and patience; the more of those things he
had, the less money he made.
To my mind, this potentially reflects upon the hallmark
of investing after understanding the valuation and the
psychology of human behavior.

Finally, the three ingredients for success- aggressiveness, timing and skill- and if you have enough
aggressiveness at the right time, you don’t need
that much skill.
Sir Isaac Newton:
I can calculate the motions of heavenly bodies, but not the
madness of the people.”
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JN: Jobless Rate
US: Conf. Board Consumer Confidence
UK: Mortgage Approvals
JN: Retail Sales YoY
EC: Consumer Confidence

29

US: Existing Home Sales
EC: Consumer Confidence
JN: Machine Tool Orders YoY
US: Richmond Fed Manufact. Index
UK: PSNB ex Banking Groups

22

IN: Trade Balance
UK: Jobless Claims Change
US: Retail Sales Advance MoM
US: Industrial Production MoM
US: PPI Final Demand MoM

15

JN: GDP SA QoQ
JN: BoP Current Account Balance
EC: GDP SA QoQ
US: Trade Balance
US: NFIB Small Business Optimism

IN: Eight Infrastructure Industries
JN: Industrial Production MoM
UK: GDP QoQ
EC: CPI MoM
US: Pending Home Sales MoM

30

US: MBA Mortgage Applications
US: New Home Sales
US: Current Account Balance
JN: Leading Index CI
JN: Coincident Index

23

US: FOMC Rate Decision (Upper Bound)
UK: CPI YoY
JN: Core Machine Orders MoM
US: Housing Starts
CH: Industrial Production YoY

16

CH: CPI YoY
US: MBA Mortgage Applications
CH: PPI YoY
US: Wholesale Inventories MoM
JN: Machine Tool Orders YoY

9

US: MBA Mortgage Applications
UK: Net Lending Sec. on Dwellings
EC: PPI YoY
UK: Consumer Credit YoY

2

1

IN: Markit India PMI Mfg
US: ISM Manufacturing
CH: Caixin China PMI Mfg
JN: Jibun Bank Japan PMI Mfg
EC: CPI MoM

Wednesday

Tuesday

IN: India, US: United States, EC: European Union, UK: United Kingdom, CH: China, JN: Japan

CH: Industrial Profits YoY
UK: Nationwide House PX MoM
US: Dallas Fed Manf. Activity

28

US: Chicago Fed Nat Activity Index
UK: Rightmove House Prices MoM

21

IN: CPI YoY
IN: Wholesale Prices YoY
JN: Industrial Production MoM
EC: Industrial Production SA MoM

14

CH: Trade Balance
JN: Leading Index CI
JN: Coincident Index

7

Monday
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UK: Bank of England Bank Rate
US: Initial Jobless Claims
US: GDP Annualized QoQ
US: Durable Goods Orders
US: Wholesale Inventories MoM

24

US: Initial Jobless Claims
EC: CPI YoY
US: Leading Index
US: Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook
US: Langer Consumer Comfort

17

US: Initial Jobless Claims
EC: ECB Main Refinancing Rate
US: CPI MoM
JN: PPI YoY
US: CPI Ex Food and Energy MoM

10

IN: Markit India PMI Services
US: Initial Jobless Claims
US: ADP Employment Change
US: ISM Services Index
CH: Caixin China PMI Services
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Thursday

4

Friday

US: U. of Mich. Sentiment
JN: Tokyo CPI Ex-Fresh Food YoY
US: Personal Income
UK: GfK Consumer Confidence
US: PCE Core Deflator MoM

25

JN: Natl CPI YoY
UK: Retail Sales Inc Auto Fuel MoM
JN: BOJ Policy Balance Rate
EC: ECB Current Account SA

18

IN: Industrial Production YoY
US: U. of Mich. Sentiment
UK: Industrial Production MoM
UK: Trade Balance GBP/Mn
UK: Construction Output MoM

11

IN: RBI Repurchase Rate
US: Change in Nonfarm Payrolls
US: Durable Goods Orders
US: Unemployment Rate
JN: Household Spending YoY
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Services at Ashika Stock Broking Limited
Products

Products

• TradeX (Mobile App & Web
base)
• Online Equity, Derivative,
Currency and Commodity
Trading Facility
• InvestX (Mobile App & Web
base)
• A One Stop Solution to all
your Mutual Funds needs
online.

Contact

• EKYC
• It now takes just 30 mins to open an
Account.

For Business Opportunity please
contact

• ReKYC
• Hassle-free & paperless modification
without stepping out.

Mr. Amit Jain (Executive Director)
Mobile: +91 90070 66000
E-mail: amitjain@ashikagroup.
com

• Research Services
• A galaxy of potential research team
to provide the best equity research
reports, ideas, solving queries and
many more.

• Back Office Reports on
WhatsApp. Ashika BOT on
Whatsapp / Telegram.

• Online Fund Transfer Facility

• Ask ACIRA • Online Customer service for
clients on our website.
• Margin Trading Facility
(MTF)
• With this MTF facility client
can trade inspite of debits
beyond T+7.

• Securities Lending and Borrowing (SLB)
• Provide securities lending and
borrowing at a market competitive rate
• Depository Services (CDSL/NSDL)
• Provide one roof solution wherein
seamless trading could be ensured
through DP maintained with Ashika

Mr. Niraj Sarawgi (CEO - PCG)
Mobile: +91 91676 16989
Email: nirajs@ashikagroup.com

For Services please contact
Mr. Ashwini Kumar Gautam (COO)
Mobile: +91 90070 66097
Email: ashwinikumar@ashikagroup.com

For institution business please contact
Mr. Dilip Minny (Co-founder- Institution); Mobile: +91 90070 66096; Email: dilipminny@ashikagroup.com

Services at Ashika Capital Limited
Capital Markets
• Issue Management

Fund Raising
•

• IPO / FPO

Private Equity

Advisory
•

• Venture / Growth

• Right Issue

•		Pipe

Mergers & Acquisition /
Business Opportunity

Disposal
•		Management buy-outs /

Institutional

please contact

buy-ins

Placement
•
• Open Offer
• Takeover
• Buyback

•		Leveraged buy-outs

Mr. Mihir Mehta

•		Joint Ventures

Contact: +91 22 6611 1770

• Project Finance

•		Strategic Partnership

Email: ib@ashikagroup.com

•		Team Loan

•		Spin-Offs

•		Working Capital

•		Divestment

Debt Syndication

Loan

• Delisting

•		Acquisition

• Overseaslisting

• Corporate restructuring
• Capital Restructuring

Funding

• Finance Restructuring

•		Construction
Finance

• Underwriting

For Debt Fund Raising /

• Merger / Acquisition /

Capital

• Qualified

M&A

Contact

•

Mr. Yogesh Shetye
Contact: + 91 22 6611 1770
E-mail: yogeshs@ashikagroup.com

Business Valuation
• ESOP Valuation
• Fairness Opinion

For start-up investing please contact
Mr. Chirag Jain (CEO); Contact: +91 22 66111700; E-mail: chiragjain@ashikagroup.com
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Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd.
Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd is the holding company of Ashika Group, a RBI-registered non-deposit taking
NBFC engaged in providing long term and short-term loans & advances to individual & body corporate and
Investment in shares and securities. It has 6 subsidiaries and 1 associate company i.e. Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.

Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.
It is the Flagship company of the group and incorporated in the year 1994. RBI registered Non-banking Financial
Company carrying on NBFI Activities i.e. investment in shares & securities and providing Loan to Individuals,
corporates HNI etc. The company floated its shares to public in 2000 and got listed with CSE. Thereafter, in 2011, the
shares were traded on BSE under permitted category and in 2014 got listed with MSEI. It has a registered FII as one
of its investors.

Ashika Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd.
Ashika Investment Managers Private Limited, a private limited company incorporated on July 13, 2017, is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Ashika Global Securities Private Limited. It is acting as the Investment Manager to Ashika
Alternative Investments, a Trust being registered as a Category III Alternative Investment Fund (Registration
Number: IN/AIF3/20-21/0811) with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) under the SEBI (Alternative
Investments Funds) Regulations, 2012 (“AIF Regulations”).
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AWARDS

NSDL Stock Performer Awards
of the Year 2019

CDSL Excellent Performer in
Depository Services

BTVI Emerging Company
of the Year 2019

Helping Clients Reach for Better Via SIP – National
from Franklin Templeton Investments, 2018

NSDL STAR PERFORMANCE AWARD 2018

NSE Market Achievers Award 2018
REGEIONAL RETAIL MEMBER OF THE YEAR 2018 EASTERN INDIA

BTVI Young Business Leader
of the Year 2019

NSE Market Achievers Award 2017
REGEIONAL RETAIL MEMBER OF THE YEAR 2017 EASTERN INDIA
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Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
Ashika Stock Broking Limited (“ASBL”)
started its journey in the year 1994 and
is presently offering a wide bouquet of
services to its valued clients including
broking services, depository services
and distributorship of financial products (Mutual funds, IPO & Bonds). It
became a “Research Entity” under
SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations
2014 in the year of 2015 (Reg No.
INH000000206).
ASBL is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Ashika Global Securities (P) Ltd., a RBI
registered non-deposit taking NBFC
Company. ASHIKA GROUP (details
enumerated on our website www.
ashikagroup.com) is an integrated
financial service provider inter alia
engaged in the business of Investment
Banking, Corporate Lending, Commodity Broking, Debt Syndication &
Other Advisory Services.
There were no significant and material disciplinary actions against ASBL
taken by any regulatory authority
during last three years except routine
matters.
DISCLOSURE
Research reports are being prepared
and distributed by ASBL in the sole
capacity of being a Research Analyst
under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations 2014. The following disclosures
and disclaimer are an essential part
of any Research Report so being
distributed.
1) ASBL or its associates, its Research

Analysts (including their relatives)
may have financial interest in the
subject company(ies). And, the said
financial interest is not limited to
having an open stock market position
in /acting as advisor to /having a loan
transaction with the subject company(ies) apart from registration as
clients.
2) ASBL or its Research Analysts
(including their relatives) do not have
any actual / beneficial ownership of
1% or more of securities of the subject
company(ies) at the end of the month
immediately preceding the date of
publication of the source research
report or date of the concerned
public appearance. However, ASBL’s
associates may have actual / beneficial
ownership of 1% or more of securities
of the subject company(ies).
3) ASBL or its Research Analysts
(including their relatives) do not
have any other material conflict of
interest at the time of publication of
the source research report or date
of the concerned public appearance.
However, ASBL’s associates might
have an actual / potential conflict of
interest (other than ownership).

Research analysts (forming part of
Research Desk) have not received any
compensation or other benefits from
the subject companies or third parties
in connection with the research
report/ research recommendation.
Moreover, Research Analysts have not
received any compensation from the
companies mentioned in the research
report/ recommendation in the past
twelve months.
5) The subject companies in the
research report/ recommendation
may be a client of or may have been
a client of ASBL during the twelve
months preceding the date of concerned public appearance for investment banking/ merchant banking /
brokerage services.
6) ASBL or their Research Analysts
have not managed or co–managed
public offering of securities for the
subject company(ies) in the past
twelve months. However, ASBL’s
associates may have managed or co–
managed public offering of securities
for the subject company(ies) in the
past twelve months.

7) Research Analysts have not served
as an officer, director or employee
of the companies mentioned in the
4) ASBL or its associates may have
received compensation for investment report/ recommendation.
banking, merchant banking, broker8) Neither ASBL nor its Research
age services and for other products
Analysts have been engaged in
and services from the subject compamarket making activity for the
nies during the preceding 12 months.
companies mentioned in the report /
However, ASBL or its associates or its
recommendation.

DISCLAIMER

The research recommendations and information are solely for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be an offer document or any investment, legal or taxation advice or solicitation of any action based upon it. This report is not
for public distribution or use by any person or entity, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law,
regulation or subject to any registration or licensing requirement. We will not treat recipients as customer by virtue of their receiving
this report. The report is based upon the information obtained from public sources that we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee
its accuracy or completeness. ASBL shall not be in anyways responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any such person from
any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations.
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Gyanada e-learning initiative
launching soon!

Ashika Group supports charitable foundation
to fuel the aspirations of young girls in India.
With our vision to develop essential 21st century capacities, computational thinking and working
with computer-based systems, we will be launching our e-learning module by September,2020.
It has been designed as two sub-initiatives: Every Child Can Code (ECCC) and Makers in the
making (MIM).

Revamping the computer education system

We engaged with our partner Ramji Assar Group of schools, Ghatkopar to redesign the computer curriculum to
align it with the needs of the current times. Currently we have undertaken the training and upskilling of teachers by
implementing the curriculum structured by Gyanada Foundation’s team. This course structure for teacher training
has been developed over the past one year, specifically catering to the skills children should possess. A total of 3000
students from grade 1 to grade 10 will be taught under our curriculum. Since the school has both Hindi and Gujarati
medium of education, we’ll be teaching students of both these languages. Gyanada labs will also be set up for children
to access computers and to spend their time tinkering and innovating.

Pocket Codes!

Due to the ongoing pandemic, not all children have access to computers. But in India, the use of smartphones is
fairly common now. So, we decided to utilize this opportunity and teach children to code on a mobile. As exciting as
it sounds, children were really enthusiastic about this initiative- Pocket coding! Enjoy some of the creations by our
children using pocket codes by, Mehak and Gokul from Hindi High School.

Help us with a Survey

We are conducting a short survey to understand the current status of computer education in schools. The findings
of this survey will help us to better design our interventions to improve computer education in schools and build the
foundation in technology for children and schools.
Kindly Note: This survey form is to be filled by the school principal, administrator, or Head /in-charge of the computer
department only.
Link for the google form: https://forms.gle/pYpWUTuWAFq3EaX98
Or if you are interested to help us with the survey, please feel free to reach out to our founder, Rinsa at +91 8451856662
or write to us at info@gyanada.org
We, at Gyanada Foundation, engage students in practical learning. For this we provide kids with Gyanada Lab Kits. To
help us fund these kits, visit: https://gyanada.org/donate.html. You can also write to us at rinsa@gyanada.org or connect
with us at 9819044922. Our bank details are:
GYANADA FOUNDATION HDFC Bank, Stephen House Branch, Current A/c No. 50200002885400
IFSC CODE: HDFC0000008
MICR CODE: 700240002
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Group Companies
Ashika Stock Broking Ltd.
(Member: NSE, BSE, MSEI, MCX, NCDEX, ICEX Depository participant of CDSL / NSDL, Research Analyst, AMFI- Registered
Mutual Fund Distributor)
CIN No. U65921WB1994PL217071
SEBI Registration No: INZ000169130
SEBI Registration No: INH00000006 (RA)

Ashika Credit Capital Ltd.
(RBI Registered NBFC)
CIN No. L67120WB1994PLC062159

Registered Office

Ashika Capital Ltd.
(SEBI Authorised Merchant Banker)
CIN No. U30009WB2000PLC091674
SEBI Registration No: INM000010536

Ashika Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd.
(Investment Manger to Ashika Alternative Investments, a
Category III AIF registered with SEBI)
CIN number – U65929MH2017PTC297291
SEBI Registration No: IN/AIF3/20-21/0811

Ashika Global Securities Pvt. Ltd.
(RBI Registered NBFC)
CIN No. U65929WB1995PTC069046

Corporate Office

Trinity
226/1, A.J.C. Bose Road
7th Floor, Kolkata-700020
Phone: 033-4010 2500
Fax No: 033-4010 2543

1008, Raheja Centre,
214, Nariman Point, 10th Floor
Mumbai-400021
Phone: 022-6611 1700
Fax No: 022-6611 1710

A

www.ashikagroup.com

Product | info@trisyscom.com

Toll Free No.: 1800 212 2525
For any research related query: insight@ashikagroup.com
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